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1 Summary of consultation outcomes
The Transport and Infrastructure Council directed the National Transport Commission (NTC)
to review the Heavy Vehicle National Law (HVNL) from first principles. The HVNL
commenced in 2014 and has been amended regularly since then. Despite this, there is a
view shared by a range of stakeholders that it is not functioning as effectively as it could.
The primary purpose of the HVNL is to ensure a safe and efficient heavy vehicle journey.
This comprises a safe driver, a safe vehicle and a suitable route. The goal of the HVNL
review is to deliver a modern, outcome-focused law regulating the use of heavy vehicles.
The NTC is undertaking the review from a first-principles perspective. We expect this will
lead to a recast HVNL. The aim is that the future HVNL will:
▪ improve safety for all road users
▪ support increased economic productivity and innovation
▪ simplify the HVNL, its administration and enforcement of the law
▪ support the use of new technologies and methods of operation
▪ provide flexible, outcome-focused compliance options.
We framed seven issues papers around risk-based regulation, what should be regulated,
how we should regulate to improve compliance, and other matters for consideration. In terms
of what should be regulated, we covered effective fatigue management, easy access to
suitable routes, vehicle standards and safety, and safe people and practices.
In terms of how we should regulate to increase compliance, we covered assurance models
and effective enforcement.
This paper is a summary of outcomes of consultation on each issues paper. It brings
together more than 250 formal and over 300 informal submissions from governments,
regulators, heavy vehicle drivers, operators large and small, peak industry bodies,
technology providers, and many others. This content was published on the HVNL Review
Microsite in December 2019.
A joint publication of the Australian Trucking Association (ATA) and Big Rigs “Heavy Vehicle
Law – Have your say”, provided important driver insights for the NTC, with over 6 000 points
of engagement through social media.
The NTC is using this information to develop options for the future HVNL. These options will
be tested in a consultation regulatory impact statement (RIS), to be released in early 2020.
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2 Fundamentals
▪ In the Risk based approach to regulating heavy vehicles paper, we asked
questions about object and scope, regulatory style, regulatory structure, and the
relationship of the HVNL with other legislation.
▪ In the Effective fatigue management and Safe people and practices paper
we asked questions about fundamental duties under the HVNL.
▪ This section outlines what we heard from state, territory and local governments,
as well as regulators and a diverse range of industry stakeholders. Submissions
have been broken into key parts:
– Objects of the law
– Style and structure
– Duties.
▪ Over the nine-week consultation period, state and territory government
departments, the NHVR, operators, drivers and peak bodies provided 45 formal
submissions in response to the risk-based issues paper.

2.1 Objects of the law
2.1.1

What we said

In the Risk based approach to regulating heavy vehicles paper we invited submissions on
whether the objects of the law should change. In the Assurance models and Effective
enforcement papers we identified the link between compliance with the law and delivering on
its objects. To achieve this, the objects have to be simple, clear and unequivocal.
The HVNL has a range of objects specified in section 3 of the law. They cover public safety,
public amenity, the environment, road infrastructure, industry productivity and efficiency, and
business practices.
The objects of the law outline the purpose and goals of the law. The scope of the law is
about what is regulated by the HVNL, including which parties should be captured.
2.1.2

What we heard

Government
Governments agreed that the HVNL should have a clear primary purpose of safety. Some
departments suggested there should be further analysis of the conflict (real or perceived)
between safety and productivity outcomes.
Governments also highlighted that the scope of the law and how it interacts with other laws
(e.g. Work Health and Safety (WHS) and the Australian Road Rules) requires further
consideration.
One government department stated that the HVNL should not regulate heavy vehicle driver
licensing, but that there may be a case for the HVNL to do more to regulate driver
competency and fitness for duty.
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Enforcement and regulators
The NHVR suggested the object of the law should be updated to reflect a more modern and
responsive approach to the heavy vehicle task. This could include emphasising the shared
responsibility of all parties to improving safety, efficiency, productivity, and national
consistency in applying the law.
Heavy vehicle drivers
Drivers agreed that the HVNL should have a clear primary purpose of safety, and that
productivity and regulatory efficiency should be reflected in the objects of the law.
Operators
One operator stated the scope should be expanded to include vehicle registration and driver
licensing. Their view was that the law should consider the road network and its users as an
ecosystem. This operator also stated the law should be more explicit about the obligation to
ensure safe drivers and safe driving.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies said they wanted national consistency and recognition of diversity in heavy
vehicle transport to be reflected in the objects of the HVNL.
Most peak bodies viewed efficiency, productivity and improved safety outcomes as the
ultimate end-goal of the future HVNL.
Peak bodies voiced views that licensing and registration should be regulated by the HVNL
and that this is important to industry sustainability. Most peak bodies also viewed speed,
drug and alcohol management as being out of scope for the HVNL.
Points of agreement
There was broad agreement that the objects of the HVNL should have a clear purpose of
safety, complementing more general WHS laws.
There was broad agreement that productivity and/or efficiency should be included in the
objects of the law.
Points of disagreement
There were diverse views on how productivity and efficiency should be reflected in the
objects. Some respondents stated that safety should have primacy, whereas others thought
that productivity should be given equal status as an object of the law.
There were diverse views about what the law should regulate. Industry largely shared the
view that licensing and registration should be part of the HVNL, however this view was not
shared by governments.
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2.2 Style and structure
2.2.1

What we said

The NTC invited submissions on how the style and structure of the HVNL can best manage
risk and promote flexibility. We asked questions about how to create a cohesive and
comprehensive legislative environment that delivers better safety outcomes.
Style
Regulation can be prescriptive (rules-based), performance-based or principles-based. Under
a risk-based regulation framework, these regulatory styles are differentiated based on how
the risk management role is shared between the regulator and regulated parties.
On the HVNL microsite we asked respondents whether they would prefer a prescriptive
and/or performance-based new law (0). Fifty-three per cent preferred a new law that has
both prescriptive and performance-based elements. Only 13 per cent preferred a
predominantly prescriptive piece of legislation.
Figure 1. Should the HVNL be more prescriptive or more performance-based?

Structure
The HVNL comprises the Heavy Vehicle National Law Act 2012 (Qld) and five sets of
supporting regulations. A range of other instruments complement and build on the primary
legislation and regulations. These include registered industry codes of practice (RICPs),
rules and guidelines.
The NTC asked stakeholders whether obligations should be pushed down the legislative
hierarchy. This would speed up amendments and make the law more responsive.
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Elected representatives would still have oversight of the law, but the regulator could lead
amendments to technical standards, for example.
2.2.2

What we heard

Government
Regulatory style
There was support across governments for a risk-based approach to regulation that has an
appropriate balance of prescriptive and performance-based regulatory styles.
It was recognised a single regulatory style may not be suitable for all aspects of heavy
vehicle regulation and that the future HVNL must recognise industry diversity. It was agreed
however that the prescriptive nature of ‘how’ an operator must comply with the law should be
reduced.
One government department suggested that a transition to a more performance-based law
should be implemented in stages, as risks and challenges become better understood.
Governments emphasised that while performance-based regulation can deliver improved
safety outcomes and productivity gains, this style of regulation presents challenges for
smaller operators.
One government department noted that the National Heavy Vehicle Accreditation Scheme
(NHVAS) was a form of risk-based safety management system (SMS), yet only a limited
number of operators have joined the scheme.
Regulatory structure
Governments were supportive of placing obligations lower in the hierarchy of legislative
instruments. Some general comments about regulatory structure, included:
▪ all subordinate legislation (e.g. standards and guidelines), should be approved by
ministers in the first instance
▪ fundamental legislative principles on the rights and liberties of individuals and the
institution of Parliament must be considered
▪ the development of criteria for determining where obligation should be placed would be
helpful in the structuring and drafting of the new HVNL
▪ the law should be flexible to be able to adapt to changing circumstances and make
consequential changes based on priority, risk and urgency.
Local government
Regulatory style
Local governments agreed the HVNL should strike a balance between prescriptive,
performance-based and principles-based law.
Regulatory structure
Local governments agreed with placing obligations lower in the legislative hierarchy to
simplify the law.
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One local government cautioned there must still be incentives and penalties to ensure
compliance with all levels of the hierarchy.
Enforcement and regulators
Regulatory style
Enforcement and regulators agreed that transitioning to an outcomes- and performancebased approach will deliver significant improvements for safety, diversity, and innovation.
Enforcement and regulators stated that prescriptive regulation is expensive and that moving
to a performance-based approach will create efficiencies.
Enforcement and regulators stated that outcomes-focused regulation should not result in
diminished obligations and responsibilities.
Regulatory structure
Enforcement and regulators outlined several key principles and priorities for the review. The
first outcome was a simplified, easy to understand harmonised law. Enforcement and
regulators were of the view that the law should:
▪ be simplified so it can be understood and effectively used by industry, governments,
regulators and enforcement agencies
▪ achieve a successful harmonised national law by removing unnecessary derogations
▪ wherever possible, ensure administrative and regulatory details are dealt with through
regulation and legally enforceable guidelines, standards, codes of practice and
business rules.
Enforcement and regulators were of the view that the revised law should allow flexibility, as
to not inhibit policing, enforcement, compliance and regulatory bodies from appropriately
targeting their highest risk issues.
Heavy vehicle drivers
Regulatory style
Heavy vehicle drivers commented that the rules should be simplified. Drivers suggested that
the regulations should be detailed and outline specific requirements for different
organisations, locations and models.
Drivers stated that fatigue should be moved into a performance-based space rather than on
the spot fines for items such as recording the wrong time zone.
Regulatory structure
A heavy vehicle driver suggested that the HVNL should be repealed and replaced with an
easy to read and mandatory Master Code of Practice.
The driver proposed that the Master Code could run alongside the Australian Road Rules
and Australian Design Rules (ADRs).
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Operators
Regulatory style
Operators supported a risk management approach that recognises that a prescriptive law is
appropriate in some circumstances.
Operators also highlighted that a risk-based approach will require a significant change to
enforcement.
Regulatory structure
Operators were of the view that the legislative structure should allow for low order
instruments to solve real issues quickly as they arise.
An operator suggested that road transport could be conducted under a similar model to the
Civil Aviation Safety Authority and states defer powers to the Commonwealth.
Peak bodies
Regulatory style
Peak bodies were divided on the preferred regulatory style for a future HVNL. While some
industry peak bodies were supportive of moving to a risk-based approach, others preferred
the clarity provided by prescriptive legislation.
Peak bodies who were supportive of moving to a risk-based regulatory style believed this
approach would allow legislation to accommodate technological changes and transition to a
less onerous compliance regime over time.
Peak bodies who were not supportive of moving to a risk-based regulatory style viewed that
any further move to ‘principles-based’ regulation is likely to increase compliance burden on
smaller operators. They believed that moving away from a prescriptive approach can reduce
certainty about what compliance may look like for parties.
Regulatory structure
Peak bodies suggested that any changes to the regulatory style should allow sufficient time
for implementation.
Peak bodies were supportive of moving towards a risk-based legislative structure.
The majority of peak bodies were supportive of moving as much regulatory detail as possible
to regulations or legislative instruments.
Points of agreement
Regulatory style
Most respondents agreed that the new HVNL should contain a balance of regulatory styles
that address risk. Most respondents agreed there needs to be a tiered approach that
addresses the diversity of the industry, including owner drivers and large multinational
operators.
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Regulatory structure
Most respondents were supportive of placing obligations as low in the hierarchy of legislative
instruments as is appropriate. Most respondents were supportive of moving towards a riskbased legislative structure.
Points of disagreement
Regulatory style
Some respondents suggested however that any changes to the regulatory style should allow
sufficient time for implementation. The transitional arrangements need further consideration.
Respondents did not agree on the areas in the law that should adopt a prescriptive,
performance-based or outcomes-focused regulatory style. This requires further analysis and
discussion.
Regulatory structure
Although respondents were supportive of moving towards a risk-based legislative structure,
respondents did not agree on what the legislative structure should include.
2.2.3

What we heard – HVNL microsite feedback

On the HVNL microsite 32 respondents completed a survey on risk-based regulation.
Three quarters of respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed that the HVNL has the right
balance of prescription and performance-based requirements (Figure 2).
Figure 2. Prescription and performance-based requirements

The HVNL has the right balance of prescription and
performance-based requirements
3%
25%

22%

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

50%

Almost 70 per cent of respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed that the HVNL addresses
their business risks (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Business risks

The HVNL addresses my business risks
3%

31%

28%

Strongly agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

38%

Three quarters of respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed that the HVNL is easy to
comply with (Figure 4).
Figure 4. Complying with the HVNL

The HVNL is easy to comply with

12%
13%
47%

Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

28%
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2.3 Duties
2.3.1

What we said

In the Risk-based approach to regulation issues paper the NTC invited submissions on the
scope of the HVNL, including who it should regulate and what parties’ duties should be. We
asserted that developing the right set of duties will be critical to ensuring the law's objects
are achieved.
The HVNL currently imposes several duties:
▪ the primary duty on chain of responsibility (COR) parties to ensure, so far as is
reasonably practicable, the safety of transport activities relating to a vehicle (s 26C of
the HVNL)
▪ a duty on executives of legal entities to exercise due diligence to ensure the relevant
legal entity complies with the primary duty (s 26D of the HVNL)
▪ duties on responsible entities, operators and drivers to comply with container weight
declarations (ss 190–192 of the HVNL)
▪ a duty on the driver to avoid driving while fatigued (s 228 of the HVNL)
▪ duties on authorised officers relating to exercising their powers (ss 578 and 582 of the
HVNL)
▪ confidentiality duties on people who exercise functions under the HVNL (ss 728 and
728A of the HVNL).
Most duties have clear links to the objects of the law, but some are less obvious. Similarly,
many prescriptive requirements under the law are associated with the duties in the law, but
not all of them.
2.3.2

What we heard

Government
There was broad support by governments for retaining the primary duty in the HVNL.
One government department said further analysis is required before deciding on whether the
primary duty should be expanded.
There was a view that the primary duty should be expanded to persons with “control and
influence” on heavy vehicle operations. However, one government department cautioned
that applying the primary duty more broadly (beyond the current COR list) may result in
unintended regulation of parties that are far-removed from heavy vehicle transport.
Enforcement and regulators
The NHVR raised that the operation of the primary duty could be improved if COR parties
shared information more effectively. They reported that COR parties are not consulting with
operators or drivers on safety critical issues that affect the driving task. For example,
consignors may not be sharing information on load restraint requirements to packers. They
suggested establishing a duty to share knowledge or consult across the COR.
The NHVR also reported the quality of heavy vehicles and componentry parts is an issue
repeatedly raised by operators, however manufacturers are not captured by the primary
duty.
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Heavy vehicle drivers
Drivers emphasised that they continue to bear the brunt of enforcement under the HVNL,
despite the introduction of the primary duty on COR parties. They stated that regulators do
not go up the chain and that they are focused on roadside enforcement which only involves
the driver.
One driver also noted that COR parties often attempt to circumvent obligations by making
drivers fill in detailed forms certifying they have “done everything right”. This task is
becoming onerous and does not serve to improve safety.
Operators
The majority of operators also agreed that the definition of parties in the COR (and therefore
the primary duty) does not capture everyone it should. One operator identified stevedores,
freight forwarders, brokers and agents as examples of parties who may be able to disavow
themselves of safety responsibilities because they are not explicitly mentioned as a party in
the COR.
Operators also emphasised that drivers should be subject to the primary duty.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies expressed strong support for retaining the primary duty, but also identified
opportunities to extend its reach and improve its enforcement. Many peak bodies submitted
the current definition of parties in the COR does not capture everyone it should. Third party
repairers were commonly mentioned as a party that should be covered, although not all peak
bodies agreed on this point.
Peak bodies raised that third-party customer auditing of operators has increased significantly
since introducing the primary duty in October 2018. This has been administratively
burdensome and has not led to improved safety practices.
One peak body stated the HVNL must be better aligned to WHS model law. Currently drivers
and other parties not in the HVNL definition of COR are captured by WHS duties applying to
‘persons conducting a business or undertaking’ and to ‘workers’, however the NHVR does
not have WHS law functions. They suggested that extending the primary duty to persons
with “control and influence” on transport activities would bring greater alignment between
WHS and the HVNL, making it easier for parties to develop safe practices which comply with
both laws.
Points of agreement
There was support across government, regulators and industry for retaining the primary duty
in the future HVNL. Many stakeholders acknowledged opportunities to reconsider its scope
and the way it is enforced.
A large group of peak industry bodies and operators agreed the primary duty should apply to
drivers.
There was broad support for clarifying what the primary duty requires and reducing
instances of third-party customer auditing which does not help operators to improve safety
practices.
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Points of disagreement
Not all stakeholders agreed that third party repairers should be included as parties in the
COR and captured by the primary duty. One industry body noted that while third party
repairers should do their job competently, they cannot force operators to undertake
recommended repairs to the vehicle.
On the issue of including drivers in the COR, drivers highlighted that despite the primary duty
drivers still bear the brunt of enforcement as regulators may be reluctant to go up the chain.
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3 Effective fatigue management
▪

In May 2019, the NTC released the Effective fatigue management issues
paper, outlining a number of problems with fatigue management under the
HVNL:
– it does not prevent drivers from driving while fatigued
– it does not manage the fatigue risk well
– it is complex, highly prescriptive, and hard to understand and comply with
– enforcement options do not necessarily reflect risk severity
– it does not focus on safety outcomes and managing fatigue risk
– it is inflexible to change as our understanding of fatigue management
improves
– it does recognise operator diversity, diverse fatigue risk profiles
– efficient enforcement and proportional sanctions are not supported by the law
– sophisticated fatigue management systems and practices aren’t recognised.

▪ We invited submissions on how the future HVNL can deliver safer outcomes and
more effectively manage fatigue.
▪ Over the eight-week consultation period, state and territory government
departments, the NHVR, operators, drivers and peak bodies provided 53 formal
submissions in response to the issues paper.

3.1 Multiple compliance options
3.1.1

What we said

In the Effective fatigue management paper, the NTC invited submissions on what
compliance options would be most effective in managing fatigue and how these options
could be allocated. We observed that:
▪ operators have a different compliance capacity
▪ there’s a need to retain certainty for some operators
▪ for some operators, prescriptive rules are not flexible enough and do not align to their
operational needs. The new HVNL should accommodate operators and offer them an
alternative way of demonstrating they are managing fatigue risk
▪ the new HNVL could provide a compliance level that is more in line with a safety
assurance approach, where the operator could take full responsibility for achieving
high level outcomes set by the government.
3.1.2

What we heard

Government and enforcement
Governments generally did not support giving operators full responsibility for risk
management and viewed safety as the shared responsibility of everyone involved.
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There was support for a performance-based safety duty (supported by safety management
requirements) which can be used in combination with prescriptive requirements. The ability
to choose between these options was also supported.
Governments acknowledged a mix of approaches is needed, including a general safety duty
together with prescriptive rules and performance-based standards.
Regulator
It was the Regulator’s view that the key focus of the law should be on encouraging fatigue
risk management.
They supported giving operator’s multiple compliance options with an overarching fatigue
risk management requirement, including:
▪ prescribed fatigue risk management obligations stipulated in a fatigue risk
management standard created by the Regulator
▪ accreditation for fatigue risk management, recognised or operated by the Regulator
▪ alternative means of compliance.
Smaller operators, owners and drivers
Small operators, owners and drivers supported a clear-cut prescriptive system for those
operators with simple operations. They emphasised that prescriptive requirements should be
supported by clear guidelines.
This group also supported flexible options for operators who want a system that is
responsive to their needs.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies supported an approach which gives operators flexibility to choose how to
manage fatigue.
There was broad support for a two-tiered approach:
▪ the top tier should be performance-based and allow operators to manage fatigue as a
risk rather than counting time. Compliance would be managed through accreditation
and auditing, not roadside enforcement.
▪ the base tier should be a simplified system of prescriptive fatigue rules, with
compliance managed through roadside enforcement and supply chain investigations.
Larger operators
Large operators supported exploring a two-tiered approach to fatigue management:
▪ the top tier should be outcomes-based with the onus on operators to develop bespoke
systems to meet these outcomes. This would require accreditation and regular
ongoing reporting to demonstrate compliance.
▪ the base tier should be prescriptive, with clear, readily understood rules, based on
hard limits of work and rest. However, it should not be an ‘opt out’ version for those
who don’t want to manage fatigue risks. Compliance would be demonstrated through
road-side enforcement and supply chain investigations.
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Others
Other stakeholders (technology providers, academics and other interested parties) indicated
support for multiple compliance options:
▪ clear simple limits for operators and drivers who just want to get on with the task of
moving freight safely without major cost.
▪ a more flexible option for operators who have specific operational needs which is
subject to a pre-approval or accreditation process.
Points of agreement
Most respondents were supportive of a two-tiered approach to fatigue risk management:
▪ A top tier which is performance based and allows operators to manage their fatigue
risk rather than count hours. Participation in this tier should be based on an
accreditation or pre-approval process. Compliance would be demonstrated through
regularly reporting and auditing, not roadside enforcement.
▪ A base tier with clear, readily understood prescriptive rules, based on hard limits of
work and rest. Compliance would be checked through roadside enforcement and
supply chain investigations. Clear guidance material for drivers and operators would
be essential.
There was also broad support for allowing operators to choose their compliance option.
Points of disagreement
Respondents did not agree on:
▪ how conservative the base tier of prescriptive rules should be
▪ setting specific requirements (e.g. SMS requirements) to operate in the top tier
▪ giving operators full responsibility for fatigue risk management.

3.2 Prescriptive rules
3.2.1

What we said

In the Effective fatigue management issues paper, we invited submissions on whether
prescriptive rules are still desirable, and how we could simplify the rules to make them easier
to understand and comply with. We also asked how to account for the fact that not all work
hours have the same risk.
We said that:
▪ Prescriptive work and rest requirements are inflexible
▪ The current counting time requirements in the HVNL are hard to follow
▪ Inadequate rest areas make it hard to meet rest requirements
▪ Complexity makes requirements difficult to understand
▪ Impractical definitions of work and rest make compliance difficult
▪ Different uses and freight types have different operating requirements.
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3.2.2

What we heard

Government and enforcement
Governments acknowledged the current prescriptive rules are complex and confusing for
drivers and operators and that the current situation needs to change. They supported less
prescription in terms of work/rest hours and allowing a degree of increased flexibility,
provided safety is not compromised.
Governments identified that some of the practices allowed under basic fatigue management
(BFM) hours are not in line with known fatigue risks.
Governments stated the development of new prescriptive rules must be based on strong
scientific evidence.
Regulator
The Regulator's view was that current prescriptive rules need to be systematically reviewed
to ensure that only safe activities are prescribed by the law. They suggested flexibility in the
prescriptive rules could be achieved by introducing a rule development power to enable the
Regulator to develop standards for work and rest hours.
The Regulator also agreed the law should provide a driver with protection to stop if they are
impaired by fatigue.
Smaller operators, owners and drivers
Drivers emphasised that prescriptive rules should ensure drivers have the opportunity to get
enough quality sleep and rest.
Drivers did not want longer hours but more control over when they take their rest breaks so
they can manage their own fatigue. Too often drivers are being forced to stop in situations
where they can’t get quality rest and then forced to drive when they’re tired. There needs to
be more flexibility so drivers can get quality rest they need such as:
▪ allowing split rest breaks to be used more broadly
▪ reducing the mandatory rest period when these breaks are taken away from home
because they are not restorative
▪ accommodating professional night shift workers with requirements that do not disrupt
their circadian rhythm
▪ providing flexibility when a driver has run out of hours just short of home, not forcing
them to sleep on the side of the road.
Drivers also emphasised they do not always have control over their hours. These are
decided by schedulers without their input. The situation could be improved by:
▪ setting driving hours that companies can schedule at a level lower than allowable
driving hours
▪ providing drivers the right to stop driving when fatigue, and protection from adverse
consequences when they do so.
It was also submitted that current work and rest hours are complex, confusing and easy to
muck up. The rules could be simplified by:
▪ eliminating overlapping 24-hour periods
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▪ having one set of rules - either maximum work hours or minimum rest in any set period
- not both
▪ counting hours from the last major rest break not the last relevant break
▪ counting rest time in real time not rounding down.
Other key concerns raised included that:
▪ the current definition of work is impractical and open to interpretation.
▪ there should be an exemption for personal use of a heavy vehicle during a major rest
break
▪ prescriptive rules should be developed consulting with industry.
Larger operators
Larger operators said that standard prescriptive hours should not just be opportunity to opt
out of managing fatigue. Some of the controls under standard hours may be insufficient to
manage fatigue risk – for example night driving and opportunities for restorative rest.
It was the view of large operators that prescriptive rules should be clear, readily understood
rules based on hard limits of work and rest. These should be broadly reflective of the reality
of human physiological capacity (for example allow up to 12 hours driving but impose
controls on night-time driving).
Large operators said that counting time rules should be revised to remove multiple
overlapping 24 hours periods.
It was also mentioned that the current definition of work is inadequate and allows unsafe
practices.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies all agreed that rules for work and rest hours are too prescriptive. They prevent
duty holders from adjusting hours to take account of the wide range of fatigue risk factors
that vary depending on circumstances and tasks.
Peak bodies emphasised the importance of flexibility in hours. They noted that
circumstances that lead to a breach of prescriptive work and rest hours are often beyond the
control of the driver or operator. The need for flexibility around short rest breaks was also a
key concern for peak bodies.
It was suggested that prescriptive hours should be simplified, taken out of the law, covered
in a code of practice or guideline. If prescriptive rules are needed, they need to be simple
and easy to comply with.
There is a need for work and rest regimes which consider the specific nature of work in the
various sectors that make up the heavy vehicle industry.
Peak bodies were also of the view that the periods which prescriptive rules apply to are
unnecessarily complex. The rules could be simplified by constructing standard hours around
a 24-hour or 48-hour period. Driving hours could be limited across the period, however there
should be some flexibility in rest periods. Short rest breaks should be at the discretion of the
driver.
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Others
Other stakeholders (e.g. technology companies, academics, and members of the public)
raised that:
▪ there are elements in the current standard and BFM hours that do not address known
fatigue risks
▪ new prescriptive rules need to be based on scientific evidence
▪ there should be clear, simple maximum limits on work and minimum requirements for
rest so operators and drivers who just want to get on with the task of moving freight
safely without major cost. These limits should be based on what will manage fatigue
under most circumstances which means they are likely to be more conservative.
Points of agreement
Most respondents agreed that:
▪ the current prescriptive rules for work and rest and counting time need to be simplified
▪ it is important the rules provide drivers with the opportunity to get restorative rest
▪ maximum driving hours should not be extended but there was a need to give drivers
flexibility to manage their rest breaks
▪ drivers should have some protection under the law from workplace consequences to
stop when they self-assess as being impaired by fatigue.
Points of disagreement
Respondents did not agree on:
▪ the level of flexibility that can be introduced into prescriptive rules without
compromising safety
▪ the adequacy of current maximum work and minimum rest limits in managing fatigue
risk
▪ where prescriptive rules should sit in the overall structure of the law and who should
have the power to set and change them.

3.3 Record keeping and administrative penalties
3.3.1

What we said

The NTC asked how to get the best overall value from a compliance and enforcement
strategy for fatigue management. We observed that:
▪

written work diaries are a poor way to check compliance

▪

prescriptive work diary requirements allow for punitive infringements

▪

sanctions and enforcement responses should correspond to the level of risk posed by
the breach. Trivial administrative errors should not result in infringement notices or
other penalties.
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3.3.2

What we heard

Government and enforcement
Governments agreed that rules for completing a written work diary are overly prescriptive.
It was mentioned that offences and penalties that don’t reflect the real risk/level of harm
associated with the offence need to be reviewed.
On the issue of record keeping, one government mentioned that while this should be
required under the HVNL, extensive work is needed to determine optimum and practical
legislative requirements.
Regulator
The Regulator’s view was that prescriptive record keeping requirements do not belong in the
law and should be covered in standards or guidelines.
Smaller operators, owners and drivers
Small operators, owners and drivers submitted that the current fatigue management system
does not encourage drivers to properly manage fatigue. Many drivers operate under the
impression that managing fatigue is about maintaining a perfect log book. Rather, the
system should promote education, self-awareness and real fatigue management.
There was a widely-held view that drivers should not be penalised for trivial diary mistakes,
or other things not related to fatigue. The current system of administrative penalties is a
disincentive to join the industry and causing drivers to leave.
It was submitted there should be a fairer penalty review and appeal processes. It was
suggested that instead of clogging the courts with non-safety related offences, an
independent arbitrator could be established.
Larger operators
It was clear from submissions that generally large operators want to shift the focus from
minor sanctions and administrative errors. The existing work diary is complex and full of
traps for drivers. There was support for simplifying fatigue record keeping requirements and
making them driver-friendly. Operators highlighted that these changes should be tested with
drivers.
It was submitted that offences related to record keeping must have a clear relationship to
imminent risk or a demonstrated pattern of non-compliance. Penalties for minor breaches do
not make the road safer, and record keeping offences with only a tenuous link to risk should
be eliminated.
There was a view that removing monetary penalties for non-safety related minor sanctions
will also have a positive effect on driver recruitment and retention. Currently these offences
act as a frustrating maze of random hazards for drivers and the result is that good safe
drivers are leaving the industry.
One large operator highlighted that electronic work diaries (EWDs) can be part of a total
solution to accurately record work hours when drivers and companies can record what they
do within the right framework without fear of losing money, licenses or businesses.
There was also a view that historic work diary breaches should be considered expired.
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The need for better internal review and appeal processes for work diary offences was also
mentioned as a key concern for large operators.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies said the rules for work diaries are far too prescriptive. The presence of
numerous provisions in what needs to be recorded and how it needs to be recorded creates
complexity and unintentional administrative errors.
It was submitted that current penalties for drivers who incur minor breaches, errors and
omissions are draconian and severe.
There was a view that administrative fines are not driving behaviour change. They only
deliver animosity between law enforcement and the trucking profession, which does not
improve road safety.
It was also raised that administrative requirements are a powerful disincentive to workers
and are forcing good drivers out of the industry.
There was a broadly held view the WA approach to record keeping is more sensible. So long
as the records are clear and systematic those who seek to enforce the law have sufficient
material to make an appropriate check.
Others
Submissions from others (technology companies, academics, and members of the public
etc) raised issues including:
▪ Enabling operators and drivers to track compliance with work and rest hours in a
variety of ways would be a great improvement. The WA approach could be used as a
model.
▪ The law should not allow punitive infringements with no clear link to safety and fatigue
management.
▪ The focus should be on education not penalisation. We need to refocus on
preventative measures, not administrative breaches.
Points of agreement
Most respondents agreed that:
▪ Current record keeping requirements are too prescriptive. They create complexity and
unintentional administrative errors.
▪ Some form of record keeping will still be required to check compliance with prescriptive
work and rest rules. Further work is required to develop practical legislative
requirements. Drivers should be involved in developing any new requirements.
▪ Offences and penalties that don’t reflect the real risk/level of harm associated with the
offence need to be reviewed and removed from the law. This includes record keeping
offences with only a tenuous link to risk.
▪ There needs to be a fairer way to seek a review of a penalty instead of clogging up out
courts with minor non-safety breaches.
Points of disagreement
Respondents did not agree on the level of detail that need to be covered in the law to ensure
compliance can be demonstrated and enforced.
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3.3.3

What we heard – HVNL microsite feedback

On the HVNL microsite 73 respondents completed a survey on effective fatigue
management.
60 per cent of respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed that work diaries are easy to use
(Figure 5).
Figure 5. Use of work diaries
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Almost 90 per cent of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that simple, clear rules are
needed for operators without the resources to develop fatigue management systems (Figure
6).
Figure 6. Simple, clear rules
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3.4 Fatigue management for all
3.4.1

What we said

The NTC asked stakeholders whether HVNL fatigue management should apply to all
commercial heavy vehicle drivers. We asked about removing the concept of "local work", as
well as fatigue training, medical fitness testing, and fitness for duty. We observed that:
▪ There could be merit in expanding coverage of the HVNL beyond long-haul operations
to apply to all types of operations where unacceptable fatigue risks exist.
▪ Driver health is an important factor in a driver’s fatigue risk. The new HVNL should not
assume a driver is 100 per cent ready to drive from the beginning of the shift.
▪ There may be other safety activities that should be included in the new HVNL such as
education, training and regular health assessment.
3.4.2

What we heard

Government and enforcement
There was broad support by governments for applying the HVNL fatigue requirements to all
heavy vehicles greater that 4.5 tonnes and all commercial heavy vehicle drivers.
There was some support from governments for the removing the concept of local work from
the HVNL.
Governments emphasised the need for ongoing education and training to assist drivers’
understanding of the impact health and lifestyle factors on fatigue. That is, training should go
beyond compliance training to human factors training.
Regulator
The Regulator highlighted that currently there is no way for drivers, operators or authorised
officers to objectively determine when a driver is impaired by fatigue and unfit for duty. One
possible legal approach to overcome this would be to introduce deemed impairment
provisions.
It was also suggested that the broader regulatory environment for heavy vehicle users
already contains sufficient entry controls for driver health and fitness for duty. However, the
Assessing Fitness to Drive Guidelines (AFTD) could be reviewed in light of the gaps
highlighted by other stakeholders.
It was identified that unlike WHS law, the HVNL does not provide for shared responsibility
between drivers and other heavy vehicle users. Lifestyle factors that may impact road safety
are inconsistently managed because of this.
Industry specific education materials need to be developed on the danger of sleep loss, the
risk factors common to heavy vehicle users that are associated with sleep loss and business
practices that mitigate against these risks.
Smaller operators, owners and drivers
Generally, drivers did not comment on how the HVNL should address health and lifestyle
factors. Some noted that regular medicals could be beneficial and be linked licence
renewals. More stringent medicals may be applicable for higher risk driving tasks.
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Small operators noted that driver health is already managed through WHS law and that it’s a
shared responsibility because ultimately the driver needs to make the responsible choices
and decisions to manage their health and well-being.
Drivers and small operators agree that training can be useful, however it must be relevant
and worthwhile. Training should be simple, user-friendly and easy to access.
Larger operators
Larger operators generally support fatigue management requirements applying to drivers of
all heavy vehicle over 4.5 tonnes GVM.
There was a view there should be a base requirement for all drivers to undertake fatigue
management training.
Operators also felt there needs to be more transparency around what is happening in local
work.
It was suggested the law could be more explicit about what constitutes fitness for duty, and
that fatigue-related road safety would improve with fitness for duty standards that cover risk
factors like sleep apnoea, diabetes and cardiovascular disease.
Peak bodies
There was support by peak bodies for the scope of the HVNL to regulate the fatigue of all
commercial heavy vehicle drivers, as is the case in WA.
There were mixed views on whether the concept of local work should remain in the law.
In terms of driver health and training peak bodies had mixed views on what should be
covered by a new HVNL and what should be left to WHS legislation.
Some associations supported the use of an SMS approach to address driver health and
training requirements.
Of those that supported the future HVNL addressing driver health, there was agreement that
drivers should undergo regular health assessments against improved medical standards
(which cover high risk factors such as sleep apnoea, type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular).
The AFTD guidelines were not considered adequate by many peak bodies.
Of those that supported driver training being covered in the future HVNL, there was a view
that all drivers should be required to undergo fatigue management training and that this
training focus on human/lifestyle factors, not just compliance.
Others
Other stakeholders (technology companies, academics, members of the public etc) raised
that:
▪ Effective fatigue management is important for the safety of all occupational drivers and
the HVNL should apply similarly to all heavy vehicle drivers.
▪ It may be not be realistic for the HVNL to control for driver health and lifestyle factors.
Monitoring compliance with any legislative controls would likely need to be quite
invasive.
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▪ Legislation could set minimum requirements as part of general duties, with the onus on
the driver and operator to determine how the standard is met.
▪ Driver education about fatigue and health is useful, but it must be supported by work
schedules that genuinely permit a healthy lifestyle.
Points of agreement
Most respondents were supportive of:
▪ Expanding the scope of the HVNL fatigue requirements to cover all commercial drivers
of heavy vehicles greater than 4.5 tonnes GVM
▪ All drivers being explicitly required to undergo fatigue management training (focused
on human factors not just compliance training)
▪ Drivers having regular health assessments against improved medical standards (which
cover high risk factors such as sleep apnoea, type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular
disease)
▪ The law being more explicit on what constitutes fitness for duty
▪ Driver health and wellbeing being a shared responsibility between the driver and
operator.
Points of disagreement
Respondents did not agree on:
▪ Removing the concept of local work from the HVNL
▪ Whether driver health and wellbeing should be explicitly covered by the HVNL or left to
WHS law.
3.4.3

What we heard – HVNL microsite feedback

On the HVNL microsite 73 respondents completed a survey on effective fatigue
management.
About two-thirds of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that fatigue management
requirements should apply to all heavy vehicles greater than 4.5 tonnes GVM (Figure 7),
though almost one-third disagreed or strongly disagreed.
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Figure 7. Fatigue management application
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3.5 Enforcement and chain of responsibility
3.5.1

What we said

In the Effective fatigue management paper, we asked how to get the best overall value from
a compliance and enforcement strategy for fatigue management. We identified that:
▪ Currently enforcement focuses on prescriptive rules rather than outcomes
▪ There’s an over-reliance on roadside enforcement to detect dangerous behaviour
▪ The new HVNL should give the regulator other options such as using ‘back of house’
data to identify and target systemic risky behaviours.
3.5.2

What we heard

Government and enforcement
Governments said that compliance with heavy vehicle laws remains important for the safety
of road users. Where compliance fails, enforcement of the law is essential.
There was a view that flexible compliance options can only be considered in the context of a
risk-based approach where robust safety risk management systems are in place.
Regulator
The Regulator said it would be valuable as a safety regulator to have the capacity to
undertake no-fault investigations. This would support the development of appropriate safety
standards through a better understand of risk factors, market forces, operational practices
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and emerging technologies. There is a reluctance to provide this information when there is a
view in industry that it will be used against them.
Smaller operators, owners and drivers
There is a view that the HVNL is being used as a big hammer and revenue raiser because of
the focus on inconsequential and non-safety related matters.
It was stated that roadside enforcement should be focused on whether the driver is currently
impaired by fatigue.
Smaller operators, drivers and owners also thought that education is the best tool, not fines.
There was a view that parties in the COR are not being held to account for the impact their
activities have on a driver’s time.
The need for consistent enforcement was also highlighted by stakeholders.
Larger operators
Large operators hold a view that roadside enforcement is not necessarily about safety and
the management of imminent risk. This fuels a reluctance to embrace fatigue-monitoring
technology and EWDs.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies said that operators with auditable risk management systems should be less
exposed to on-road enforcement.
There was a view that the regulator should focus on education rather than penalties as their
main strategy.
Parties in the COR are not being properly held to account when their behaviour hinders the
ability of drivers to manage fatigue. For example, delays in unloading can put drivers several
hours behind schedule and places pressure on them to engage in unsafe behaviour.
Peak bodies highlighted there needs to be consistency in how the HVNL is enforced by the
regulator and the police. This will become more important if the law is made less prescriptive
and more open to interpretation.
There was also a view that enforcement through Safe-T-Cam creates an unreasonable
administrative burden for operators who have permission to work outside standard hours.
Others
Other stakeholders (technology companies, academics, members of the public and others)
said:
▪ There’s a need to better educate compliance and enforcement officers to focus more
on breaches of fatigue management principles rather than less important breaches of
administrative procedure
▪ Compliance and enforcement officers should be given a role in educating drivers about
the system requirements
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▪ Compliance and enforcement attention should also systematically focus on other
parties in the COR as their activities can affect fatigue risk and undermine the
effectiveness of fatigue management regulation for drivers.
Points of agreement
Most respondents were supportive of:
▪ Operators with auditable risk management systems being less exposed to on-road
enforcement
▪ Enforcement officers focussing on education rather than fines, particularly where there
isn’t an imminent safety risk.
▪ More enforcement attention being focused on other parties in the Chain of
Responsibility where their activities impact on the driver’s ability to manage their time
▪ Greater consistency in the application and enforcement of legislation by all
enforcement bodies.
Points of disagreement
Respondents did not agree on limiting which aspects of the HVNL the police can enforce at
the roadside.

3.6 WHS harmonisation and SMSs
3.6.1

What we said

In the Effective fatigue management issues paper, we invited submissions on how to ensure
the HVNL is agile enough to adopt best practice fatigue management as it emerges. We
identified that better fatigue management is not recognised or encouraged under the HVNL.
We said the new HVNL should encourage all operators to develop a safety culture for fatigue
management. We also noted that inconsistencies between jurisdictions create a complex
compliance and enforcement environment.
3.6.2

What we heard

Government
Generally participating HVNL jurisdictions did not support transferring fatigue provisions from
the HVNL to WHS legislation. It was their view that the heavy vehicle industry has unique
risk profiles which cannot be managed under WHS law. Additionally, they said that if fatigue
provisions were under WHS law, the primary duty for parties in the COR would no longer
apply to fatigue.
It was submitted that to better support alignment with the WHS approach, any change to the
HVNL should consider the structure of the Act itself, by identifying those requirements that
need to be retained as the core elements in managing heavy vehicle driver fatigue and what
should be included in subordinate legislation or other instruments.
SMS requirements should support a “performance-based” safety duty. Requiring all
operators to have an SMS may prove too onerous for smaller operators, which make up a
significant part of the industry.
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Regulator
The Regulator said the HVNL should state fatigue management as an object of the law. Like
WHS, the Regulator should have the power to develop codes of practice/safety standards to
address new and emerging safety risks to meet this object.
Smaller operators, owners and drivers
Drivers broadly supported the WA model of fatigue management. Drivers viewed this model
as being simpler and more flexible than the HVNL and believed this was because WA
fatigue management is regulated under WHS law.
A future law must remove the requirement to comply with different fatigue management
schemes when crossing borders.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies broadly supported applying the WA model for fatigue management. While not
all peak bodies supported heavy vehicle driver fatigue being managed under WHS law,
overall there was agreement that the structure and WHS approach was better than the
current HVNL approach.
There was a view that the future HVNL, like in WA, should have general duties to take all
reasonably practicable steps to eliminate fatigue risk. Subordinate legislation should then
prescribe work and rest limits. All other information should be in guidelines or codes of
practice.
Some peak bodies were of the view that all operators should be required to maintain an
SMS as part of an overall requirement for an operator to comply with national operator
standards. This should include a fatigue management plan.
Peak bodies also emphasised that interstate operators should not be required to comply with
different regimes. They said that if a single national law cannot be achieved other options
must be explored to eliminate the compliance burden flowing from this.
Points of agreement
Most respondents agreed that:
▪ A future law should eliminate the need for operators who cross borders to comply with
different fatigue management schemes
▪ The structure and approach to regulating fatigue in WA is simpler and more flexible
than the HVNL
▪ Codes of practice and guidelines should be used more readily under a future HVNL.
Points of disagreement
Respondents did not agree on the whether all operators should be required to have a SMS.
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3.7 Technology and data
3.7.1

What we said

In the Effective fatigue management paper, we said that the HVNL does not recognise the
potential role of technology to manage fatigue. We noted that fatigue management
technology is always evolving, and that some operators already use sophisticated
technology and data systems to manage fatigue. We asserted that although the new HVNL
should acknowledge the role of technology, it should also not limit the format compliance
and enforcement take.
We invited submissions on how the HVNL can get the best value from technology and data
for fatigue management. We also asked whether fatigue monitoring technology could
supersede work and rest hour requirements.
3.7.2

What we heard

Government and enforcement
Government and enforcement said that technology should not be viewed as a panacea for
managing driver fatigue. However, there was a view that fatigue monitoring technologies
could be part of a comprehensive SMS that has the appropriate processes in place to use
the information to manage driver fatigue and minimise risks.
On the question of how fatigue monitoring technology is used, it was suggested this needs to
be considered as part of a broader technology and data framework for compliance and
enforcement purposes.
Regulator
The Regulator's view was that to increase the uptake of fatigue monitoring technology the
law must first shift the regulatory focus away from compliance. They suggested creating an
irreproachable ‘authority to stop work’ where the technology indicates a driver fatigue or
distraction event. They also emphasised the shared responsibility of drivers and operators to
determine and proactively manage fitness-for-work.
There was a view that fatigue monitoring technology may be most suited to operate separate
to work and rest hours, potentially as part of an indicator of when a driver is “good to go” in a
fatigue risk management system.
Smaller operators, owners and drivers
Smaller operators, owners and drivers conveyed that technology is not perfect and may
have negative impacts on drivers. It can be invasive, and the health impacts are unclear.
This group highlighted that a “big brother” culture will only lead to push back and avoidance.
It was mentioned that fatigue monitoring technology should only be used as an assistance
tool and should not supersede work and rest hours.
This group suggested that to best utilise emerging technologies there needs to be an agreed
framework on how it and the data generated will be used.
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Larger operators
Larger operators submitted the current law does not provide regulatory flexibility to
encourage/reward companies to embrace and adopt technology. They said a future law
should provide a broad and understandable framework which allows the regulator to be
more dynamic and quickly adjust to advances in technology.
It was evident that among operators there is fear that investment and use of technology will
deliver a worse regulatory outcome for operators, for example data and information being
used against them.
Large operators also took the view that fatigue monitoring, prevention and prediction
technology can effectively supersede the need for prescriptive hours of work and rest for
some operators.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies emphasised the need for regulation to be flexible enough to accommodate the
evolution of technology.
They said the law (and the Regulator) should be technology agnostic. Operators should be
free to adopt whichever technology they wish to acquire with the proviso that it meets clear
compliance and reporting standards.
Peak bodies also identified the need for a process/framework for establishing the veracity of
technology for managing fatigue.
It was also highlighted that industry is looking for certainty in the legislation about the use of
technology before investing.
Others
Submissions from others (technology companies, academics, members of the public, etc)
included that:
▪ The law should be ‘technology neutral’. It should facilitate the adoption of useful
technology solutions provided the solution meets a set of requirements and is
approved by the regulator or third-party accreditation.
▪ Careful consideration needs to be given to who will be able to access any data that is
collected, when they can access it and for what purpose.
▪ Fatigue monitoring technologies could potentially be considered privacy invasive given
they monitor and record drivers’ physical and behavioural characteristics. Appropriate
measures need to be in place to ensure a future law upholds human rights, including
the right to privacy.
▪ For a future law to get the best value from technology and data, it must first be
established that technological systems work as claimed
▪ Fatigue monitoring technology can never replace work and rest hour requirements for
the fundamental reason that mitigation fatigue or the performance effects of fatigue is
a secondary safety intervention.
Points of agreement
Most respondents were supportive of:
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▪ A future law allowing for proven technologies to be used, provided they are part of a
comprehensive fatigue management system
▪ A future law being ‘technology neutral’. It should facilitate the adoption of useful
technology solutions provided the solution meets a set of requirements and is
approved by the regulator or third-party accreditation.
▪ The need for a clear framework for how any data generated will be used, including
who can access it, when and for what purpose.
Points of disagreement
Respondents did not agree on that fatigue monitoring technology could replace work and
rest requirements.
3.7.3

What we heard – HVNL microsite feedback

On the HVNL microsite 73 respondents completed a survey on effective fatigue
management.
60 per cent of respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed that fatigue monitoring
technology can replace work and rest requirements (Figure 8).
Figure 8. Fatigue monitoring technology
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3.8 Physical environment
3.8.1

What we said

Stakeholders provided feedback on other issues that were not covered in issues paper.
These were primarily about the need for better sleeper cabins for long-haul drivers and the
urgent need for better rest areas and facilities.
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3.8.2

What we heard

Smaller operators, owners and drivers
Drivers emphasised they need suitable, well designed and sufficient rest areas that allow
them to get a good quality sleep when needed. The severe shortage of rest areas/parking
facilities is a significant concern for this group.
It was also emphasised that when a driver is fatigued, they need to stop as soon as possible,
but currently there are simply not many decent spaces to do so.
It was also submitted that Rod Hannifey’s green reflectors initiative should be extended
nation-wide.
Large operators
Large operators highlighted the pressing need for adequate rest areas and for these to be
built as soon as possible.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies raised concerns about the difficulty of resting in the restricted area of the
sleeping cabs. They said that combinations with large sleeper cabs should be able to access
a length increase.
Peak bodies said there needs to be greater investment by governments in properly
structured rest areas that have a full range of amenities.
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4 Access
▪ On 13 June 2019 the NTC released the Easy access to suitable routes issues
paper. In that paper we outlined invited submissions on how we can regulate
access in the future HVNL to achieve:
– Access arrangements that optimise the use of infrastructure, vehicles and
resources
– Access decisions that apply as broadly as possible
– Quicker, simpler access decision making
– Clear responsibility and accountability.
▪ Over the nine-week consultation period, state and territory government
departments, local government, the NHVR, operators, drivers and peak bodies
provided 46 formal submissions in response to the issues paper.

4.1 Process
4.1.1

What we said

In the Easy access to suitable routes paper the NTC observed that the access decision
making process is prescriptive and inflexible. We said it challenges road manager resources
and they are unable to delegate this role.
4.1.2

What we heard

Government
Government departments stated that consideration should be given to whether the problems
could be best solved with legislative reform or whether improvements of non-legislative
elements (such as improved route assessment processes and systems) could provide a
better outcome.
A government department was of the view that the HVNL must assert the role of road
managers to determine access to their road networks and emphasise the role of the NHVR
to facilitate this decision-making process, not to replace or diminish the road manager’s role.
Local government
Local governments agreed that the root cause of the issues reported are not the result of the
HVNL itself, but in its implementation nationally and were not supportive of legislative
overhaul.
Local governments agreed that ongoing collaboration, cooperation and communication,
rather than legislative changes, can resolve many of the issues that industry may encounter.
Local governments expressed that councils are best placed to make access decisions to
their road networks and were not supportive of any changes to the HVNL that would seek to
undermine the role and authority of councils to grant access to their local road networks.
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A local government explained that the lack of direct contact and communication with the
case operator impedes complex requests as road managers are required to contact the
NHVR via the online case query request. They suggested that operators should be able to
liaise directly with local council regarding access.
Operators
An operator advised that typical turnaround times for applications often exceed 12 weeks
and they are prevented from applying from renewals any further in advance of the expiration
date. The operator also reported that permit conditions are often included by mistake, or are
repetitive, contradictory, impractical, vague or incomplete.
An operator advised that the current HVNL encourages transport operators to break the law.
As permit delays are so widely accepted, operators have incentives to move goods without
permits due to customer pressure.
It was commented by one operator that under the current HVNL there is a lack of access to
resources and training, along with an absence of frameworks and standards for those
making access decisions.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies were supportive of streamlining the permit approval process and ensuring
consistent criteria is applied.
The access approvals process is viewed as opaque and does not provide operators with
clarity of the decision-making process, or any realistic avenue of appeal.
A peak body advised that some heavy vehicle operators experience difficulties in obtaining a
permit in a timely manner, impacting on the lawful operation of their business.
One peak body recommended local road managers be subject to a capability and
commitment test before being empowered to make decisions. This peak body also
recommended a receipt of application confirmation requirement, and a 72-hour decision
making timeframe for all applications.
It was also commented that to promote speed and consistency in decision making, road
managers should use the NHVR’s Approved Guidelines for Granting Access.
Points of agreement
Most respondents were supportive of the law allowing operators to directly liaise with local
councils regarding access to the local road network.
Most respondents agreed that there are many issues that could be resolved through
operational improvements, rather than legislative changes. These operational improvements
may include the use of frameworks, standards and guidelines.
Points of disagreement
Respondents did not agree on what process improvements could be made within the law.
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4.2 Timeframes
4.2.1

What we said

In the Easy access to suitable routes paper we invited submissions on why access decision
making timeframes vary so significantly, and how the law causes or allows access decision
delays. We identified that most road managers grant consent within seven days and asked
whether the 28-day timeframe should be reduced.
4.2.2

What we heard

Statutory timeframes
Government
A government department was supportive of investigating potential mechanisms for dealing
with road managers who fail to provide a response to requests for consent within 28 days or
request an extension of time.
Local government
Local governments were divided in their support for changing the access decision-making
timeframes.
A local government had no objection to a shorter timeframe if it would provide more certainty
to industry. However, another local government did not support a reduction in the 28-day
timeframe as it doesn’t consider the complexities of different requests.
Local government associations did not believe a reduction in timeframes would result in
different outcomes. One association stated that reducing permit timeframes would not
address capacity issues. One association also explained that if delays are due to operational
discipline of road managers, then tighter timeframes may assist. However, if delays are due
to resourcing issues, shortages in personnel or expertise, uncertainty/incomplete knowledge
of infrastructure and tolerances, or poor-quality applications, then tighter timeframes will be
useless and will be a symbolic gesture to industry only.
A local government association explained that there is no evidence to suggest that reducing
the timeframe to 7 days would drive efficiencies for consenting to simple access requests.
Peak bodies and operators
Peak bodies and operators were supportive of changes to the statutory timeframe, with most
suggesting a period of 7 days.
Some peak bodies were not supportive of a period greater than 7 days for access consent.
Some peak bodies agreed that road managers should be required to respond to requests in
a reasonable timeframe but did not suggest a specific period.
A peak body suggested that the new HVNL should have most access decisions made in a
timeframe that enables a modern, on-demand economy. They stated decisions beyond 48
hours should be rare. They suggested under this model road managers should have to
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provide justification for an approval process that will take longer than 48 hours, with a higher
threshold for justification needed beyond 7 days.
A peak body explained that the HVNL needs to ensure road managers have an incentive or
obligation to respond to a request within the approval timeframe. A peak body agreed that
reducing the permit response timeframe would be of little consequence if the timeframe is
unenforceable.
Others
An interested member of the community was of the view that the HVNL does not cause
access decision delays. The HVNL provides the framework in which decisions can be made.
The people, processes and systems utilised to make access decisions are what cause
delays.
Points of agreement
Most respondents agreed that there needs to be a way to drive an outcome when there is
failure to make a decision within the statutory timeframe.
Most respondents agreed local government resourcing issues play a role in failing to make a
decision within statutory timeframes.
Points of disagreement
Respondents did not agree on what the statutory timeframe for an access decision should
be. Suggestions included 48 hours, 7 days, 28 days and no specific timeframe.
Nil response
Government
Government departments were divided in their support.
A government department was supportive of a ‘deemed refusal’ after a 28-day period.
Another government department stated that a ‘deemed consent’ provision would not be
feasible due to serious safety and infrastructure implications of road manager decisions.
However, they suggested investigation of whether a ‘deemed refusal’ approach may be
appropriate.
Another government department did not support a ‘deemed consent’ or ‘deemed refusal’, but
suggested a nil response being referred to an expert panel.
Another government department suggested there needs to be a mechanism for dealing with
nil responses within a set timeframe. They proposed that a nil response must be treated as a
refusal of access unless some other arrangements are put in place to ensure safety is not
compromised.
Local government
Local governments were divided in their support.
A local government stated that any mechanism to deal with a nil response needs to consider
the potential safety implications.
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Another local government advised that a nil response should be managed directly between
the case operator and the road manager. They were not supportive of automatically granting
access due to safety grounds.
This conflicts with another local government who believed that a nil response within a
statutory timeframe should be taken as an approval, similar to the approach taken in land
use planning applications. They were not supportive of a penalty mechanism for failing to
resolve access within the statutory timeframe.
Another local government was of the view that any mechanism to address a nil response
needs to ensure the road manager has been supported throughout the process.
Operators and peak bodies
Operators and peak bodies were supportive of a ‘deemed consent’.
Some peak bodies suggested a permit should be deemed to be approved where a road
manager fails to act within 7 days.
Another peak body suggested a deemed consent after 28 days.
A peak body suggested that access decisions that do not receive a response within 48 hours
should become the jurisdiction of a state or territory road authority or the NHVR. Another
peak body said the decision-making timeframe should be reduced from 28 days to 72 hours.
An operator proposed a provision in the HVNL that would compel a response to an access
request if timeframes are not met. This could include a penalty, a default granting to access
where a nil response is received or devolving decision making to the NHVR.
Points of agreement
Most respondents agreed that there needs to be incentives to compel parties to make a
decision within the statutory timeframe.
Points of disagreement
Respondents did not agree on whether a failure to make a decision should result in a
‘deemed consent’ or ‘deemed refusal’.
Counting time
Local government
A local government association suggested that the clock should only start ticking for council
road managers when a complete and proper application is sent by the NHVR to the councils.
Operator
An operator suggested an alternative view. The operators stated that time should begin
when the application is submitted, not when an NHVR staff members opens it or refers it to a
road manager.
Points of agreement
Respondents agreed that the way time is counted should be changed.
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Points of disagreement
Respondents did not agree on how time should be counted for an access decision.
4.2.3

What we heard – HVNL microsite feedback

On the HVNL microsite 13 respondents completed a survey on heavy vehicle access.
Most respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed that they can get access authorisation
easily when they need it (Figure 9). There was no agreement that access authorisation can
be obtained easily.
Figure 9. Ease of access authorisation

I can get access authorisation easily, when I need it

31%
Strongly disagree

46%

Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree

23%

Respondents were divided as to whether current access arrangements cause too much
wear and tear on roads and infrastructure. Thirty-eight per cent agreed or strongly agreed
and 39 per cent disagreed and strongly disagreed (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Wear and tear on roads and infrastructure

Current access arrangements cause too much wear and tear
on roads and infrastructure

15%

23%

Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree

23%

16%

Agree
Strongly agree

23%

About 70 per cent of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that limits and/or conditions
placed on access decisions should be reduced (Figure 11).
Figure 11. Limits and/or conditions on access decisions

Limits and/or conditions placed on access decisions should be
reduced

15%
Strongly disagree

39%

15%

Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly agree

31%

4.3 Vehicle classification
4.3.1

What we said

In the Easy access to suitable routes paper we identified that matching vehicle classes to
networks for access is complicated. Road managers do not necessarily have a high degree
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of expertise with heavy vehicle classifications which can complicate and protract access
decisions. We invited submissions on whether the current vehicle classification system is
useful, or whether a vehicle classification system is useful at all.
4.3.2

What we heard

Peak bodies
A peak body suggested putting controlled access buses in their own class.
One peak body said that the vehicle classification system is useful as a first tier to
differentiate heavy vehicles that comply with prescribed mass and dimension limits and
those that don’t. However, the current system is very broad leading to significant variations
of heavy vehicle combinations within the three vehicle classifications and this does not
reflect the reality of how road managers differentiate between them.
A peak body suggested a vehicle classification system that includes noise and vehicle
emission requirements.

4.4 Road manager challenges
4.4.1

What we said

In the Easy access to suitable routes paper we acknowledged that the HVNL clarified and
formalised the role of local governments as road managers. Some local governments
already had the capacity and resources to take on this role. For others it was a completely
new responsibility. We asked about the challenge’s road managers face under the HVNL
and which road managers do it well and why.
4.4.2

What we heard

Local government
Local governments agreed that most issues are process and resourcing related and not due
to the law. Local governments stated that virtually everything about heavy vehicle access
decision-making is more challenging for councils than for state jurisdictions.
A local government explained that the majority of improvements that can be made rely on
improving resources at all levels and greater education and support with the tools required to
undertake assessment of the road network.
Local governments stated that it is challenging for councils to assess roads, bridges and
culvert infrastructure within existing resources, yet these assets are an important part of
assessing and granting access.
A local government explained that the system would work better if constrained councils were
properly compensated for their role, mapping tools were improved and data sharing through
the compulsory use of telematics was introduced.
Most local governments referred to the partnership and collaborative approach adopted by
the Tasmanian government as the ‘gold standard’ and should be considered by other
jurisdictions.
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Peak bodies
A peak body agreed that greater resources and education should be available to road
managers.
A peak body suggested these challenges could be addressed through providing a dedicated
officer in each state to work with councils to provide advice on heavy vehicle access.
Points of agreement
Respondents agreed that local government road managers face several challenges that
make access decision-making difficult.
Respondents agreed that the Tasmanian government approach could serve as a model for
expanding a risk-based access regime on a national scale.
4.4.3

What we heard – HVNL microsite feedback

On the HVNL microsite 13 respondents completed a survey on heavy vehicle access.
Most respondents agreed or strongly agreed that access consents mean a lot of work for
road managers (Figure 12).
Figure 12. Access consents for road managers

Access consent requests mean a lot of work for road
managers

23%

8%
15%

Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree

15%
39%

Agree
Strongly agree

4.5 External review
4.5.1

What we said

In the Easy access to suitable routes paper we identified that only the NHVR’s access
decisions are subject to external review. There is no provision for external review of
decisions made by road managers. We invited submissions on whether the law should allow
for external review of access decisions.
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4.5.2

What we heard

Government
Some government departments were not supportive of an external review process.
A government department stated that there is little evidence to support the introduction and
expense of an external review framework for road manager decisions.
Another government department stated there are potential issues with introducing an
external review process, including costs to applicants and risk that the Australian Standard
becomes the benchmark, effectively reducing access.
Another government department were supportive of external review and proposed a review
mechanism to incentivise road authority action. Other government departments were
supportive of exploring this proposed model.
Local government
Local governments were not supportive of including an external review mechanism. Local
governments were concerned about the cost and risk implications that this could introduce.
A local government stated that access decisions should be appellable to industry at no cost
to the road manager. Local governments stated that if the NTC pursued an external merits
review mechanism they would not support any cost implications for the road manager.
A local government suggested an initial arbitration process between an operator and council
may be a preferred solution to review a disputed access decision.
A local government stated that an appeal or review of decision may assist in providing
applicants with a sense of accountability and recourse for an adverse decision. However,
they warned that if road managers are required to devote resources to defending their
decisions, this may disproportionately impact the most resource constrained councils.
A local government advised there is little evidence to suggest the introduction of an external
review process is necessary and would be an efficient method to increase heavy vehicle
access.
Operators
An operator was supportive of an external review mechanism but questioned the costs
associated and who within the transport chain would be responsible for these costs.
Another operator agreed and stated that most transport operators could not afford to
challenge a decision, therefore it should not be a high priority for the HVNL review.
An operator was supportive of an external review process for road manager decisions,
including applications where no decision has been made after a certain period of time.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies were supportive of including an external review mechanism.
A peak body further suggested that an external review may be possible through the
establishment of an expert panel within the NHVR. This specialist group could ensure a
consistent interpretation of the mandatory guidelines.
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Points of disagreement
Respondents were divided as to whether external review should be allowed.
Where respondents were supportive of a review process, submissions were not in
agreement about how the review process should work.
4.5.3

What we heard – HVNL microsite feedback

On the HVNL microsite 13 respondents completed a survey on heavy vehicle access.
Over three quarters of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that the law should allow
operators to challenge access decisions (Figure 13).
Figure 13. Challenging access decisions

The law should allow operators to challenge access decisions

15%
8%
54%

Strongly disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree

23%

Strongly agree

4.6 Data and technology
4.6.1

What we heard

In-vehicle technology
Most respondents were supportive of a greater use of technology and data for improving
access arrangements.
Respondents suggested that data from in-vehicle technology could assist road managers to
manage risk and access to their network. Respondents suggested that high priority routes
could be gazetted on the condition that heavy vehicles using the route give telemetric data to
road managers. Respondents explained that this would allow access determinations to be
made in real time.
Government departments recommended that the HVNL should recognise the role of
telematics in supporting improved heavy vehicle access decision-making while also being
agnostic on the form of telematics.
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A heavy vehicle operator stated that permit contents are often amended via email from the
NHVR or the road manager without the permit being revised or re-issued. The operator
commented that the format of the permit (often PDF) is unworkable for review and error
checking and would prefer an excel spreadsheet or word version.
A peak body stated that data for access rather than enforcement is a concept that should be
further explored.
A peak body was supportive of using telematics voluntarily.
While other peak bodies and local government were supportive of mandatory telematics.
These respondents stated this would provide decision makers access to information and
certainty about heavy vehicle usage on routes and would enable quick decision making.
Electronic mapping
A technology provider suggested the development of a standard national classification and
mapping scheme underpinned by a national dataset showing the confidence (risk rating)
road controlling authorities have on each road segment.
Enforcement and regulators agreed that a key component of the future state is all
stakeholders having access to reliable and accessible geospatial intelligence. Enforcement
and regulators explained that technology providers would be able to leverage national heavy
vehicle data and mapping services.
A government department was supportive of the development of open source maps and
codified access rules using digital-ready legislation principles. The government department
suggested that the new HVNL should be structured in a streamlined, logic-based way that
will support the advances in technology.
Another government department supported transitioning written permits to a graphical
system with dynamic maps.
Database and data sharing
A government department proposed a new access decision-making approach that builds
and collect road and structural data for a national database across the entire road network.
Enforcement and regulators were supportive of collecting de-identified aggregated
movement information and making it publicly available to enable the development of
targeted policy solutions.
A peak body suggested resources and expertise be dedicated to the establishment of an
effective, efficient and accessible central data system.
A peak body also proposed upgrading the NHVR portal and compelling data sharing from
state agencies to reduce the need for permits. Information on the assessment of bridges,
pavements and sensitive assets could be shared through a database accessible by the
NHVR and road managers.
A peak body suggested that the details of all permits issued for higher productivity vehicles
should be captured in a database and made publicly available.
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Points of agreement
Respondents agreed that in-vehicle technology, electronic mapping, databases and data
sharing are important for a future HVNL.
Respondents recommended several options to encourage the use of technology.
Points of disagreement
Respondents were divided as to whether technology should be voluntary or mandatory.

4.7 Permits and notices
4.7.1

What we said

In the Easy access to suitable routes paper we identified that access decision making is
often inconsistent. We said that approved guidelines are not used uniformly and reasons for
access refusal are broad and varied. We invited submissions on how the future HVNL can
implement access decision-making, and what improvements to access decision making can
be made. We also asked how to reach consistent and predictable risk-based access
decision-making.
4.7.2

What we heard

Government
A government department explained that their policy promotes access on an as-of-right
‘network basis’ rather than access through permits. They proposed that the review should
encourage the development of a ‘network approach’, involving greater use of notices and
pre-approvals where appropriate to streamline application processes.
It was suggested by a government department that road and structural assessments for all
roads and structures should be undertaken using a nationally consistent approach. This
information could then be linked with the NHVR portal and would benefit operators and road
managers alike.
A government department suggested that an approach could involve separating general
access and restricted access vehicle requirements. This would provide for general access
limits being laid out under a schedule providing as-of-right access for those vehicles that are
to be granted access to the whole network.
Local government
A local government warned that as-of-right access could put their liability at jeopardy due to
other legal responsibilities.
A local government questioned the expansion of as-of-right access over individual
authorisation. They stated that the concept of as-of-right access is primarily serving the
interests of industry and raises concerns for councils about what would could as a valid
rejection of a permit application.
In relation to time limits for notices, a local government stated that time limits shouldn’t be
required for notices generally. Road managers should only need to know when there is a
change to the notice.
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Other local governments stated they did not, under any circumstances, support the removal
of time limits on notices. They were of the view that it is prudent to retain time limits on
notices so that the network conditions can be assessed for their ongoing suitability.
A local government suggested that pre-approval and gazetting routes would accelerate
access decisions and improve consistency of decision-making.
Regulator
The Regulator commented that a risk-based framework would enable a move from the
current practice of road managers consenting to individual heavy vehicles (types) to one in
which they consent to the parameters of a road or bridge. It stated that it is not sustainable to
develop effective heavy vehicle networks by repeatedly requesting case-by-case access
consent from road managers, often for vehicles with the same risk profile.
Operators
An operator was of the view that time limits should be removed on notices. They commented
that they can be revoked or suspended by road managers at any point if need be.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies were supportive of moving to an as-of-right system for access once a heavy
vehicle complies with relevant mass and dimension limits.
In relation to time limits for permits, a peak body stated that there should be annual permits
which allow access to the federal and state road network.
A peak body commented that the use of permits is not a viable system during key production
times such as harvest. Another peak body highlighted that the permit system was originally
intended to provide access for unusual vehicles in unusual circumstances.
Peak bodies were also supportive of removing time limits on notices.
Points of agreement
Most respondents agreed that to the greatest extent possible, notices rather than permits
should be used for road access approvals.

4.8 Right tools
4.8.1

What we said

In the Easy access to suitable routes paper we invited submissions on whether we have the
right tools to implement access decisions. We asked how to modernise the tools for access
authorisations.
We heard from local government, state government, industry peak bodies, the regulator,
operators and others about the tools needed to accelerate access decisions. This included
precedents, permit fees, envelopes and delegation of powers.
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4.8.2

What we heard

Precedents
Respondents suggested the use of precedents could accelerate access decision-making.
Peak bodies, operators and technology providers agreed that the approval of a first-time
permit should allow for future identical or substantially similar permits to be granted
automatically.
A peak body warned there would need to be safeguards against access being refused
because the road manager wants to avoid setting a precedent.
An operator highlighted that this would avoid multiple operators paying multiple times for the
same assessment.
A technology provider also stated that meta-data relating to access permits should be made
available so that future applicants can see what has been allowed where and under what
conditions.
Permit fees
Respondents suggested the use of different permit fees could accelerate access decisionmaking.
Local governments stated that it needs to be made clear that no portion of the permit
application fee is provided to a council involved in the subsequent access decision. Local
governments suggested that if councils were able to access a fee for processing permit
applications, this would help them to increase internal capacity and ultimately process more
applications in the required timeframe.
A peak body stated that a more equitable split of permit fees could be based on tasks
undertaken.
An operator proposed differentiating permit fees according to the safety, emissions and
productivity rating of the vehicle configuration to promote newer, safer and greener trucks.
Envelopes
Respondents suggested the development of heavy vehicle envelopes could accelerate
access decision-making. These envelopes would specify the maximum permissible mass
and dimension as well as specific requirements related to axle spacing and loading.
Peak bodies were supportive of creating heavy vehicle envelopes that would see many
access permit applications disappear.
Delegation of powers
Respondents suggested providing road managers with delegate powers could accelerate
access decision-making.
A government department suggested that the NTC undertake a comprehensive consultation
with all road managers, especially local government, to determine whether a delegation
option is being sought and the reason it is needed.
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A peak body stated that by allowing (or requiring) 500-plus road managers to make access
determinations, the HVNL is implicitly allowing this variation and subsequent delays in a
significant portion of cases. Peak bodies suggested allowing road managers to delegate
their responsibilities, in whole or in part, to another authority should be allowed under a new
HVNL.
An operator was of the view that the 28-day timeframe could be significantly reduced by
giving road managers the ability to delegate the access decision making process to another
party who has the resources.
Points of agreement
Respondents agreed there are various tools that could be used to accelerate access
decision-making.
Points of disagreement
Respondents were not in agreement about how delegation of powers would work in a
practical sense.

4.9 Other
4.9.1

What we heard

Quality of applications
Local governments advised that applications provided to councils by operators are not
always of a high standard, which impacts how quickly they can be processed.
A local government suggested a minimum requirement for operators to provide more details
in a permit application, including the reason local road access is required, could speed up
approvals.
Performance-based standards
A peak body stated that the Issues Paper did not accurately reflect the level of difficulty
being experienced by an industry looking to transition to Performance Based Standards
(PBS) combinations.
A peak body stated that timely and connected access to PBS routes should be prioritised.
They advised that where road managers do not have the resources to properly assess their
networks for PBS access, assistance should be provided by the NHVR and funding allocated
appropriately.
A peak body stated that a PBS system for buses is required.
A local government stated that improved education for councils on the complexities of the
vehicle classification system and access to enhanced data could help councils better identify
PBS vehicles.
A government department stated that the review needs to consider the administrative
changes necessary to encourage renewal of the heavy vehicle fleet to more productive,
safer and cleaner vehicles.
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Public safety and amenity
A local government stated that the assessment of routes for use by heavy vehicles needs to
ensure risks to pedestrians and cyclists are significantly reduced and impacts on street
amenity are minimised.
A community body was of the view that the HVNL as it currently stands has placed a far
greater emphasis on the needs of the freight industry, and very little emphasis on how the
provision of access for higher productivity vehicles can impact on the safety of others,
particularly in terms of last mile access on a local road.
A government department recommended that the NTC works on defining amenity to support
road manager decisions and to help to build community confidence and support in access
decision-making.
Pilots and escorts
Peak bodies, operators and drivers recommended a national harmonised standard for pilots
and escorts.
Heavy vehicle road reform
Many respondents raised the issue of the Heavy Vehicle Road Reform (HVRR) in their
submission. Respondents stated that the new HVNL should not create unnecessary
obstacles for a potential new charging framework under the HVRR. Respondents highlighted
that the HVNL review must be considered in parallel given service level standards and
access are fundamentally linked.
First and last mile
Peak bodies emphasised the issue of first and last mile assess as a major barrier to
productivity. A peak body highlighted that greater attention needs to be directed to existing
infrastructure and how better planning for last mile issues should be implemented.
Third party assets
A local government raised the issue of third-party assets in their submission. It was
suggested that by engaging the asset owners and treating them as road managers,
decision-making timeframe and financial burdens would be reduced.
Points of agreement
Respondents agreed there are issues that could be resolved through operational
improvements.
Respondents agreed the HVNL reforms should not create unnecessary obstacles for a
potential new charging framework under the HVRR.
Points of disagreement
Respondents were not in agreement about how public safety and amenity should be dealt
with and defined under a new HVNL.
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5 Vehicle standards and safety
▪ On 11 July 2019 the NTC released the Vehicle standards and safety issues
paper. In that paper we invited submissions on how the future HVNL can most
effectively deliver safer vehicles to the road.
▪ What we heard from the formal submissions can be broken into the following
themes:
– Complying with vehicle standards
– Promoting safety vehicles
– Safety duties, third party repairers and replacement parts
– Regulator’s role
– Performance based scheme vehicles.
▪ Over the seven-week consultation period, state and territory government
departments, the NHVR, peak bodies, operators and drivers provided 35 formal
submissions in response to the issues paper.

5.1 Complying with vehicle standards
5.1.1

What we said

In the Vehicle standards and safety issues paper we said that generally current
arrangements for vehicle standards are working well, but there are still opportunities to
improve the law. We noted that inspection and enforcement approaches vary between
jurisdictions, and that defect clearance processes can be costly and time consuming.
We asked how the HVNL can meet the assurance needs of all Australian state and territory
road authorities in a way that does not unreasonably impose on operators. We asked how
the future HVNL can encourage suitable maintenance programs and effectively remove
dangerous vehicles from the road. We also asked whether the HVNL should apply a risk-tosafety threshold for vehicle standards and loading matters.
5.1.2

What we heard

Government
Government departments agreed that current arrangements for vehicle standards are
working well and are sufficiently harmonised across jurisdictions. They agreed the focus of
the HVNL should remain on in-service vehicle safety. There was general support for:
▪ Retaining prescriptive and performance-based vehicle standards
▪ Establishing a requirement for operators to ensure vehicles meet vehicle standards
and are roadworthy
▪ A heavy vehicle driver duty to cover driver responsibilities for loading, mass and
dimension, vehicle standards and roadworthiness
▪ Linking the HVNL with recall notices provisions of the Commonwealth Road Vehicle
Standards Act 2019 (Cth).
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Government departments also agreed the HVNL should support proactive, efficient
identification, repair and clearance of defects. The need for policy and decision support tools
to guide authorised officers conducting heavy vehicle inspections was highlighted. The
National Heavy Vehicle Inspection Manual (NHVIM) was viewed as an effective compliance
tool that could be referenced in the HVNL to clarify safety requirements.
There was in-principle support for a risk-to-safety threshold for minor breaches, but it was
emphasised that parameters of the threshold need to be clearly defined.
One government considered that further work is required to understand the impacts of heavy
vehicles on the environment and public amenity, and to develop options to better address
these issues in a future HVNL.
Regulator and enforcement
Regulators and enforcement generally supported a risk-based approach to defects to reflect
the severity of the defect and encourage industry to self-manage non-compliance. The
inclusion of additional proactive roadworthiness requirements in a future HVNL was also
supported. It was identified that the current system relies on links to vehicle registration with
no ongoing assessment of roadworthiness, and that the NHVAS is the only mechanism in
the law that encourages proactive approach to vehicle maintenance.
There was support for formalising the role of SMSs and allowing electronic methods of
assurance of PBS vehicle approvals.
Some rejected the need for a legal mechanism to compel faster defect clearance processes,
stating it is an administrative issue. Stakeholders also objected to the framing of defects as
an issue of lost productivity rather than road safety.
The position that a vehicle should not be kept off the road unless is posed an imminent
safety risk was rejected.
One agency also highlighted it has no powers of enforcement over vehicles registered
outside its own state.
Operators
Operators generally did not agree that current arrangements for complying with vehicle
standards under the HVNL are harmonised and working well. They highlighted that concepts
like "unsafe" and "roadworthy" are vague, open to interpretation and applied inconsistently
across jurisdictions.
Inconsistent, complicated and unnecessarily time-consuming defect notice processes were
identified as a major concern for operators. They stated that clearing a defect in jurisdictions
outside the registration jurisdiction is particularly complex. There were concerns about
operators ‘clearing’ defect notices without taking action because their own testing does not
find the fault indicated in the defect notice.
Operators supported using the NHVIM as a tool for determining roadworthiness and raised
that lack of legislative recognition of the NHVIM has prevented its consistent application.
Retention of heavy vehicle registration by jurisdictions was also seen as a barrier to
consistency.
Operators said that formal warnings could be useful in the roadworthiness and defect space
but differences between jurisdictions in how or if they are used undermines certainty and
consistency in enforcement.
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Operators had diverse views on the value of annual inspections. One large operator
supported annual inspections, while another operator stated the rationale for annual
inspections is misguided. They believe annual inspections encourage a "safety once a year"
mindset, rather than an approach to vehicle maintenance as an ongoing process. It was also
stated there is a lack of credible data supporting a link between compulsory annual
inspections and road safety outcomes.
There was a view that the primary duty could be more explicit about vehicle maintenance. It
was raised that vehicle safety should be considered as part of a safety system, not an
“event” that occurs at certain intervals.
Peak bodies
Industry associations suggested the future HVNL should require states and territories to
adopt a consistent framework for defect notices, roadworthiness data collection and
inspection criteria. They emphasised that defect notices are issued inconsistently and often
have no link to safety. There was general support for:
▪ Making the NHVIM and the NHVR's national risk-based inspection criteria legislative
instruments
▪ Establishing a risk-based approach to managing defects
▪ Standards for minor defects that can be addressed by formal warnings, on the spot
repairs and a self-clearing
▪ A review mechanism for defect notices
▪ A nationally consistent program for roadworthiness inspections.
It was suggested the HVNL should use a tiered approach to heavy vehicle roadworthiness:
1. Risk based inspections for operators in approved maintenance schemes (e.g.
TruckSafe or NHVAS).
2. Annual vehicle inspections for older vehicles, for example once their ADR emission
level is a generation behind current requirements and once a heavy trailer is older
than 5 years.
3. Biennial inspections for seasonally registered vehicles registered less than 6 months,
with trailers older than 5 years or once the ADR emission level is a generation behind
the current requirement (unless in an approved maintenance scheme).
Peak bodies also highlighted that inconsistent registration requirements create unfair
competition across jurisdictions.
Others
Other stakeholders (technology companies, academics, consultants, etc) raised additional
matters, including that:
▪ It is essential for the NHVR to have control of registration, as well the ability to set and
administer standards
▪ Vehicle standards should be the responsibility of Federal government, under ADR not
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe rules
▪ The need for inspection of minor modifications is costly and does not have any bearing
on safety
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▪ The current system for managing effluent overflow by long distance livestock carriers
poses a significant risk to road safety
▪ Programs such as Fleet Operator Recognition System and Construction, Logistics and
Community Safety Program should be considered to provide a framework for
maintenance and improvement of the heavy vehicle fleet.
Points of agreement
There was general agreement that the scope of the HVNL with respect to vehicle standards
and safety is right (with the exception of registration).
Inconsistent application of vehicle defect notices between jurisdictions was a key concern
shared by many non-government stakeholders.
Stakeholders generally agreed that defect notices have a clear link to a safety risk.
There was agreement across government and industry that referencing the NHVIM in the
HVNL will clarify inspection requirements and improve the defect enforcement process.
Points of disagreement
Respondents were divided as to whether the HVNL is the right instrument for speeding up
the defect clearance process.
There were diverse views about the merit of annual inspection requirements.
Industry stakeholders generally held the view that the HVNL should cover vehicle
registration and that this should be managed by the NHVR. Government departments did not
share this view.

5.2 Promoting safer vehicles
5.2.1

What we said

In the Vehicle standards and safety issues paper we highlighted that safer and more
productive vehicles and safety technologies face a range of barriers, which limit their uptake
in Australia. We noted that Australia's vehicle standards can delay safer vehicle entry and
that there are missed opportunities for safety technology under the HVNL. We identified that
prescribed limits for vehicle mass and width are limiting entry of safer vehicles into Australia.
Some vehicles produced internationally with the latest safety technology face delays and
modification at best. At worst, they are prevented altogether from operating in Australia.
We asked for stakeholder views on how the future HVNL can most effectively deliver safer
vehicles to the road, and what barriers to the broad uptake of safer vehicles exist.
5.2.2

What we heard

Government
One government department suggested the future HVNL should expand the approach of
linking concessions (e.g. more access, higher general mass limits) with improved vehicle
safety requirements. These concessions encourage the uptake and use of vehicle safety
technology.
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One government department said options for the RIS should be future-proofed to capture
emerging technologies.
Operators
Some operators advised that newer, safer vehicles tend to be heavier than older models
making them less productive. This creates an incentive to hold onto older vehicles for longer.
Operators raised that regulatory disparity with Europe and North America is a considerable
disincentive that limits the uptake of safe vehicles designed for these markets, particularly in
relation to steer axle mass and overall width. The Australian market does not have access to
the full range of vehicles available in other markets, and safety may suffer as a result.
Operators also highlighted the overall quality and safety of heavy vehicles has improved
dramatically in recent decades. While it is not usually efficient to use older vehicles for long
haul trips, the reverse is true for urban tasks. The urban freight task is growing, absorbing
retired interstate vehicles into the fleet. These vehicles are not as closely monitored by
regulators but may often be defective and pose serious safety risks.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies raised that better harmonisation with international vehicle standards with the
ADRs would increase the accessibility of safer heavy vehicles to the Australian market. They
said the ADRs need to keep pace with international regulations for safety and environment
to ensure reasonably priced access to the vehicles with the latest safety technology.
Peak bodies also emphasised that restrictions in allowable vehicle widths are a barrier to
advanced safety technology.
One peak body recommended the HVNL review recognise the safety failings of Australia’s
old truck fleet and propose incentives to help modernise the heavy vehicle fleet.
It was highlighted that the future HVNL should not increase barriers to purchasing new
vehicles and governments should proactively seek to reduce other barriers to purchasing
new heavy vehicles.
Others
Others highlighted it is essential to get all eight jurisdictions to participate and for the NHVR
to have control of registration.
Points of agreement
There appeared to be broad agreement that ADRs should keep pace with international
safety standards, acknowledging also that this is not a matter to be addressed by the HVNL.
Points of disagreement
No significant points of disagreement were identified.
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5.3 Safety duties, third party repairs and replacement parts
5.3.1

What we said

In the Vehicle standards and safety issues paper we said that the future HVNL should
support quality repairs and efficient clearances of identified defects. We asked whether the
HVNL should provide assurances regarding repairs and replacement parts. We asked
whether this should be achieved using standards, or whether third-party repairers should be
subject to safety duties.
5.3.2

What we heard

Government
Government departments gave in-principle support for the inclusion of heavy vehicle
repairers as a party in the COR.
One government department cautioned that expanding the primary safety duty to other
parties such as third-party repairers could create an additional regulatory burden which
would need to be investigated as part of a RIS.
Regulator and enforcement
Regulators and enforcement agreed that given third-party repairers are in a position to
influence heavy vehicle safety they should be subject to the primary safety duty.
Operators
Operators said they often lack confidence that the parts and repairers they use are not
causing them to fall short of what is required by the general safety duty. For this reason, third
party repairers should be included in the definition in the COR and subject to the primary
duty.
Operators suggested that the HVNL needs to specify safety outcomes for repairs and
maintenance in the same way that it specifies outcomes for fatigue, mass, dimension and
load restraint. They observed that the current law lacks a structured, considered approach
(either prescriptive, performance or principles-based) around the upkeep of the vehicle.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies highlighted there is no regulation of replacement parts in Australia and a large
segment of the market supplies parts of questionable quality.
Some peak bodies stated that third party repairers should be subject to the primary duty
because their actions can have a dramatic impact on vehicle safety, often without the
knowledge of the operator or driver. Not all peak bodies agreed with this, however. There
was one view that including third party repairers in the COR would shift the onus of repair
away from the operator and many repair issues are outside the control and influence of a
third-party repairer.
Peak bodies also recommended the establishment of an approval system for safety critical
replacement parts, including brakes, steering, suspension, wheel and tyre components and
systems.
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Others
Others mentioned the need to focus on tyre pressure and tyre manufacturer
recommendations in the future law. There was a view that industry does not inflate tyres to
the optimum level, and wrongly inflated tyres significantly affect tyre performance.
Points of agreement
The majority of stakeholders agreed that third-party repairers should be included in the COR
and therefore subject to the primary duty.
Points of disagreement
One stakeholder opposed the inclusion of third-party repairers in the COR. They were
concerned that this would shift the onus of repair responsibility away from operators.

5.4 Regulator powers
5.4.1

What we said

The Vehicle standards and safety issues paper did not comment on or call for submissions
on the role of the NHVR in enforcing vehicle standards and safety. Despite this, stakeholder
submissions repeatedly raised concerns about the functions of the NHVR and the potential
for further expansion of their capabilities.
5.4.2

What we heard

Government
On the issue of vehicle maintenance, one government department suggested that instead of
a more prescriptive approach to maintenance, improvements to monitoring and enforcement
of existing standards can be made. It was noted the NHVR needs to ensure the adequacy of
on-road activities to provide incentives for operators to maintain their vehicles at all times
rather than assuming they will only be subject to regulated periodic inspections.
One government department suggested the inclusion of a mandatory reporting requirement
for key safety issues, by off-road parties to the NHVR.
It was also suggested that the NHVR create a register of all industry codes of practice and
guidance material to facilitate review processes for these instruments. One government
recommended reviewing governance arrangements for authorisation of the material, and
explicitly did not support delegating decision making on law from Ministers.
Regulator and enforcement
Enforcement and regulators said the future HVNL should create an efficient regulatory
structure that enables the NHVR to respond as a modern and effective regulator. It was
suggested the NHVR should apply a risk-based approach to non-standard vehicles to
remove unnecessary regulatory requirements, and help operators comply with the ADRs by
providing practical options for demonstrating compliance.
It was also stated that the future HVNL should allow the regulator to adopt a risk-based
approach to defects to reflect the severity of the defect and encourage industry to selfmanage non-compliance.
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Operators
Operators were consistently of the view there should be a national system of heavy vehicle
registration controlled by the NHVR. This is a key vehicle safety lever that prevents the
NHVR from properly regulating heavy vehicle road safety.
On vehicle maintenance accreditation, peak bodies expressed the view that all accredited
maintenance modules (including NHVAS) should include physical inspection of a sample of
the enrolled fleet by persons with mechanical expertise.
Operators supported a risk-based approach to vehicle compliance and enforcement but
noted this requires close knowledge of regulated parties and their practices. An operator
licensing system or mandatory system of accreditation would give the NHVR better visibility
of regulated parties.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies supported the NHVR using a risk-based approach to enforcement of vehicle
standards. It was also suggested that the future HVNL should provide an internal review
mechanism of Regulator decisions; that is, a review by the Regulator.
Points of agreement
There appeared to be broad agreement that the Regulator should adopt a risk-based
approach to clearance of vehicle defects, and that the HVNL should facilitate this.
Points of disagreement
Stakeholders did not agree whether heavy vehicle registration should be a function of the
NHVR.

5.5 Performance based standards scheme
5.5.1

What we said

In the Vehicle standards and safety issues paper we observed that PBS vehicles offer
significant safety and productivity benefits. They are 24.8 per cent more productive and
cause 46 per cent fewer major crashes than their prescriptive counterparts. We said that a
future HVNL should seek to reinvigorate the PBS scheme so that it continues to drive
innovation, safety and productivity in an efficient way that encourages operator uptake.
We asked for submissions on which aspects of the PBS scheme are working well, and which
aren't.
5.5.2

What we heard

Government
Government departments generally agreed the PBS scheme is mostly working well. It was
mentioned that not all PBS vehicles and PBS designs need oversight by the PBS Review
Panel, but at this point in time the PBS Review Panel continues to play a necessary part of
the system.
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Regulator and enforcement
Regulators and enforcement agreed the future HVNL could deliver a modern approach to
PBS that increased adoption of safer and more productive vehicles by moving to a more
modular PBS approach, providing guaranteed access, transitioning common/mature heavy
vehicle designs to the HVNL and providing the PRP with a more strategic role.
Operators
Operators expressed numerous concerns with the current PBS system, including:
▪ the cost and time of the application and approval process
▪ lack of certainty of future PBS approvals, even if nothing goes wrong with a vehicle
over the first three years.
It was suggested that a forward-looking PBS Scheme would combine in-principle and postmanufacture approvals. Under this scheme the manufacturer would be held accountable to
build to the agreed standard rather than requiring third-party engineering sign off. After the
initial three-year period, permits would be automatically renewed by the NHVR for an
indefinite period unless a problem had been identified. The current PBS Review Panel
function would be absorbed by the NHVR with only high-risk operations being referred to a
smaller review process.
Peak bodies
Industry associations said the PBS scheme has produced significant safety and productivity
benefits, however road network access remains a significant impediment to broader industry
up-take of PBS vehicles. They said an effective PBS scheme would allow new designs to
bypass the prescriptive mass and dimension standards and deliver safer vehicles onto
Australian roads.
Peak bodies agreed that the PBS scheme was intended to be a testing ground, where new
vehicles and combinations would transition to the standard prescriptive heavy vehicle fleet.
They said that this has not been fulfilled, with no PBS vehicles having transitioned to the
standard fleet.
Industry seeks access to more productive modular combinations that provide higher
flexibility as they can be reconfigured to smaller legal combinations to reach parts of the road
network with lower access constraints.
Peak bodies also raised that the PBS standards do not always allow new technologies or
test techniques to be used to prove the performance and safety of a vehicle. The PBS
scheme should allow for the use of alternative technologies where it can be shown that the
alternative approach is equivalent to the desired PBS performance outcome.
The current PBS standards do not promote or provide a means to improve bus productivity,
which is measured primarily in passenger capacity. They need to be tailored for buses and
coaches in the areas of low speed swept path, frontal swing and tail swing.
Others
One other stakeholder mentioned that the PBS scheme should be abandoned until road and
bridge infrastructure can cope.
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Points of agreement
There was broad agreement that the PBS scheme has delivered productivity and safety
benefits to heavy vehicle transport, but that administrative hurdles have prevented these
from being fully realised.
Points of disagreement
There were diverse views on the future role and function of the PBS Review Panel. One
view was that the Panel function would be absorbed by the NHVR with only high-risk
operations being referred to a smaller review process, however other stakeholders
expressed the panel's role should stay the same.
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6 Safe people and practices
▪ In June 2019 the NTC released the Safe people and practices issues
paper outlining a number of issues for managing safe people and practices
under the HVNL.
▪ This topic covers the driver and the practices of other people that influence the
driver's safety. It's about keeping the driver safe and making sure the driver is
operating safely so all road users are safe. It covers many behaviours and
includes things that, through no direct fault of the driver, can impact safe driving.
▪ Over the nine-week consultation period, state and territory government
departments, the NHVR, operators, drivers and peak bodies provided 20 formal
submissions in response to the issues paper.

6.1 Managing safe people and practices
6.1.1

What we said

In the Safe people and practices paper the NTC said the future HVNL should be effective in
managing the most significant risks to safe people and practices. We said the HVNL should
work cohesively with the range of regulatory controls on safe people and practices that exist
outside the HVNL, for example Model WHS Law, jurisdictional controls, and organisational
SMSs.
We invited submissions on which aspects of safe people and practices are currently
regulated well, and what can be regulated better. We asked whether the scope and
coverage of the law is adequate for making sure drivers and other road users are safe.
6.1.2

What we heard

Government
One government department was of the view that the HVNL does not adequately regulate
risk management, and that drivers may not adequately understand risks to road safety. This
department also mentioned that general driver duties are not covered in the HVNL and that
there should be better alignment between what is required under the Model WHS Law and
the HVNL.
Regulator
The NHVR highlighted the need for a regular, systematic analysis of heavy vehicle safety
issues which evolve and change all the time. They suggested that the future HVNL introduce
a rule-development power to enable the NHVR to develop safety standards in response to
evolving safety risks.
The NHVR also emphasised the importance of open and transparent involvement of heavy
vehicle users to understand how business practices are influencing road safety. They
mentioned that other transport safety regulators (in rail, maritime and aviation) have no-fault
investigation powers. They highlighted that a similar power in the HVNL would allow the
NHVR to undertake detailed and systematic analysis of hazards and provide better
regulatory guidance to manage risk.
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Drivers
Drivers submitted the HVNL does not effectively regulate safety. They emphasised that
administrative offences in the HVNL have nothing to do with safe people and practices, and
that disproportionate penalties cause drivers stress which in turn impacts safety.
Drivers said the HVNL isn’t effective in making supply chain parties liable for the risks they
pose to road safety. One driver said that loading and unloading practices are still putting
drivers at risk because of lack of policing and enforcement of the primary duty.
While the Safe people and practices paper didn’t call for submissions on fatigue, it was clear
that drivers see better fatigue regulation as the key priority for safe people and practices
under the HVNL. One driver said that drivers are often forced to drive when tired which in
turn leads to distraction.
Mental health was repeatedly raised as an issue of concern for drivers. One driver said the
stress of complying with the HVNL creates mental health issues, and roadside enforcement
blitzes increase stress levels.
Operators
One operator said that the law could do more to promote driver competencies, attributes,
behaviours and skills. They suggested establishing an explicit duty for drivers and other
workers with control or influence on transport activities to be competent in their role.
The current framing of ‘fit to drive a heavy vehicle’ under s 457 of the HVNL was also raised
as an issue. It was recommended that the law use the terminology “fit for duty”, which refers
to tasks other than just driving the heavy vehicle (e.g. loading, unloading, etc). It was
suggested that the law impose an obligation on all drivers to be fit for duty, and an obligation
on operators/employers to ensure drivers are fit for duty, so far as is reasonably practicable.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies consistently raised that driver competency is a key issue for the future HVNL
and that the best way to improve driver competency is through a national competency-based
licensing system.
Peak bodies also raised that the future HVNL must address driver health through better
fitness for duty requirements.
One peak body said the HVNL needs to address unfair and oppressive contract conditions
which have the potential to compromise safety by pressuring drivers and operators to “cut
corners” to meet unduly harsh terms.
Points of agreement
There was general agreement that the HVNL should be better aligned to the Model WHS
Law so that regulated parties are not forced to adopt different safety practices to comply with
both laws.
Many parties agreed the HVNL should adopt a three-level structure, with broad safety duties
in primary legislation, and an ability for the NHVR to regulate more specific risks to safety
through developing safety standards or codes of practice.
There was also broad agreement driver fitness and competency are significant issues for
safe people and practices that should be better managed under the future HVNL.
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Points of disagreement
Stakeholders had diverse views on how best to improve driver competency and health and
fitness under the future HVNL.

6.2 Primary duty
6.2.1

What we said

In the Safe people and practices issues paper the NTC said the future HVNL should make
sure all parties are accountable at their point of influence on the safe driver. We invited
submissions on whether the primary duty in the current HVNL comprehensively covers the
people who can influence the safe driver and their practices.
6.2.2

What we heard

Government
One government department said further analysis is required before extending the
application of the primary duty to other parties not currently listed in the COR. They
cautioned that the inclusion of some parties may go beyond the scope and purpose of the
HVNL, for example by inadvertently including parties far-removed from heavy vehicle
transport activities.
Regulator
The NHVR believed that parties in the COR are not effectively consulting with heavy vehicle
operators or heavy vehicle drivers on safety critical issues. They noted that COR parties can
hold significant information about a risk to safety but that there is no requirement under the
HVNL to share this information. They suggested introducing a duty on COR parties to share
information that may affect the safe operation of a heavy vehicle.
Drivers
Drivers commented that they still bear the brunt of enforcement despite implementation of
the primary duty. They commented that regulators are not going up the chain to prosecute
parties that affect heavy vehicle road safety.
One driver also said that drivers are increasingly being made to fill in forms so operators can
“tick a box” saying they have complied with the primary duty. This is becoming
administratively burdensome for drivers.
Operators
Operators supported retaining the primary duty in the HVNL.
One operator submitted that the primary duty should apply to drivers. They identified that
previously excluding drivers made sense when the law used an extended liability model
requiring an initial primary offence committed by the driver, however the primary duty does
not work like this.
It was also submitted that naming COR parties is problematic because parties who are not
specifically named may be encouraged to disavow themselves of safety responsibilities.
Stevedores, freight forwarders, brokers and agents were identified as examples of parties
who can have a real impact on safety but are not subject to the HVNL primary duty.
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Peak bodies
Peak bodies generally expressed the view that introducing the primary duty was a useful
advance for safe people and practices, but that the primary duty does not apply to everyone
it should. One peak body expressed that the primary duty should be applied to parties with
“influence or control” on transport activities. Parties who promote digital platforms for the
undertaking of work were identified as an example of a party not covered by the COR
definition, but who can influence heavy vehicle road safety. One peak body also specified
that the new law should clearly identify the driver as a member of the COR and therefore
should be subject to the primary duty.
Points of agreement
Stakeholders agreed that establishing the primary duty was a useful advance for safe people
and practices in heavy vehicle transport.
Many stakeholders (though not all) agreed the primary duty should be expanded beyond the
current list of parties in the COR.
Points of disagreement
Some stakeholders cautioned that expanding the primary duty to parties beyond the current
COR could lead to inadvertent inclusion of parties that have no real impact on the safety of
heavy vehicle transport activities.
Although not expressly raised through submissions, many drivers may disagree that they
should be caught by the primary duty as they already bear the brunt of enforcement activity.

6.3 Driver skills
6.3.1

What we said

In the Safe people and practices issues paper the NTC said the future HVNL and the
regulatory environment it supports should prevent a driver who is not competent from driving
on Australian roads. It was highlighted that the HVNL should nurture an environment of
continuous improvement and encourage drivers to continually update and monitor their
competencies. We invited submissions on how the HVNL can support better training and
higher-level driver competency, as well as ongoing professional development.
6.3.2

What we heard

Government
One government department suggested that the RIS should consider options including:
▪ requiring drivers to be trained in all aspects of the transport task (fatigue management,
human factors, mental health awareness, driver on-road behaviour, load restraint and
pre-trip checks)
▪ supporting education and training programs in cooperation with industry groups,
medical authorities and registered training organisations, e.g. TAFEs, using emerging
technologies or apps to assist compliance
▪ implementing a proactive approach to managing driver behaviour through adopting or
supporting national research and best practice work.
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Regulator
The NHVR agreed there are serious workforce supply challenges in heavy vehicle transport
and these are projected to get worse. The NHVR noted that in other industries skills
shortages have resulted in a lowering of competency standards and experience of new
recruits. They suggested that driver attraction and retention be investigated as a critical
safety issue.
Drivers
Drivers highlighted the value of practical driving experience for developing competency.
One driver emphasised there is a need for more effective processes for ensuring overseas
drivers are not permitted to drive until verified they are competent to do so.
Operator
One operator suggested that industry and government should work together to develop a
matrix of competencies, skills, attributes, attitudes and behaviours designed to support
supply chain safety. This operator emphasised the importance of “professionalisation” of the
industry to make it more appealing to potential entrants and improve the health and
wellbeing of those in the industry.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies expressed that heavy vehicle licensing needs urgent reform and that this
should be governed by the HVNL. It was widely agreed that improvements in driver
competency would be delivered though a national competency-based system for licensing.
Points of agreement
Many industry stakeholders and the Regulator agreed implementing a nationally consistent
competency-based heavy vehicle license system would lead to improved driver competency.
Points of disagreement
Government did not agree with industry that it is necessary for the future HVNL to use
licensing as a mechanism to improve driver competency.
6.3.3

What we heard – HVNL microsite feedback

On the HVNL microsite 73 respondents completed a survey.
Over three quarters of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that all drivers should receive
fatigue management training (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Fatigue management training
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Almost 60 per cent of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that driver health and lifestyle
factors should be addressed by the HVNL (Figure 15).
Figure 15. Driver health and lifestyle factors
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6.4 Health and fitness
6.4.1

What we said

In the Safe people and practices paper the NTC said the future HVNL should encourage
driver health and fitness for duty, for their own safety and the safety of all road users. We
highlighted that the law should encourage drivers to take responsibility for their own health,
and also encourage COR parties to take care of the health of drivers, including mental
health.
We invited submissions on whether driver health and medical fitness is managed as well as
it could be, and whether there is a case for regular medical assessments to be required by
the HVNL. We referred to the Rail Health Assessment Standard and asked whether this
would be a good basis for a heavy vehicle medical assessment standard.
6.4.2

What we heard

Government
Generally, governments did not provide a definitive view of whether driver health and fitness
are managed well. One government department noted the range of controls outside the
HVNL which currently manage driver health and fitness. These included statutory obligations
on drivers to self-report medical conditions which may impede their ability to drive safely.
Government departments also mentioned health and fitness management under the NHVAS
modules for AFM and BFM which are assessed under the AFTD.
Regulator
The Regulator was of the view that the broader regulatory environment for heavy vehicle
users already contains sufficient controls for driver health and fitness. They noted the
concerns of some operators with deficiencies in the AFTD guidelines relating to cardiac
health and the accuracy of the Epworth Sleepiness Scale. They supported a review of the
AFTD Guidelines to take advantage of recent heavy vehicle operator data.
The Regulator observed that unlike WHS which creates a shared responsibility between
employers and employees, the HVNL has no such shared responsibility between drivers and
their employers. They noted that currently drivers are reluctant to share information for fear
of income loss or other reprisals. They suggested introducing a shared responsibility for
fitness to drive may help drivers manage lifestyle factors which affect their fitness to drive.
The Regulator also highlighted the importance of more proactive driver health management.
They believed that more resources should be made available to heavy vehicle users
educating about the health impacts of their work.
Drivers
One driver said that drivers face challenges finding time to go to the doctor and that many
won't seek medical help “unless they are dying”. They emphasised the influence of lifestyle
factors on driver health, such as diet and lack of exercise. They also emphasised that drivers
often experience pressure from employers and clients which can impact on mental health
and complying with the HVNL compounds all of this.
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Peak bodies
Peak bodies had varied views on the right way to address driver health and fitness in the
future HVNL. One peak body suggested the HVNL should apply an obligation for drivers to
be assessed as fit for the job through approved medical assessments. This peak body also
said that the HVNL should apply an obligation on drivers to be fit for duty whenever they
operate a heavy vehicle. It was also submitted there should be an obligation for other supply
chain parties to not require a heavy vehicle driver who is NOT fit for duty, to operate a heavy
vehicle.
One peak body said they supported more regular health assessments of drivers. Another
peak body specified they did not believe it was necessary to adopt regular medical
assessments for drivers similar to those for safety critical workers under the Rail Safety
National Law (RSNL).
Points of agreement
There was broad agreement among industry stakeholders and the Regulator that the AFTD
Guidelines contain deficiencies and are not entirely suitable for fitness for duty purposes.
Points of disagreement
Stakeholders did not agree on whether existing regulatory controls are sufficient to manage
driver health and fitness. Stakeholders also diverged on whether drivers should be subject to
regular medical testing.

6.5 Driver licensing
6.5.1

What we said

In the Safe people and practices paper the NTC said that the future HVNL should support
industry sustainability. We said it should recognise critical workforce supply issues. We also
said that heavy vehicle drivers should be recognised as highly skilled people who do critical
work for Australia. We said they should be assessed against known standards of
competency.
We asked the question of whether heavy vehicle licences should be national, and how this
could be achieved.
6.5.2

What we heard

Government
One government department expressed the view that driver licensing should remain statebased and should not be considered as an issue for the HVNL review. They said the current
driver licensing system is adequate with sufficient safety measures built into the graduated
licensing model. This government department also said that consideration should still be
given to how to manage the need for additional skills relevant to the transport task, and post
driver licence accreditation.
Regulator
The Regulator supported delivering a national heavy vehicle driver licensing framework.
They identified a need to strengthen the current National Heavy Vehicle Driver Competency
Framework (NHVDCF) units of competency and assessment processes and methodology.
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They recommended that the NHVDCF have a greater focus on non-technical driving skills
that are key to safe heavy vehicle operations (e.g. driver fatigue and distraction).
Drivers
Drivers expressed general support for a national approach to heavy vehicle driver licensing
but cautioned against increasing licensing fees and making them recurring fees.
Operators
One operator expressed that there is “no rational reason” why driver licensing can’t be
implemented and managed consistently at a national level.
Another operator emphasised that heavy vehicle licensing reform is critical to both safety
and industry sustainability. This operator said that it is necessary to remove the age-based
graduated approach to licensing and replace it with competency-based licensing, and that
this will become all the more necessary with an ageing driver workforce which will
exacerbate existing workforce supply problems in years to come.
Peak bodies
All peak bodies agreed that heavy vehicle licences should be competency-based and
nationally consistent. One peak body suggested a traineeship model whereby real
competency from behind-the-wheel experience is assessed for progression through licence
classes, rather than “time-held” in a particular licence class.
Points of agreement
Non-government stakeholders and the Regulator agreed that a national approach to heavy
vehicle driver licensing will result in improved driver competency and better road safety
outcomes. These stakeholders supported a competency-based approach to replace the
graduated system.
Points of disagreement
Government stakeholders did not agree with industry that heavy vehicle licensing reform is
required. They generally held the view that sufficient safety measures are built into the
graduated licensing model.

6.6 Drugs and alcohol
6.6.1

What we said

In the Safe people and practices paper the NTC said the future HVNL should, as part of the
broader regulatory environment, support effective management of drug and drink driving. We
asked stakeholders whether the HVNL should do more to manage drug and drink driving, or
whether existing on road enforcement is enough.
6.6.2

What we heard

Government
One government department noted there is a marked absence of a targeted program to help
manage drugs and alcohol in heavy vehicle drivers. They suggested the RIS should consider
whether coverage of this issue should be included as an obligation under the HVNL or would
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be better managed under a WHS/SMS approach to reduce duplication and confusion with
WHS frameworks.
Regulator
The Regulator questioned the need for prescriptive drug and alcohol management rules in
the HVNL, noting that state and territory governments have significant powers to stop drivers
and test for the presence of drugs and alcohol. They suggested that a medical model for
drug and alcohol management would however complement what is already in place. This
model is premised on prevention, intervention and recovery, and could be provided for in
guidance supporting drug and alcohol management, specifically designed for heavy vehicle
drivers.
Drivers
Drivers generally held the view that drink driving is far less of an issue than it was among
heavy vehicle drivers previously. One driver said they thought that drug driving is still a live
issue for heavy vehicle drivers, but that this is reflective of the wider community and not
heavy vehicle drivers specifically. They emphasised that most drivers would support a drugaffected driver being properly investigated and removed from the road.
Operators
The NTC did not receive a large amount of submissions from operators on this issue.
It was identified that some large operators already conduct strict drug and alcohol testing of
all employees. This operator said they were not opposed to implementing an obligation in
the HVNL for drug and alcohol testing.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies had varied views on what the future HVNL should do to manage drug and
alcohol driving. One operator said that drug and alcohol management programs should not
be mandated by the HVNL as such an approach would be disproportionate and unjustifiably
selective of heavy vehicle road users.
Another peak body did not comment on whether or not drug and alcohol offences should
reside in the HVNL, but emphasised that whatever the case, requirements should be
consistent across jurisdictions.
One peak body suggested that a formal requirement for drug and alcohol testing (similar to
what exists under the RSNL) could be considered for the future HVNL, but that this would
need to be studied in a separate RIS. This would need to consider the burden on a
significant number of owner drivers that have only one to four trucks in their fleet.
Points of agreement
Industry and government stakeholders agreed on a zero-tolerance approach to alcohol and
drug heavy vehicle driving.
Points of disagreement
There were diverse views within industry on whether the HVNL should establish provisions
for drug and alcohol testing and offences for drug and alcohol driving.
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6.7 Safe on-road practices
6.7.1

What we said

In the Safe people and practices paper the NTC said the future HVNL should encourage
safe on-road behaviour. We said it should encourage operators to develop and apply
technology, practices and systems to manage on-road behaviour and encourage them to
share what they learn.
We invited submissions on whether the Australian Road Rules do enough to manage driver
distraction, speeding, and other on road behaviours. We also asked whether the primary
duty under the HVNL is rigorous enough to manage on-road behaviours.
6.7.2

What we heard

Government
One government departed stated they considered speeding is sufficiently regulated by state
legislation implementing the Australian Road Rules. This government department also
highlighted the role of technology in managing driver distraction. They mentioned that a
deeper analysis of the effectiveness of the HVNL COR provisions is required to determine
whether this is sufficient to manage driver on-road behaviour.
Regulator
The Regulator agreed that driver distraction is an emerging safety issue that needs to be
proactively managed. They observed that mobile telephone use is less of a distraction issue
for heavy vehicle drivers compared to light vehicle drivers, but that other factors (task
monotony, complexity of work environment, cognitive demands, and non-driving tasks)
contribute to heavy vehicle driver distraction. The Regulator suggested that to manage this
issue they should develop regulatory guidance in collaboration with heavy vehicle users.
Drivers
Drivers generally did not comment on whether the HVNL should do more to regulate safe on
road behaviour such as distraction and speeding. One driver said that increased traffic in
urban areas affects driver distraction, particularly when traffic comes to a stand-still and
minds tend to wander.
Operator
One operator stated that heavy vehicle driver behaviour-based road rules should be
incorporated into the HVNL. Their view was that the primary duty is a sound mechanism for
managing the influence of COR parties on driver behaviours, but that it needs to be more
rigorously enforced.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies did not comment extensively on the role of the HVNL in managing on-road
behaviours such as distraction and speeding. One peak body highlighted that the factors
which influence driver distraction change depending on the specific heavy vehicle sector and
the vast range of specific driving tasks which apply to different sectors.
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Points of agreement
Stakeholders generally agreed that heavy vehicle driver distraction is an emerging safety
issue that should be investigated with specific regard to factors which influence the heavy
vehicle driving task.
Stakeholders generally agreed that driver speeding is sufficiently managed by jurisdictional
enforcement.
There appeared to be general agreement that the primary duty is a sound mechanism for
managing the influence of COR parties on driver speeding and distraction, and that it needs
to be better enforced.
Points of disagreement
There were no major points of disagreement identified through the submission process.

6.8 Safety management systems
6.8.1

What we said

In the Safe people and practices paper the NTC said the future HVNL should accommodate
a range of risk profiles and provide both flexibility and certainty to the full range of transport
operators. We asked how the HVNL can encourage a stronger role for SMSs in a way that
doesn’t disadvantage smaller operators. We also asked whether industry codes can play a
role in supporting smaller operators to develop SMSs.
6.8.2

What we heard

Government
One government department suggested that the RIS for the future HVNL should consider:
▪ implementing a safe systems approach (safe people, safe vehicles, safe roads and
safe speeds) focussed on delivering increased road safety outcomes to encourage
industry participation in using SMSs to increase safe practices
▪ a performance-based approach to facilitating knowledge management through interagency cooperation in developing a central point of reference with access to SMSs,
Codes of practice, and industry accreditation
▪ communication of best practice to develop 'no fault' reporting frameworks to capture
information about near misses and incidents to promote continuous improvement
opportunities
▪ investigating the benefits of closer alignment with the current work model WHS law or
relevant industry accreditation schemes.
Regulator
The Regulator noted they have published a suite of guidance material on SMSs, including
written guides, videos, templates and worked examples. They noted that they are currently
developing additional guidance, including material specifically designed for small to medium
operators.
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Operator
There were not many submissions from operators on this issue.
One operator expressed doubt that “safety management system” thinking is relevant to
heavy vehicle transport regulation. This operator identified that SMSs are typically
associated with co-regulatory models where parties are identified at the point of entry by a
highly visible Regulator (e.g. rail, aviation and maritime). Heavy vehicle transport differs in
that the NHVR does not know how many entities it regulates, where they operate, what they
carry, and so on.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies broadly agreed that SMSs are useful tools for managing safe people and
practices but that they should not be mandatory. One peak body expressed concern that the
true cost of implementing and maintaining formal SMSs is not well understood. Another peak
body emphasised that SMSs on their own do not represent safe practices, and the HVNL
should guard against creating an environment in which consultants can build a lucrative
market for creating SMSs that do not result in improved safe practices.
One peak body said that the way in which Codes of Practice are developed under WHS law
should be followed in a revised HVNL. This would be part of a three-tiered approach
involving broad based duties contained in primary legislation and a power for the Regulator
to develop more detailed requirements through Codes of Practice.
Points of agreement
There appeared to be general agreement for the proposition that Codes of Practice should
be developed by the Regulator, as is currently the practice under Model WHS Law.
Points of disagreement
Stakeholders had diverse views on the utility of SMSs and the extent to which SMSs should
be recognised in the HVNL.

6.9 Safety culture
6.9.1

What we said

In the Safe people and practices paper the NTC said the future HVNL should encourage all
operators to develop a safety culture that places a high level of importance on safety beliefs,
values and attitudes.
We asked how the future HVNL can nurture a culture that places a high level of importance
on safety.
6.9.2

What we heard

Government
One government department emphasised the importance of ensuring the objects of the law
focus on safety. It was suggested that the RIS should investigate how the safe systems
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approach can be implemented in the law. The importance of aligning the HVNL with Model
WHS provisions was also highlighted.
Regulator
The Regulator believed the HVNL and broader regulatory framework should influence riskreward ratio perceptions of heavy vehicle users in order to promote better safety practices
and culture. They noted that research shows that safety culture thrives when users:
▪ know the appropriate safety behaviours and their operations
▪ believe that there are rewards for displaying safety behaviour
▪ believe there are risks for not displaying safety behaviours.
It was highlighted that to achieve this outcome, the review of the HVNL should systematically
assess safety standards in the HVNL to ensure only unsafe practices are restricted and safe
practices are permitted.
Driver
Drivers did not comment extensively on matters relating to safety culture, but submissions
highlighted general views that the HVNL does not encourage them to manage safety. It was
commented that many drivers are cynical of the law and struggle to understand how to
comply. They mentioned the problem of overzealous enforcement.
Drivers also highlighted that penalties under the HVNL are often disproportionate to the
crime. It was clear that many drivers feel the cost of appealing a penalty also contributes to a
sense of disdain for the law. One driver suggested setting up a NHVR Tribunal to more
easily deal with infringement appeals.
Operators
One operator commented that culture is a nebulous concept and not one that belongs in law.
They suggested there may be a role for the Regulator in developing a set of key
performance indicators relating to culture, but these benchmarks would not belong in primary
legislation.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies did not comment extensively on how the future HVNL can nurture a culture of
safety. One operator commented that the mindset of customers will be influenced by reforms
that prevent them from forcing operators to sign oppressive contract conditions.
Points of agreement
There was general agreement that the complexity of the HVNL and the emphasis on
administrative offences mean that operators and drivers are more concerned with avoiding
severe penalties rather than developing a culture of safety in the way that they operate.
Points of disagreement
There were no major points of disagreement identified on this issue.
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7 Building blocks: assurance
▪ In August 2019 the NTC released the Assurance Models issues paper,
outlining the limitations with the assurance schemes and mechanisms in the
current HVNL.
▪ In that paper we said that:
– schemes in the law (NHVAS, PBS, IAP) are disconnected and don't provide
comprehensive coverage of heavy vehicle operational areas
– there are inconsistencies in the way schemes link risk management roles
– having multiple operator assurance schemes (within the law and outside it)
without mutual recognition leads to duplicated effort and resources
– schemes don't provide the level of confidence needed by governments and
other stakeholders
▪ Over the eight-week consultation period, state and territory government
departments, the NHVR, operators, drivers and peak bodies provided 16 formal
submissions in response to the issues paper.

7.1 What we heard
Government
It was governments’ view that an assurance framework must provide governments,
operators and the public with confidence in the safety standards of heavy vehicles on the
network.
An assurance framework should provide alternative compliance mechanisms for regulated
parties to demonstrate compliance with set standards. These mechanisms should be
unambiguous, accessible, scalable and financially viable for operators.
Ministers should approve standards. The Regulator should maintain direct control over
accreditation decisions. Any regulatory exemptions or concessions should be limited to
schemes under the direct control of the Regulator.
It was noted that the design of a new accreditation framework will need to have a clear
relationship with the safety duties under a new HVNL and to complement a risk-based
approach to enforcement.
Governments agreed that a new HVNL should prevent customers from requiring their
contractors to participate in specific assurance arrangements.
Regulator
The Regulator believed that a consistent and coherent overarching assurance framework
which promotes confidence in the competence and capacity of operators to meet their safety
duties is needed. This could be achieved through a national accreditation standard and a
national audit standard.
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The Regulator supported the development of a re-cast HVNL that would enable them to
apply a risk-based regulatory assurance model, rather than a prescriptive approach to
regulatory assurance.
The Regulator believed regulatory assurance schemes should incentivise a positive safety
culture.
The HVNL should provide the head of power for the Regulator to establish assurance
schemes with administrative detail contained in legally enforceable guidelines, standards,
codes or practice and business rules for these schemes.
The HVNL should also enable regulatory assurance schemes to access enforcement data,
where appropriate to verify that auditing processes are robust. Data can be used to deliver a
risk-based, intelligence-led approach to compliance.
Peak bodies and operators
Lack of confidence and trust was viewed as the root cause of the ineffectiveness and
inconsistencies of the current accreditation schemes. There was a view that assurance
mechanisms are needed under a new HVNL because of the diversity within the industry.
However, they must be tied to measurable and demonstrable outcomes to be effective.
Quality audits and auditors are essential to the integrity and credibility of any scheme.
Generally, this group supported developing a single national accreditation framework where
multiple industry schemes can be recognised. The Regulator should develop standards and
approve accreditation schemes.
Some peak bodies and operators believed there should be a mandatory entry level
assurance scheme to ensure all operators have the basic capacity and systems in place to
operate safely. A SMS approach could be applied provided it is scalable and flexible. This
level should be owned and run by the government.
Above the basic entry level assurance, voluntary schemes could be developed to cater for
specific regulatory assurance/alternative compliance options. The Regulator would be the
final endorser of these schemes, however the systems could be managed and developed by
other parties. Regulatory incentives should be available to all operators accredited under an
approved scheme.
It was stated that operators are unlikely to join an accreditation scheme if the costs are not
offset by clear safety and productivity benefits.
Peak bodies and operators emphasised the need to address the large administrative burden
operators are facing from multiple audits. In addition to a single national accreditation
framework, this could be achieved if accreditation provided “deemed compliance” or a “safe
harbour" to chain parties in the event of a breach or incident. However, this must be
balanced with requirements that prevent requests to be certified under a particular scheme.
Other
Other stakeholders said:
▪ An assurance model will not deliver its full potential if the regulatory, enforcement and
compliance cultures are not aligned. Information flow and feedback loops are essential
to support good governance and continuous improvement
▪ All operators should be required to meet the same minimum requirements to
demonstrate they have the capacity and basic systems to operate safely
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▪ The role of the regulator should be to develop standards, approve schemes and
ensure robust audit frameworks. They should not run an accreditation scheme.
▪ Current accreditation schemes do not prevent chain parties from requiring drivers to fill
in additional forms. These forms not only duplicate what drivers are required to do for
their own compliance but often got well beyond.
Points of agreement
Most respondents were supportive of:
▪ discouraging customers from requiring contractors to participate in their own specific
assurance arrangements
▪ accreditation being accepted as “deemed compliance” in certain circumstances,
provided the supporting framework is robust and gives confidence that standards are
being met.
Points of disagreement
Respondents did not agree on mandatory operating standards for all operators, access to
regulatory benefits or the role of the Regulator in developing standards.
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8 Building blocks: effective enforcement
▪ On 6 September 2019 the NTC released the Effective enforcement issues
paper.
▪ The purpose of the issues paper was to:
– describe how compliance, enforcement, data and technology relate
– summarise the current state and identify challenges under the HVNL
– elicit options for a future HVNL enforcement approach for making better use
of information, data and technology
– seek feedback on whether this paper has captured all the relevant issues.
▪ Over the eight-week consultation period, state and territory government
departments, the NHVR, operators, drivers and peak bodies provided 24 formal
submissions in response to the issues paper.

8.1 Approach to enforcement
8.1.1

What we said

In the Effective enforcement paper, the NTC noted the different types of enforcement
theories, including traditional enforcement and risk-based regulation. We outlined the
differences between roadside enforcement and audit based and back-office activities.
8.1.2

What we heard

Government
One government department was supportive of a risk-based regulatory approach to
enforcement – which includes increased access to information such as telematics. They
were of the view that the new HVNL should include additional criminal and administrative
actions that support proportionate responses and create stronger deterrence.
A government department stated that consideration should be given to which HVNL
obligations should be performance-based and which should be prescriptive.
One government department stated that work diary requirements are overly complex and
prescriptive but provide an important evidentiary function that is fundamental in establishing
compliance or non-compliance of the fatigue obligations.
Operators
Operators stated that the current enforcement approach is overly prescriptive and has little
to no impact on improving safety outcomes.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies were supportive of a risk-based enforcement approach.
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One peak body suggested moving away from the prescriptive-based model to a principlesbased model, such as WHS legislation. They were also supportive of an audit-based model,
with a recognition of systems-based compliance i.e. that employers with the appropriate
safety and vehicle maintenance management systems should have the option of
independent auditing, in place of the current on-road, defect-based enforcement system.
Peak bodies stated that industry want a prescriptive plus system which involves a base
prescriptive option for small/unsophisticated operators; plus additional options for those who
wish to invest in higher order safety systems and controls in return for greater operational
flexibility.
Points of agreement
Most respondents agreed enforcement should be risk-based.
Points of disagreement
While some respondents believed the HVNL was already risk-based, others did not support
this suggestion.

8.2 Consistent and proportionate enforcement
8.2.1

What we said

In the Effective enforcement paper, we stated there are several heavy vehicle enforcement
bodies, and each of these have differing enforcement approaches and powers. This can lead
to inconsistent enforcement outcomes. Operators also reported examples of officiousness,
pedantry and ‘revenue-raising’ enforcement responses that were not proportionate.
8.2.2

What we heard

Government
One government department stated that the new law should focus on uniformity and
jurisdictional consistency when regulating data and telematics. They suggested that changes
are needed to make the tools proportionate to the safety risk associated with noncompliance.
A government department was of the view that the new HVNL should also include additional
criminal and administrative actions that support proportionate responses and create a
stronger deterrence effect.
Regulator
The Regulator was of the view that enforcement officers should have appropriate powers in
line with their professional training and access to data and intelligence.
Heavy vehicle drivers
One heavy vehicle driver emphasized the importance of national standards and training for
enforcement personnel. They stated that currently no driver will pull into an enforcement site
if not directed to do so, to ask a question, or to seek help, as they know they will be fined if in
the wrong.
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Operators
An operator stated that due to its complexity, no-one fully understands the HVNL. Drivers
and enforcement cannot be expected to apply it in a fair and equitable way. They stated that
education and guidance materials should be a higher priority and will help deliver better
safety outcomes.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies raised inconsistent interpretation and enforcement of the HVNL as a key issue.
Peak bodies agreed that compliance rates are more likely to increase when the rules are
reasonable and easy to understand, and compliance should be the easy option.
A peak body stated that the level of on-road enforcement varies from state to state, providing
an unfair advantage to operators who function only within the boundaries of one state.
Some peak bodies were of the view that a lack of consistency in enforcement arises from
poor enforcement processes. Peak bodies stated there must be greater levels of education
not only about the law for stakeholders, but on the part of those who enforce the law so that
they are appraised of the appropriate response.
A peak body suggested that offences should be proportional to the severity of risk. For
example, implementing a first warning system.
A peak body suggested that the NHVR develop a compliance and enforcement manual (or
similar document) to detail appropriate responses to various breaches. This would be
binding for all enforcement agencies.
Peak bodies agreed that the NHVR’s enforcement guidelines are not truly effective if they
are not used by all authorised officers, including police.
Peak bodies suggested a national approach to provide education, training and support to all
levels of front-line staff. Peak bodies raised vehicle standards as an area that education
should target.
Peak bodies also suggested that state police forces should only be able to enforce HVNL
provisions if they have undergone suitable training provided by the NHVR.
Points of agreement
Most respondents agreed the law should only target risk rather than administrative matters.
Most respondents were supportive of adopting a consistent approach to enforcement across
jurisdictions and different authorised officers.
Points of disagreement
Some industry respondents proposed developing an education and training program and
only allowing suitably trained officers to enforce the HVNL. This view was not universally
accepted.
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8.3 Enforcement tools
8.3.1

What we said

In the Effective enforcement paper, we said there are several enforcement tools available
under the HVNL to encourage and compel compliance. These tools include formal warnings,
improvement notices, enforceable undertakings, prohibition orders, infringement notices,
demerit points and court sanctions and penalties.
We asked whether all enforcement tools were being used effectively.
8.3.2

What we heard

Government
A government department was of the view that roadside enforcement is a key road safety
activity and is critical to compliance activities and the application of some enforcement tools.
One government department suggested that the RIS should consider the inclusion of
additional criminal and civil penalties for non-compliance. For example, public warning
notices may be an administrative action that the RIS could consider when there has been a
show cause process and sufficient legislative requirements have been met. This approach
may not be suitable for individuals but would be a strong incentive for compliance from
corporations that are wilful noncompliers and provide a quicker compliance action compared
to prosecution.
Regulator
The NHVR stated that there are issues with: formal warning provision, state and territory
derogations and recognition of technology.
The NHVR explained that their Regulatory Compliance Mobility Solution will enable them to
record outcomes of intercepts efficiently and consistently with handheld devices.
The NHVR favoured electronic documentation instead of paper-based permits and notices.
The NHVR were of the view:
▪ a future HVNL should include provisions that allow the NHVR to develop guidelines,
standards or business rules that set the requirements for industry to share voluntary
compliance data with the NHVR.
▪ the evidence gathering function should be strengthened, including the collection of
data.
▪ improvement notices should be aligned with WHS provisions, as well as introducing as
a mandatory reporting provision similar to WHS law.
The NHVR stated the majority of prosecutions are prescriptive driver offences. Drivers often
plead guilty in writing, or simply don’t attend and are convicted in their absence. This is not
an efficient use of prosecution or court resources. Prescriptive mass, dimension, loading,
speed and fatigue offences committed by a driver should be infringeable (including critical
and severe risk categories). They should be of sufficient quantum to deter offending and
carry demerit points for the more serious offences.
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Operators
An operator stated that the current enforcement philosophy is outdated and ineffective in
improving safety outcomes. The operator reported they have lost many professional drivers
because they have been fined, lost income and could lose their licence and livelihood to
support their family – all because they made an administrative or minor error.
An operator stated that enforcement efforts and sanctions should align with threats and
consequences, rather than be focused on administrative matters that are removed from the
problem they are purportedly designed to solve.
Heavy vehicle drivers
A driver submitted that financial penalties and lack of a fair system under which you can
dispute such penalties does not give drivers a fair go. The driver stated that the system is
not currently an open and fair process. Drivers lose income, have to travel interstate, pay
accommodation and pay representation. Many drivers don't know they can seek to have
costs recovered if successful.
One heavy vehicle driver submitted that there should be an avenue available to all drivers to
dispute or seek a review at a nominal cost.
Peak bodies
A peak body stated that the RIS could consider an educational approach for minor offences
(for example improvement notices and warning notices) where non-compliance is a result of
inadequate education or a first-time offence. The more intrusive enforcement tools and
severe enforcement responses should be used to address situations where the risks
associated with non-compliance are the highest.
A peak body said that the new HVNL must also be easier to comply with and ensure that
there is better alignment and balance between offences and penalties.
A peak body raised the penalty framework and stated it was not fit for purpose and needs to
be subject to scrutiny during the review.
Points of agreement
All respondents agreed that enforcement tools are necessary to compel parties to comply
with the law. They agreed enforcement efforts and tools should align with threats and
consequences.
Points of disagreement
Respondents were divided in their position on roadside enforcement.

8.4 Technology, telematics and data
8.4.1

What we said

In the Effective enforcement paper, we said technology and data are used by operators and
others for both regulatory and commercial purposes. Data generated by technology can be
used for multiple purposes including information for research, planning and prosecution
functions.
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8.4.2

What we heard

Government
A government department suggested that the HVNL could be improved to encourage
technology and telematics by specifying performance-based standards that any compliance
and/or enforcement system needs to meet, specify rules around the collection, sharing and
use of real time heavy vehicle data and give the operator ‘right of access’ to data collected
on their fleet to assist compliance, demonstrate transparency and help build collaborative
relationships between industry and regulatory agencies.
One government department stated that data can be used to better support enforcement
through identifying areas of risk, determining risks that require increased enforcement and
monitoring success of enforcement. They advised that where possible data should be deidentified through a privacy-by-design approach.
Regulator
The NHVR stated that the HVNL should support the shared use of technology to facilitate a
risk-based approach to enforcement. This would include the sharing of data by other
agencies, industry and the NHVR.
The NHVR advised that the Safety and Compliance Regulatory Platform has been designed
to accept data in any format; the data will then be analysed and interpreted by data scientists
into information cubes. These information cubes can then be used across the NHVR
operations.
The NHVR were supportive of the Danish principles for digital-ready legislation as a goal for
the future HVNL.
In addition to recognising technology in the HVNL, the NHVR stated demining provisions
should be included to make admissible evidence from new and emerging technologies.
Operators
An operator stated it is their dream to see a collaborative approach to harnessing the power
of technology used in trucks and businesses for the greater good. They were supportive of
sharing data but stated this would require the NHVR to work cooperatively with industry to
share information that will deliver better safety outcomes. There are difficulties in obtaining
real time information due to perceived privacy issues.
An operator noted that telematics has considerable potential to assist in industry
sustainability and viability because of the operational and regulatory transparency it brings.
They stated that mandatory electronic logging devices in the US has led to an increase in
unsafe driving behaviours such as speeding. They were of the view that this suggests that
non-compliance was widespread and undetected. They suggested that telematics can “level
the playing field” by giving non-compliant and unscrupulous operators nowhere to hide. It
also highlights the unrealistic competitive pressures that drive these behaviours in the first
place.
An operator submitted that the NHVR should be required to publish annual data on the type
and volume of sanctions issued; parties against which sanctions are issued; and outcomes
of the sanctions.
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Heavy vehicle drivers
A driver stated that many companies have their own data monitoring and use this for
compliance. They do use it to help drivers achieve compliance, yet if the road authorities had
access to this data, they could simply issue tickets, which will only punish drivers and do little
to help them achieve that compliance with a very complex set of laws.
Peak bodies
Peak bodies agreed there needs to be an underpinning data standard and protocols for all
enforcement data collection. Peak bodies stated the law should be technology neutral.
A peak body raised concerns around the use of telematics, data and in-vehicle technology
for compliance purposes. They advised their members were of the view that this information
belongs to the owner of the vehicle. As technology progresses, the question of ownership of
data and the actual uptake of technology will be an issue for their members.
Peak bodies raised concern about the delineation of roles and responsibilities of government
agencies, police, service providers, heavy vehicle operators and law makers in relation to
data access and ownership.
A few peak bodies did not support the mandatory use of the Intelligent Access Program
(IAP) for any purposes.
Some peak bodies supported the mandatory collection of data by heavy vehicles, through
the use of equipment that is compatible with standards made under the National Telematics
Framework.
A peak body stated that offences related to not to carrying a physical copy of the permit
should be reformed. All permits issued under the HVNL should be permitted to be accessible
via an electronic link rather than being required to be physically available. However, another
peak body stated that a future HVNL that has technology-based documentation could be
problematic for small operations. In contrast, many of the larger and professional
organisations (of all sizes) are not waiting and are already adapting and implementing the
significant technological advances.
Technology providers
A technology provider was of the view that the HVNL should be technology neutral and
support innovation and emerging technologies. It should enable technology to its fullest
extent by incorporating provisions which encourage innovative approaches to use
technology and data to meet the objects of the law, provide consistency and certainty to
stakeholders and define clear roles, responsibilities and accountabilities.
They stated that technologies and assurance requirements should be fit-for-purpose and
allow recognition of technologies already in use where appropriate.
They suggested that the National Telematics Framework provides an ideal platform to
support regulatory, policy and operational outcomes. This would create certainty for
investment in the technology sector, improve the resilience of the legislation over time, and
avoids specifying particular programs or technologies.
They also raised the need for clear definitions about the respective roles and responsibilities
between data generators, data collectors and transmitters, data stores and aggregators and
consumers of analysis and reporting. They suggested identifying the characteristics of
different entities (similar to COR approach) and setting appropriate responsibilities.
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They highlighted the importance of a common interoperability and standardisation
requirements such as data formats, data dictionary, minimum data fields, optional data
fields, functional and technology for efficient and secure data sharing.
They regarded the existing provisions in Chapter 7 of the HVNL as a starting point for a
regulatory framework for protecting transmissible data.
They also stated that the HVNL should provide clear provisions that government does not
own private vehicle or driver data. The law should also provide for different levels of
assurance proportionate to the intended use of collected data.
Other
Other interested parties stated that where a new HVNL enables data sharing, the purposes
for which operators, regulators, governments and other relevant parties can share data
should be clear in the legislation. Public interest in sharing data for these purposes should
be balanced with the public interest in protecting privacy of personal information, where such
information may be involved in data sharing.
They warned that de-identification is not a panacea to the potential privacy risks raised by
data sharing and de-identifying personal information to the point where it is permanent or
cannot be re-identified, is likely to be impossible.
They stated that data collection and management provisions in the HVNL in relation to the
IAP serve as a good starting point or model for the use of technology for regulatory
purposes.
Points of agreement
Most respondents agreed that telematics and technology can play a key role in enforcement
and compliance.
Respondents agreed the law should be technology neutral.
Points of disagreement
Some respondents proposed mandating certain technology while others were opposed to
this suggestion.
Some respondents were of the view that data should not be readily available for
enforcement purposes and there needs to be clear guidance around what data can be
accessed for commercial and regulatory purposes.

8.5 Other matters
8.5.1

What we said

In the Effective enforcement paper, we asked whether we had covered the issues relating to
supporting compliance through effective enforcement, technology and data accurately and
comprehensively. We asked what else we needed to know from respondents.
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8.5.2

What we heard

Regulator
The Regulator was of the view that record keeping obligations, such as transport and
journey documentation, should be expanded. The HVNL should include a schedule of
documents required to be kept for a period of three years (to align with other parts of the
HVNL).
The Regulator stated that insurance policies which indemnify sanctions and penalties under
the HVNL should be made illegal and void.
Operator
An operator stated that compliance and enforcement attention remain disproportionately
directed towards drivers and operators in the COR.
An operator was of the view that the Police Minister should sit on the Transport and
Infrastructure Council.
Peak bodies
A peak body was supportive of an increase in roadside enforcement of drug driving. They
stated testing light and heavy vehicle drivers for drug and alcohol use must continue and
consequences for use whilst driving must be increased.
A peak body was of the view that COR should be extended to the various levels within third
party clients and third-party maintenance service providers.
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9 HVNL microsite feedback
Between 12 February and 10 December 2019 the NTC invited bite-sized feedback through
the HVNL microsite. We asked for ideas on how the HVNL should be improved. Twohundred and sixty-three ideas were submitted and published on the website. The NTC has
consolidated all responses (Appendix B). The website-enabled “likert” function also allowed
respondents to show which ideas they liked/disliked the most. The following comments were
among the most popular on the website:
Figure 16. Popular comments on microsite

The NTC also invited survey-form feedback on particular issues. Surveys were released in
conjunction with each issues paper. The NTC has consolidated this feedback in Appendix B.
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10 ATA and BIG RIGS – Have your say
campaign
In August 2019 the Australian Trucking Association and Big Rigs launched a joint campaign
aimed at capturing the experience of Australia’s truck drivers working under the HVNL. The
campaign allowed drivers to share their views through a dedicated text line, email and the
ATA and Big Rigs Facebook channels. By 30 September 2019 the campaign reached more
than 144, 000 people. Sixty-four pieces of constructive feedback were collated by the ATA
and Big Rigs and presented to the NTC (Appendix A).
Key themes emerging from this feedback include:
•

Work diary offences should be abolished: Many drivers expressed the view that
work-diary offence penalties are disproportionate and not risk-based. Some drivers
mentioned that in principle there is nothing wrong with logbooks, but that they should
be simplified and administrative breaches should be removed.

•

Current work and rest hours don’t help to manage fatigue: Many drivers
expressed the need for a more common-sense approach to fatigue management. It
was clear they want more flexibility to be able to take rest breaks when they are tired,
and that drivers shouldn’t be forced to take 24-hour rest breaks away from home.
One driver mentioned that work and rest hour requirements (particularly the 7-hour
rest rule) cause drivers to drive faster to meet delivery deadlines.

•

Other road users need to know how to drive around trucks: Some drivers said
that many road safety issues are caused by other road users (eg. light vehicle and
recreational camper drivers) and that they need to be educated on how to drive
around trucks.

•

The law should be simple to understand: It was emphasised that the law shouldn’t
be complex and that drivers need clear and simple information about how to comply
with the legal requirements of their job.

•

Better sleeping cabs will give truck drivers better rest: Many truck drivers said
that length requirements should change to align with international standards. It was
highlighted that sleeper cabs in American trucks are vastly superior to Australian
truck cabs.
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Appendix A Glossary
Abbreviation

Term

AFTD

Assessing Fitness to Drive Guidelines

ADR

Australian Design Rules

BFM

Basic Fatigue Management

COR

Chain of Responsibility

HVNL

Heavy Vehicle National Law

HVRR

Heavy Vehicle Road Reform

IAP

Intelligent Access Program

NHVAS

National Heavy Vehicle Accreditation Scheme

NHVDCF

National Heavy Vehicle Driver Competency Framework

NHVIM

National Heavy Vehicle Inspection Manual

NHVR

National Heavy Vehicle Regulator

NTC

National Transport Commission

PBS

Performance Based Standards

RSNL

Rail Safety National Law

RIS

Regulatory Impact Statement

SMS

Safety Management Systems

WHS

Work Health and Safety
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Appendix B HVNL Microsite Feedback
Between 12 February and 10 December 2019, 263 respondents had their say on how the
HVNL should be improved. Respondents were able to vote on ideas.
Laws need to be framed for:
hire and reward fleets
Ancillary trucks
deliberate cheats
Bus drivers should be assessed and gain a different licence not just a MR/HR driving a bus is different to a
truck considering size overhang
It should actually be less complicated. we see lots of people just give up because it's 'too hard to
understand'. CoR needs to be re-thought
Great idea having an Expert Panel. Perhaps would have been advantageous to have a bus industry person
just for a different perspective???
The NRFA are concerned that the NTC review will be dominated by the usual ATA, ALC and govt.
bureaucrats
Same suspects = Same result!!
Do consult with the steel business on load restraint requirements in transporting, particularly BlueScope
steel who have developed guideline
Flexibility in fatigue management, like WA has.
Get rid of the revenue raising fines if they want keep professional operators
I believe that we need to make laws national, a truck should be able to leave Queensland and travel to
Victoria and be legal all the way.
Livestock transport should be looked at differently
Stop putting people with no experience in transport in positions of power. Transport laws should not be
dictated by a bartender or professor
Less red tape around fatigue laws. The driver themselves is the best person to know what's best for their
fatigue requirements
Increased consistency and transparency around road manager decision making processes
Educate and enforce COR, WHS, SFM and BFM. National requirements for operators to supply drivers
exceeding 500kms with trip plans.
Have a 24 hr contact number for drivers who require help with navigating routes and enforcement advice
when dealing with illegal pressures.
Introduce a more practical medium for work diary regulations and times.
Fines under SFM or BFM should be = !
A driver who needs to travel between capital cities should not need to load or unload, at least unassisted.
More focus on operators!
Work dairy fines need to be exactly that, for breach of HOURS. Not for spelling mistakes, etc. Get rid of this
count back system just 12hrs day
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7 hour break needs to be extended to 8
Some drivers can consistently drive for longer hours than others. Laws need to reflect this
VSB6 is very prescriptive and stifles innovation. The law should permit professionals to approve compliant
modifications outside the code.
The Bus DA should be a proper course not just an application/police check.
Training should be accredited and provided by approved RTOs
Companies and organisations reviewing parties for CoR compliance should be approved by the NHVR and
use a registered framework
Requirements for training, reviews, assessments should be clearer as this adds confusion to many people
and reduce the bogus companies
The NHVR are breaching section 18 of Australian consumers law selling mass products having no English or
mathematical method for mass
The English thesaurus dictionary states that mass is a whole dimensional sum.
Weight is a force of gravity
We have copyright for English and mathematical method for mass.
Height x breadth x length x dimension = mass
COR has still not reached all, until it does, the driver will still be the bunny or the poor fellow swinging at
the end of the "chain".
Drivers with years of experience should be given credit for good records, not major fines for minor
breaches. Flexibility is crucial.
Drivers must be able to rest when they need to - driving hours have to be flexible and reflect the delays
and holdups that operators face.
Off road fatigue factors must be taken into account - curfews/deadlines, unfit loading infrastructure, lack
of truckwashes, few parking bays
Speed up the nationalisation of CoR/HVNL so one law covers all Australia
The HNVL does not keep up w/ technology/improvements in design. Will become an exponential problem
as technology/design improv progresses
Our single biggest issue atm is delay, actual against agreed time. Consignors/Consignees need to also be
audited and accredited
BFM driver training should become license notation, same as glasses, organ donor etc. Done once - done
forever - license proves it.
Too complex and confusing; dealing with the Regulator is a nightmare. WA and NT have the best stance stay out of the NHVR!
Simply - ONE national license for ALL states with ONE set of traffic laws with CoR obligations across them
ALL.
Fatigue - 9 hour continuous break in 24 hrs - Driver Manages rest breaks that must equal 1 hour over
remaining 13 hours. NO cut in pay.
Ensure the law is easily read/understood + defined, no subjective fines and penalties. Err on side of
education + warnings vs punitive fine
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India, China and the European Union EU are all focused on achieving 35% DIESEL REDUCTION by 2030 and
15% by 2025. What is Australia doing?
Reducing harmful CO2 DIESEL EMISSIONS. Technology exists in Australia today. Driver's & workers in the
sector are exposed to DIESEL FUMES.
Reducing harmful CO2 DIESEL EMISSIONS. Technology exists in Australia today. Driver's & workers in the
sector are exposed to DIESEL FUMES.
Australia uses 17 billion litres of diesel per annum. Adopting EU reduction in emissions will reduce diesel
usage by 2 - 3 billion litres.
Diesel Fumes are a proven CARCINOGEN. Public Liability rests with Companies who DO NOT protect their
employees providing a safe work place.
Firstly work with all the states and territories, get everyone on the same page. 1 rule across the board,
ridiculous at the moment.
Make relevant safety related technology mandatory for all new Heavy Vehicles purchases. e.g fatigue
alertness and lane departure technology
Remove "scheduler" from extended liability (Sub-div 6). Unrealistic to have schedulers to be liable for third
party diaries and diary errors
Legislation should focus on training, education and awareness around risks: fatigue, speed, MD&L & HV
Standards. On all parties in the chain
Fatigue: review standard hours; Reassessing consecutive days worked and shift duration. Currently allowed
to work too many days straight
Incentive to run late model equipment with safety pack, disc brakes , telematics. Large better equipped
rest areas with facilities
I would like to see extra safety features enforced in cities that provide much better safety for vulnerable
road users
Consider making the hazard "using mobile devices whilst driving" a shared safety responsibility. Business
practices do encourage usuage.
Consideration of unreasonable warehouse receiving hours that don't take into account increasing
congestion, safety, driver fatigue, etc.
Ensuring state's maintain access of transport routes, not banning heavy vehicles off them to force them
onto toll roads purely for profit.
Adoption of a collaborative approach to roadside enforcement not a punitive one. Fines for work diary
spelling mistakes don't improve safety
Operator rights to report as a safety issue Human resources / 'fleet compliance staff, whom bombard via
telecommuni operators whilst driving
How about we start with consulting with people doing the job first. The actually have properly trained
inspectors that are enforcing the law
The waste management sector is the only part of the heavy vehicle sector that visits every household &
business (minimum once per week
Fix the National Heavy Vehicle Regulator first, or all will be for nought. No more 'general advice only'
disclaimers, know your stuff.
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Need to work with each diversion within the industry on log book laws. One law doesn't work for
everyone,
The new law must be simple for all to understand, not a thousand pages that nobody can.
Change the BFM and AFM schemes to allow drivers to be flexible in choosing overtime after 40hours /
week. Now are dictated overtime hours
Freedom in working overtime. BMF&AMF=$$$ For Companies not safety
Make police have NHVR attend if issues with heavy vehicles or drivers during intercepts. Or, educate police
the same as the NHVR.
Rather than issue penalties for trivial and minor unsafe practices, educate and warn. Prove us wrong that
penalties are just revenue raising
20th Century. Allow the use of EWD's such as logbook checker or company software.
Provide a course FREE of charge for "Complete a work diary". Use the heavy vehicle fees and past penalties
to pay for drivers to do courses.
Twin Steer 8x4 & 10x4 Trucks should be granted 12 tonne over the Twin Steer group when fitted with Load
Sharing front suspension and FUPS
EWDs should be compulsory and immediately introduced to replace the existing Hand written Work Diary
High productivity are too big. Only on dual lane freeway please. Queensland truck drivers are out of
control, no regard for anyone, no speed
The science of Fatigue is clear. However, the law doesn’t take into account, minor periods of sleep or
powernaps extending safe work time.
Scheduling a 14 hr day for BFM/AFM drivers is irresponsible..yet currently legal. Focus on scheduler not
the drivers..
Mandating drivers stop work for 24hrs after 72 or 84hrs, does NOT solve fatigue. In some cases it increases
it, cos the driver isn’t tired.
If Heavy Vehicle National Law became a true national law, every truck driver and operator would now
where they stand regardless of location
Save time/$ so TI/police can electronically access permits on roadside rather than driver requiring physical
permit in glovebox
First/last mile issues are crippling small industry & preventing people earning a livelihood. A more
comprehensive solution is required NOW.
One cannot improve a system that is centred around collecting revenue for budgetary shortfalls, rather
than real safety concerns.
Quicker turn around on permits. Assisting with solutions or alternatives rather than just raising issues.
Less police required on wide loads, once we go over the NSW border we need one less officer which is a
considerable saving.
EWD's and recognizing that waiting to start a shift is one of the biggest contributors to fatigue.
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stop owners and schedulers calling you up and yelling at you just cos you stopped. or trying to get rest.
One rule for all drivers across the nation. The detachment of rules from states to territories is confusing
and counterproductive.
Rotating rosters should be banned, ie. day shift, DS, day off x 2, night shift, NS, day off x 2, 2 x NS, day off x
1, day shift x 4, 5D's of
Regular start times ie. get rid of hot seating, no waiting for a call to start work. Interstate drivers excluded.
End the counting of hours on the previous days work. have a 7 hour break, & not go over your 12/14 hours
on that days page = all good
Make the fatigue hours flexible so as to have less people working when they aren't fit for duty and resting
when they are.
Documents are too long and few will have the time and interest to put in hours to respond for the first, let
alone 8 documents, fix this.
Bring in Annual RWC for Heavy vehicles in Victoria, To bring it into align with NSW, QLD ,To get some of
these death traps off the road
Need operator/driver workshops, first 2 discussion papers: 76 + 56 pages long! Must give busy grass roots
industry people way to contribute
HVNL at present is too complicated. Particularly in relation to length of vehicles and hours of service. WE
NEED FLEXIBILITY.
Get rid of these night breaks
Simplify fatigue compliance for utilities companies that operate medium sized heavy vehicles and don't do
long haul. Low risk for BFM
More Parking bays to rest.
Better driver payment if we have BFM or AFM after 11 hrs driving.
Yearly vehicle inspections for every state.
Point system instead of fines
Speed limited to 105 so we can overtake safely
Stricter Testing of foreign heavy vehicle licence holders before driving on Aus roads.
A theory and practical test for Road Rules and HVNL.
Fines for touching fogline under safe t cam and lines on rd to show 60m or 30m gap
More flexibility for delays on rd
Give us back safe t cam times to manage trips
Penalised for travelling on unfamiliar rds
Clause for accessorial liability so accredited operators pay award or in date EBA
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Icepack A/C on all heavy vehicles with approved sleeper berth if 7 hr continuous break is in vehicle.
Timeslot pressures
A section in book for 4.6 m trailers and tunnel risk.
A search bar in HVNL so parts can be easily found.
The 2010 long distance award or a EBA pays the same 24 hrs a day.
Why use grey area and take the fatigue risks of those hrs.
Authorities need to stop treating drivers like "bad guys" and being out to get us. Focus on safety, not on
handing out fines.
Driver support if intimidated by employer for complying.
How do you manage risks in the road workplace where the majority have not been inducted.
Do you put a safety vest on a car.
Power to weight being pulled to get derated under powered road hazards off road.
Accidents waiting to happen
Make fatigue simple. Have major break as 7 hours for counting not 5 hours as it states in the diary
Why is there no regulation on the vehicle being equipped with an appropriate bunk and cooling system?
Why can a driver within a 100km radius do up to 24 hrs a day and a sales rep can travel 24 hrs over 100 km
in a car with no fatigue plans.
NTC input @ award review so long distance drivers get paid to restrain what is expected of the HVNL.
Unloading definition
Fatigue technology is a signature and causes eye damage.
Fatigue in humans varies.
Flexibility is the key everyones different
Truck driving is like a song.
You either connect or dont.
If you dont connect.
Fatigue sets in.
More daily hrs rewarded with good record and diaries used yearly
Have a minimum IQ score to drive a Fatigue related vehicle.
The majority of us try and do the right thing, to be fined thousands of dollars for a simple mistake is wrong
Stop fining drivers for going over hours for simply starting 1 hour before you started the day before even
though they have had a 7 hr break
There needs to be a minimum standard for sleeper cabin dimensions and heating / cooling for driver, a 55
cm bed is common, Unsuitable IMHO
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All State Road Managers need to start educating the general motoring public as to what to expect and
what to do when confronted with OSOM on
Harmonisation across borders of Pilot to Load Matrix is another major priority to avoid confusion and
lessen the cost and logistical issues
So fatigue driving is a crime Dangerous driving is law breaking, yet BFM/AFM allows company drivers
fatigue crimes. Driving 70 hours plus
Get caravan outta our REST AREAS !!!!
Banned or fined
Logistics and scheduling.... they have 0 care factor for drivers only $$$$
More education in schools
Teach these truck haters
Regulations, particularly regarding hours and break times, can often cause drivers to cut corners or speed.
Focus on safety, not compliance.
Complex regulations and tight enforcement cause many issues. Drivers need to be empowered to be safe,
instead of regulated.
Operating a heavy vehicle isn't rocket science but often requires extra training to be safe in certain
situations. Better driver training.
Enforcement officers do not always understand the law themselves. They need proper and consistent
training nationwide.
As a software engineer I can tell you that technology is a good assistant but is never a reliable substitute.
The law should be focused on regulating the industry rather than drivers. Drivers can't be responsible for
the hours they're made to work.
Better driver education for other motorists is needed. Too many people don't know how to drive around
heavy vehicles.
Current vehicle length restrictions mean that bunks are often too small or non-existent. Drivers need good
sized bunks for good rest.
HVNL is not "national" because it does not exist in NT or WA, why? The Eastern States just want to
generate TAX revenue from fines. Corrupt.
Stop having to refer to hours performed yesterday. Work day should start after any 7 hour break just like
every other job in the world.
Please please. Can the ADR rules be amended relating to bunk size in trucks to include minimum mattress
size and stop the european trucks
Far more flexibility especially related to compulsory 7 hr rest. More emphasis on night rest. Fairer review
system for minor breaches.
Any decisions re fatigue must be weighted towards opinions of drivers & operators not associations &
major Co's. They more to gain & lose
Work day should start after any 7 hour break...

"Stop having to refer to hours performed yesterday".

vehicles traveling on bfm or afm should have sleeper cabs made mandatory, trying to manage fatigue
without one is very dangerous for all
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Pilot /escort vehicles need there yellow lights replaced as there are two many vehicles fitted with the same
light.
Do away with the 24 hr break after 86 simplifying total hrs to be 144 a f/night, so we can get home for a
proper break
We need to have a national schema for vehicle classifications or alternatively a known mapping of
classifications across the States.
NHVR need to be responsible for permits to ensure consistency
Nation wide transparency through open data (preferred routes and maximum dimensions) would allow for
more transparent decision making
Limiting factors to innovation in this area are transparency of decision making and lack of open and
available data.
Mediocre data is better than nothing. Slow risk assessments likely due to poor data and inadequate
funding to improve asset management.
Industry has the right tools to help support access decision making but the data is not shared freely to
enable this.
Consideration given to the difficulty in obtaining correct axle weights for contained loads etc tippers with
load movement under braking
Any changes to fatigue laws should be done with consideration to mental health and new sleep research.
Excessive work hours is not healthy
Remove Ag Machinery from the HVNL as these machines do not fit into the pigeon hole of a truck. Totally
different brakes, couplings etc
Want to see rewarding good/safe driving, rather than simply punishing genuine minor mistakes/errors FB:
@tonestruckinstories for new concept
Visit the businesses your rulings affect instead of making decisions around a table of suits and listen
properly to on the ground experts
Hay Machinery: Change your ruling of a tractor and baler outfit: they are not a divisible item for freighting
purposes.
Do not send someone from HVNL to a transport workshop who can only say "We don't make the laws,
raise it with someone who does"
14 hour day 8 hours of. Not forced to drive 5 hour periods .A 3 hour stint is good for long haul then do your
checks For WA any way
SPV registered vehicles should be allowed to tow trailers. No different to a truck towing a trailer! Just
doesn't make sense????
Outlaw contract rate work with tippers. Contract rates forces drivers to push it should be illegal, it only
benefits large building companies
Allow a light (other than white or orange) on the front of trailers fitted with TEBS to indicate that the TEBS
system is operating.
investigate "time sensitive" freight and only allow these vehicles on the road between 12:00am - 6:00am ,
allowing extra hours daily.
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Keep the 84/24 & 144/48 hour break rules, but end the fortnight. What's it matter what time we started
work 2 weeks ago?
The NTC need to Invest in the Operators, with Training Facilitators that are funded, to travel to businesses
and Train their Drivers
Stop Tippers being paid by the load in Urban areas. Enforced Annual increases to hourly rates based on
minimum of CPI.
Contract per load rates for tipper trucks makes roads unsafe. New laws need to come in at 40km radius
around CBD should be hourly rate.
Load/Contract rates have to be outlawed, they reward unsafe driving, as an industry with the highest risk
of death how can this be allowed.
The NHVR is non-existent on local, council roads. Rangers and elected officials don't even know that they
are supposed to regulate.
Fines are rediculous in human mistakes.. Eg date wrong. Hours total not correct. Even tho thd breaks in
fatigue are correct on page.
Fatigue laws need to be relaxed so each individual can work with their own individual stamina and health
on any given day. NOT a computer.
OSOM operators shouldn't have to obtain local permits to detour around impassable obstacles or HV
bypasses that impede state road routes.
NHVR need to smarten up their act and have OSOM permits to the applicant within 24-48 MAXIMUM. Can
have an RMS one almost instantly.
Everyone should have the same hours, get rid of BFM and give everyone 12hours then 7hours rest, no
waiting for previous days hours
There has to be a warning process implemented. The current process of fining drivers $674 for not ticking
one box is absurd!
No more counting hours back from your last major break. All trucks off the road for two hours between 2
and 6am, other then essential foodst
Loading and unloading shouldn't be classed as working hours if you spend 3 hours a day or less
Make our work diary understandable and not just what the policing officers interpretation of it
enforceable by law.
Longer work hours between rest I don't need a break in the first 5 1/4 hours of my shift
And actual places for us to stop
Let us decide when to have a break. Still require continuous 7 hours in 24 but leave the rest up to the
individual.
Our name, license number, accreditation number is at the front of the book. It doesn't need to be on every
single page.
Let the driver use his 12 or 14 hours as they see fit. Keep the 7 hours continuous break but leave the rest
to the individual.
Stop fining drivers for simple clerical errors. A missed signature or date does not constitute a safety risk.
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everyone's clocks are on the same time now. why do breaks have to go back to the 15. Have to be there
for 29min not the 15 for 1 min over
Try to look more at the European system and transfer the Australian regulation into that!
get rid of night hours. there are lots of people that are night owls and that driving during the day is bad for
thier fatigue.
Log books need to revert back to 24 hrs midnight to midnight better and more rest areas with showers
with solar hot water
Parking bays to have toilets that are cleaned regularly. Issue a radio tag that unlocks the facility and
records details of user.
Government and law enforcement agency's not to set targets and budgets. This creates unfair and often
unwarranted fines to meet budgets.
Hours tallied from last long break, other rest breaks at the drivers discretion but must when added cover
hours rest required by law
Change major break from 7 hours to 8 hours. Hours reset from break eg no counting back. Let drivers
manage their 12 hours driving time.
Get rid of BFM all together.
Adopt the WA legislation and have it nationally the same.
Some leniency when driver is over hours to gain access to better rest stop facilities or home.
Better rest areas with better facilities. Personally happy to swipe my C/C for small fee to assist in
maintenance.
Truck ONLY parking areas. No caravans etc.
Get rid of night/long hours & the 7hr night rests, some of us NEED to at least work every second Saturday
starting at 3am-ish.
24 hour period-midnight to midnight
Keep 7 hour but leave the rest to driver discretion
Relax fines on clerical errors-wrong date etc
Lower fines (or reduce revenue raising) for all non safety issues !
Forgetting to "tick a box" or "dot an I" will NOT cause an accident !
Rest areas that have adequate facilities.
Parking bays for trucks only
I was going to try give some positive feedback but I see my opinion is only ok so long as it is less than 140
characters.
Like alot of people on here.
The 12hours in 24hours is a joke.
Bigger rest spots for trucks only short and long stay zones.
Scrap the books, scrap all the punitive attacks towards drivers, install impairment monitoring equipment.
Make the roads safe for all.
Fines don't Make the roads safe, non-impaired drivers do, if it's about safety then remove the leading
cause through impairment monitoring.
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Allow drivers to manage their own fatigue over the 12 in 24 hour period. Drive when fit sleep when tired
and split rest breaks over the 24.
Allow trucks to travel at the posted speed limit. Trucks are so advanced now and this will elevate the crazy
overtaking risks of car drivers
I only need about 8 hrs of sleep so when I wake up not fatigued I have to sit around for about 3 hours and
then make it up later on
We need more flexibility in managing our own fatigue, I am sick of having to drive when I'm not feeling
100% because the logbook says I have
Enforcement should only go back to your last reset break , getting knocked off for being 15 minutes out
from 2 months before is b.s
Regular audits for companies running maintenance management
The hvnl must become just that , not 7 interpretations of the national law.
Scrap afm & bfm after all a piece of paper dose not improve fatigue management,
We need an "extra time" allowance, for delays. Expecting a driver to pull up 15 mins from home because
the logbook says so is ridiculous !!
A 14hr day as standard, 8 to 10hr overnight/long break (debate) do away with rounding up/down break
start times, note actual times on L/book
See, 1, prosecution of COR infringements! Private Compliance Auditors, IAP providers who fail to
see/report blatant infringements by Corp's
Enforcement! Fining 4 Clerical errors is $ gathering, not safety orientated! If truly vested in safety, change
nothing and prosecute company
Make it simple! Clerical errors should not be an infringement. Primary Producers should be exempt.
Simplify and standardised regulation using available technology to make drivers job easier.
The fear of clerical errors costing drivers contributes to fatigue by drivers not resting fully ,due to
that"fear" being on their mind.
Simple. Adopted WA system Nationally. Thus, get rid of Basic Fatigue Management ...
I recently copped a $675 fine for taking a wrong turn in a strange town (bdouble). Had my Mc license for 2
months. Not sure if I want it now
Sick of rolling 12 hr work time. Too hard to keep track of. Calculate from last major rest break.
Once got done $661 for being off route bdouble. Was 400meters off. Had my mc for a month. Need
tenancy for newcomers to learn at the start.
Simple- WA trucks have statistically less accidents than East Coast trucks. So bring in WA fatigue rules.
Manage our own fatigue, simple.
Use USA style length rules- measure TRAILERS, not trucks. Let us have a decent bed! Simple!
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I want the laws changed so only hours after a major rest break are counted. Sixteen hours on and eight
hours off. No counit back.
I would like to see the law changed that you can only drive 12 hrs in any 24 hr period and 16 hrs work
between 7 hr breaks
No log book within 250KM
People in the industry have a say in formulating laws. Not desk jockeys who have no idea the impact their
decisions make in the real world!!
Standardise laws!! Let me the driver be in control of my own hours within any 24hr period I'll rest when I
feel like it not when u say so
When applying for a Route/Oversize permit, processing time given is 28day's, shorten that to 14days to put
more of an urgency on it.
Toss fatigue management, all driver can drive and work a maximum of 14 hours in any 24, then a
mandatory 10 hour break, simple no bullshit
If I have a day trip, 4 hour return trip Its normal to be tired. Yet Government allow truck drivers to drive 12
hours /days. Thats just crazy
Break the pages down to 5 minute increments instead of 15 minute increments.
Significant break should signify end of work day. New day work hours counted forward from end of break.
Change break to 8 hrs continuous rest
Adopt WA fatigue rules. Rest when my body needs it. And way less stressful. Actually enjoyed my job. And
better rested after two weeks.
More flexibility is required. Driving when tired. Resting when fresh.
Major rest should restart your work day.
The one major issue is the counting of hours. They should only be able to count forward from the LAST
major break.Not A major break .
Need to get rid of fines for dumb things. The extra stress is completely unnecessary.
Miss spelling a word or running 5 minutes over and copping infringements is total BS for what we ha e to
put up with to other Industry's
Split breaks need to be revisited in order to stop drivers from "pushing" to a destination they think they
need to be before taking a break
Introduce Electronic log books.
Introduce compulsory 14 day payment terms
Fast Track nationwide gazetted A -Double access @ Standard Mas
Drivers must be able to drive their 14 hours (should be standard) when they want in a 24 hour period
Mandatory 14 day payments
Scrap old 24 hour fatigue rule. I received a major fatigue breach for late start and starting normal day after.
Don't take extra sleep?
Make it national, 1 country 1 rule.
KIS(keep it simple)the people applying and enforcing the law are not oxford scholar's.
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Education for learner drivers about sharing the road with trucks by an accredited training organisation with
set minimum hrs.
Anyone wishing to toe a trailer requiring thier vehicle to have after market breaking require a heavy
vehicle licence(caravans)
Allow driver flexibility with work rest hours
Australia wide rules
Standardise interpretation of rules
Better information for drivers
Let us contribute more than 140 characters.
Allow more flexibility in our work hours. Have the same rules across the country. Train the enforcement
officers on the rules properly.
We are unfortunately working with more unskilled operators on the road due to several changing industry
factors. Mostly over regulation
Enforce the chain of Command strictly.
Company owners, management should carry 90% of the responsibility for the breaches of law.
14 Day Mandatory Payments.
Standardise the rules Australia Wide..
Length requirements to apply to trailers only.
Maintenance providers are not currently part of the Chain although maintenance is part of HVNL this is a
massive oversight
As the President of the National Road Freighters Association I support the association's position on fatigue
management.
Accept that Australia is a big place and that one size does not fit all when it comes to HVNL.
Under COR make hirers accountable for paying sustainable rates. Make it a breach of HVNL to under-pay
and/or stretch out payment terms.
With all the various agency inspectors now interrupting a trip, once a vehicle is intercepted, a 24hr
clearance card should be issued.
All trucks greater than 4500GVM must not travel in the overtake lane unless they are over taking another
vehicle
All trucks to mandatory do a NTC online pre-operation inspection, this inspection would be review if and
when the truck is intercepted.
Remove concessional rego ie Primary Producer rego. They pay little to no rego and in a lot of cases operate
a business.
Vehicles should be able to run on length network, rather then a specific combination network. Without the
trouble of permits.
23 meter GML road train should be aloud to go anywhere on a 23 meter route.. Without time consuming
paperwork
Change HVNL to include mandated breaks after 2 hrs driving for Bus Drivers. As per recent new Law in New
Zealand. Addressing Fatigue, Safety
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10.1 Risk-based regulation
10.1.1 What we heard – HVNL microsite feedback
On the HVNL microsite 33 respondents completed a survey on risk-based regulation.
75 per cent of respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed that the HVNL has the right
balance of prescription and performance-based requirements (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Balance of prescription and performance-based requirements

The HVNL has the right balance of prescription and performancebased requirements
3%
Strongly agree

25%

22%

Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

50%

Almost 70 per cent of respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed that the HVNL addresses
their business risks (Figure 2).
Figure 2. Business risks

The HVNL addresses my business risks
3%
Strongly agree

31%

28%

Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree

38%

Strongly disagree

75 per cent of respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed that the HVNL is easy to comply
with (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Complying with the HVNL

The HVNL is easy to comply with

12%
47%

Strongly agree

13%

Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree

28%

Strongly disagree

On the HVNL microsite we asked respondents whether they would prefer a prescriptive
and/or performance-based new law (Figure 4). Fifty-three per cent preferred a new law that
has both prescriptive and performance-based elements. Only 12 per cent preferred a
prescriptive piece of legislation.
Figure 4: Prescriptive and performance-based legislation

Would you prefer a new law that is prescriptive and/or
performance-based?
12%
Prescriptive

53%

Performance-based

35%
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Both

10.1.2 What we heard – HVNL microsite feedback
Participants were also invited to provide feedback on the following questions:

1. What does the current HVNL do well? What should we keep from the current law?
Nothing
Do well- keeping all parties accountable in the Heavy Vehicle Supply Chain. Should keepWork/rest requirements. Review the amount of consecutive days worked.

•

Nothing except punish drivers

•

Efficiency

•

Most areas are Ok. C.o.R. needs to be extended to cars Utes and Vans the same as W.A. Fatigue
Laws neeed to stay but revamped to include under 12t GVM
Ridiculous question. The HVNL is 798 pages. Is everyone expected to be a professor of the HVNL
? The law does very little well except provide cops and nhvr officers a licence to extract money
for the pettiest of reasons and has no common sense section.

•
•

Keep it for trucks but not for ag machinery

•

It allowed for more shorter breaks rather than long breaks.

•

It provides a framework, which is important. COR should be kept, but adjusted.
Logbooks/recording keeping should be kept, but the fatigue laws should be adjusted.
Allows parties to comply.
The HVNL does set prescriptive limits but they are complex and difficult to fulfil as the transport
supply chain is an imperfect system.

•
•
•

The continuing cross border issues make it difficult to follow for many

•

risk based categories

•

I have nothing to add here at this stage

•

Nothing!!!! It needs to be written or scratch by people who know the industry!!!

•

Has harmonised disparate states, in a short time, keep Codes, Guides, and Standards and ensure
it supports policing and WHS standards.

2. Does the HVNL cover everything it should? If not, what else should it cover?
Driver training and driver accreditation. Look at mandatory drug and alcohol training? Minimum
safety technology requirements for new Heavy Vehicle Purchases (e.g lane avoidance technology).
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•

•

In a way but I believe not one of the laws has had any consolation from the people in the industry.
Unlike when I was a mechanic the industry is run by people with high level experience in the
industry
No - it needs to require improved safety systems and driver education to protect vulnerable road
users
Fatigue Management for trucks 4.5t GVM and over
It tries to cover too much. That's the whole reason for a review. It could offer protection for
businesses who get undercut and make waiting time and delays chargeable.
does not consider ag machinery in myriad of scenarios that machinery is running, and it seems to
focus more on long haul trucking
Provides little protection for drivers. It always sets a maximum a driver can work which seems to
be then what employers think they should always do. But why not set a maximum that an
employer can make a person work?
Not sure
Should be simplified to different parties in chain
The HVNL was never really designed with real world experience, setting regulatory and legal
boundaries that cannot be met sets operators up for failure and makes enforcement complex and
punitive. Real operator experience and input is required.
cross border issues
Yes already makes enough people’s lives more complicated, leave it at that
No; compared to other countries, we are well behind the eight ball
National Driver Licencing Details & penalties, National Dangerous goods by Road regulations (last
step), the NHVL needs to prescribe Mandatory Accredited Training for Load Rest, CoR Fatigue M
and DG Awareness as high risk activities.

3. What do WA and the NT's regulations do better than the HVNL that we could include
in the new law?

They don't count back three ways threw log books looking for Breach's a log book is only written in
one direction
They have warmer weather???
They have flexibility with their fatigue management
Loading and Dimension requirements to be included in Accreditation requirements. Fatigue Rules
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Their laws recognise that things have to get done and those states appreciate the importance of
freight movements. The east coast sees trucks as revenue raising only. The new HVNL should relax
the permitted driving hours across the board. Bin the log book
WA regs have better understanding of Ag Machinery and an exemption for tow mass ratios etc
Allows more flexibility. Drivers can use prime movers to access facilities on breaks without fear of
enforcement.
Flexibility of driving hours is so much better in the west. This is needed in the east, but I believe it
can be even better than the western model.
Have fatigue management plans instead of work diary you have to comply with. A referendum
should be done to all drivers
Many operators from Eastern states view WA and NT as more flexible and productivity supporting,
they seem to minimise regulation, but my experience is limited. Anything that reduces regulatory
burden is ideal from a small operator standpoint.
The use of worksafe systems rather than on road enforcement and fines for fatigue
issue permits easily
The NT is more realistic and sympathetic to the operator, in that they understand urgency,
simplicity and getting a permit in place efficiently and without all the stress
Flexibility in hours worked, more performance based, less prescriptive

4. How could a new law accommodate different operators, locations and business
models, while retaining consistency and harmonisation?
Have more detailed regulations that outline specific requirements for specific
organisations/locations/models
Have some flexibility
Outcomes measuring and tracking
Car Carrier operators have different needs for dimension requirements and should not be grouped
with General freight operators. Some areas need to be Specific type operators are there are
different parameters that need to be considered Some are antiquated
Declare Tasmania as exempt from log books completely, especially agricultural pursuits. Maintain
simple records as evidence. Exemptions for daily drivers who are in their own bed every night.
Install full weigh bridges and stop fines based on axle weight.
its about the job at hand. farmers movements are short seasonal runs with trucks and ag
machinery that's size is well beyond our control as most is imported. Once of our little tippers only
does a 3km stretch of road about 10 times per year, that's it.
Simplify rules. Relax enforcement. Stop using the laws for raising revenue.
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By listening to the drivers (and managers) in the industry who are the ones who must abide by the
law. There should be a process to vet candidates who's opinions will be listened to.
Depending om business location and regular trips
This is the hardest question because it is really what a HVNL review should achieve. Small one
truck owner operators vs huge tech focussed fleets require an agile system of regulation & laws
that dont really exist. The supply chain impacts us all.
move fatigue into more performance rather than on spot fines for items such as time zone
consistency is the key, accommodations should not be made
A new law? We run the risk of having that many laws no-one even knows what law they're meant
to be following! Do you mean a simplified law?
Great Question, I see two options, 1 is to have same "philosophy as WHS" or 2 increased numbers
of codes of practice, supported by mandatory and accredited training in order to hold the role or
licence

5. Is there anything else you want to tell us?
They are in breach of copyright laws also and refuse to pay royalties for architectural working
documents for English and mathematical working for measuring mass
Enforcement- Focus on education and awareness. Less enforcement performed by Law
enforcement and focus on transitioning enforcement to the regulator. Local law enforcement tend
to have a "black or white" approach to the law, where NHVR focuses on safety..
Yes how about listening to the people doing the job because the people writing the laws have
never done the job at all. The highways are our work place and we have got 3rd world facilities but
are expected to be 1st world perfectionist
No
I want my voice to be heard. Too many reviews only gain input from agencies that can afford
professional representation. Trucks and agriculture are dynamic, not a recipe. I am a business
owner who is sick of hearing about this risk crap every day, call me
I'm not at all happy with the Ag Machinery Operators Guide. Risk is about the task at hand and the
location, and this varies greatly for agriculture. We are not a one size fits all so this law is trying to
fit a circle into a square.
Please start finding easier ways to involve more drivers and managers in the decision making
processes. The industry is going downhill because we are not being heard. We feel like we are
being persecuted, and there is increasing angst in the industry.
I think the law is ok, but police and road authorities use it to advantage revenue because truck
drivers are very uneducated people.
I am grateful to the NTC for the opportunity to contribute. Please have some NTC run events for
operators and drivers, so they can give input in person. Please consider in-truck experiences for
policy makers to see the full extent of transport issues.
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Knowledge with NHVR is very limited and relates mainly to Qld having very little knowledge of
other areas
higher productivity vehicles permits need process to be simplified and cut the red tape
Yes so many things. But is it worth it?
Adopt the UK approach to training and education for roles within TLI, this model is now in Hong
Kong, Singapore and India they use the CILT framework. needs a lot more discussion
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10.2 Effective fatigue management
10.2.1 What we heard – HVNL microsite feedback
On the HVNL microsite 73 respondents completed a survey on effective fatigue
management.
Over 60 per cent of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that fatigue management
requirements should apply to all heavy vehicles greater than 4.5 tonnes (Figure 5).
Figure 5. Fatigue management

Fatigue management requirements should apply to all heavy
vehicles greater than 4.5 tonnes

Strongly agree

18%

32%

11%
6%

Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

33%

60 per cent of respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed that work diaries are easy to use
(Figure 6).
Figure 6. Use of work diaries

Work diaries are easy to use

30%

1%
10%

Strongly agree
Agree

29%

Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

30%
Almost 90 per cent of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that simple, clear rules are
needed for operators without the resources to develop fatigue management systems (Figure
7).
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87 per cent of respondents strongly agreed or agreed that simple, clear rules are needed for
operators without resources to develop fatigue management systems (Figure 7).
Figure 7. Simple, clear rules

Simple, clear rules are needed for operators without the
resources to develop fatigue management systems
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Agree
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More than half of respondents either strongly agreed or agreed that driver health lifestyle
factors should be addressed by the HVNL (Figure 8).
Figure 8. Driver health and lifestyle factors

Driver health and lifestyle factors should be addressed by the
HVNL

12%
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Strongly agree
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Agree
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Disagree

29%

Strongly disagree

Majority of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that all drivers should receive fatigue
management training (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Fatigue management training

All drivers should receive fatigue management training
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Figure 10. Fatigue monitoring technology

Fatigue monitoring technology can replace work and rest
requirements
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Disagree
Strongly disagree

Figure 11. Business risks

The HVNL addresses my business risks
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Agree
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Disagree
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Figure 12. Compliance

The HVNL is easy to comply with
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Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
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Around 54 per cent of those that responded to the survey believed that fatigue management
should be covered by work, health and safety legislation only (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Fatigue management and work, health and safety legislation

Do you think fatigue management should be covered by work,
health and safety legislation only?

54%

46%
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Yes
No

10.2.2 What we heard – HVNL microsite feedback
The HVNL microsite invited users to provide feedback on how effective fatigue management could be
improved. 35 respondents provided feedback on the following questions.

1. What are the key changes you'd make to the law to reduce fatigue-related incidents?
EWD's and addressing the wait to start issue .
Introduce a startup fund for fatigue-monitoring technology in Australia, assisted by priority
legislative assistance to make the technology legal substitute with existing practises.
Increase the length of long rest between jobs and understand the drive home must be factored
into driving time.
We must, must allow drivers to manage their own fatigue more, look at the WA and NT model, the
answer is right there under our noses, enough with the cameras, complicated work diaries and
enforcement officers who are hell bent on taking a drivers license
The rate of pay (award) to be commensurate with the skills required to drive heavy vehicles.
Companies obliged to pay for deliveries at time of delivery - not 1 or a few months down the track.
The whole issue of fatigue is economics - not funding industry
The system needs to be way less punitive and more consultative between regulator, employer and
driver.
How about just once in your lives you actually audit the likes of Toll and TNT
Allow drivers to sleep when they are tired not when the diary tells you, you are
Ensure Fair Work investigates that minimum of Award wages are being paid to drivers. Require
evidence of award wages to be included in the Superannuation reporting scheme recently
introduced.
Prime mover used for personal use to apply to everyone in all states. Remove 24 Hour breaks and
introduce 12 hour breaks to maintain the body's circadian rhythm. Introduce a 48 Hr reset rule.
Remuneration methods are the primary cause and incentive to drive fatigued. KM rate, Trip rate
or profit share incentives drivers to earn money even if they have been held up for hours loading
and unloading. Hourly rate for all work should be mandatory.
Have a minimum standard for sleeper cab size and heating cooling requirements to make
companies buy trucks that can be slept in comfortably regardless of the conditions or length of
time
Mandatory auxiliary a/c and heating for sleeper birth, remove the 14 day counting of hours for
logbook, change mandatory continuous break from 7 to 8 hours
The work diary needs more flexibility for drivers to have more control over their rest/work
patterns. Driver education must be improved. "Trade" based schooling to achieve HV
accreditation would solve most of the industries problems.
Phase in mandatory seeing machines and similar fatigue sensing equipment into all new vehicles
>4.5T by 2022
More education in logistics officers they are they problem scheduling etc they don’t care about
drivers
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Have authorities check every Interstate looking vehicle in major cities for log book/ fatigue
breaches.
Increase flexibility in taking mandatory rest breaks & allow split rest breaks within reason. It is up
to the driver when this occurs, not a scheduler or other party in the CoR
Allow drivers to rest when they are tired, and not be penalised for it. Allow drivers to work when
they are rested.
Make the driving hours more flexible. Enforce flexible timeslots on places like the produce
markets.
I would design a more flexible set of rules in regard to driving and rest time and then direct the
responsibility to operate legally on the driver in the first instance and the drivers employer in the
second instance.
Driver managed fatigue. Scrap rolling 24 hour periods. Allowing break times to be to the minute,
instead of to the 15 minute block. Can lose too much time in a day to complete a journey safely
because you pull up at 12.03 instead of 12.00
Amend the advanced fatigue allowance of 16 hrs. Fatigue is your biggest cause of accidents. So
much emphasis put on mechanical side of things when the main problem is fatigue!
Regulate your own work hours. Change the work hours to 2 hrs work, 12 hrs driving 8 hrs
continuous rest every 24 hrs..
Everyone is different and allow drivers to mange there on fatigue and more rest area and place to
eat a good meal
allow drivers latitude, take the stress and anxiety away from drivers who are driving trucks
because they didn't quite make it to rocket science class, every time a driver is pulled up for an
inspection a minor error can cast his family a weeks pay s
Back to a 12hr book! No bfm or afm...... 12 hrs is enough!
I would like to see the WA fatigue management policy become national or something similar. NSW
mining allows mine workers to average no more a rolling average of 60hrs per week on a monthly
basis
Simplify the prescriptive legislation so that drivers can understand how to implement the rules.
Most non conformance are due to drivers not understanding the complicated application rather
than an unwillingness to purposely do the wrong thing.
Self Regulation is much less stressful as per the NT fatigue model
100% Driver Fatigue Management and Monitoring
Far more flexibility in work and rest hours and what constitutes rest. A driver should be able to go
over their hours if they 'pay it back' at the next stop, within reason. To stop somewhere dangerous
because you didn't quite make it to somewhere suitable
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2. What do WA and NT's fatigue management do better than HVNL?
They allow a driver to sleep when tired and drive when feeling rested, the proof is there, why can
you the policy makers not see this? Cameras and over zealous enforcement officers do not help
fatigue, a good attitude to the job and life is the key
no familiar
I have no direct experience with fatigue law in these states.
Everything
Allow drivers to drive until they are tired, simple form of diary
Law enforcement is more practical and not rigid. Drivers are allowed flexibility. Drivers can use
vehicles for personal use. Practical and respectful law enforcement reduces driver stress. No SafeT-Cams which has contributed to accidents.
Allow you to get home on the last day instead of 2 hours away from your destination
Allowing more flexibility on driving hours
Flexibility and less pressure from law makers and enforcement.
They cater to those states' unique indivdual challenges
Nothing! Australia all states need to be the same
Nothing
Manages fatigue through OHS legislation using well known risk identification, assessment &
control as a holistic approach rather than individual offences like the HVNL. Fatigue is addressed
instead of specified mandatory "rest" breaks
They have greater flexibility.
flexibility
They don’t do it better
Provide flexibility to suit both the task and each individual drivers body clock
Give drivers more freedom with their hours.
No work diaries = no stress and anxiousness over mistakes and fines etc = less fatigue. Drivers have
less anxiety about being non-compliant and can concentrate on doing their job safely instead of
worrying about whether a book a filled in correctly.
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Self manage
Everything
Everything!!!!
As above, it lets the driver manage thier fatigue not thier log book
Simpler than HVNL but could be refined further. The simpler the rules, the greater the
understanding and conformance. If drivers are unable to apply the rules this in itself presents an
unnecessary risk.
Self Regulation
Unknown

3. Fatigue risk is higher when driving at night. How should this be controlled under the
law?
A momentous push for automated and automation-assisted vehicles. Tesla changed the lives of
millions of South Australians using its battery, and it can assist with its new trucks going forward.
Shift start times so drivers spend less time in the High risk night zone at the end of their shifts.
The Truth is, and know one wants to talk about it. Australia relies on trucks to move freight across
large distances so consumers have their goods on demand the next day. If you want trucks off the
road at night. The whole system needs to change
In Europe, trucks need to be parked up for the weekend (i think). Driving at night is attractive as
many less "idiot" car drivers on the road. Should be compulsory with car licences to have training
on how trucks must operate on the road.
Discouraging night travel is great but there will be times when operators may need to travel or
road conditions or curfews or supply chain pressure dictate this. Looking to the reality of supply
chain pressures is key but rest at night is ideal for most.
Simple, back in the day the operators wouldn't let the rookies on the highway for years, make this
a law. Local driving before highway. You over legislate everything else, why not this?
As survey question 1
That is an inaccurate statement, there are some drivers that don't have the same cycadian rhythm
as everyone else so this needs to be allowed for.
Drivers need a law protecting them which states that no one can make them drive tired. Drivers
should not be in a position where they feel like they will have their employment terminated if they
sleep because they are tired.
I think night shifts should have a cut off time of start to stop depots holding up departures
Mandating 48 hour break between switching from days to nights, vice versa .
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Education about managing personal health and fatigue.
Seeing machines to assess driver condition
Whatever!!! That’s a poor excuse get car drivers education more in schools to drive with trucks
idiots on our roads
Current laws are satisfactory. Drivers must be made accountable for being "fit for purpose", ie
well rested when reporting for work. It should be an offence for them to not rest sufficiently
before driving. Far too many go to the beach etc first.
This statement is NOT accurate. Old research was used & did not take into account other
OHS/WHS requirements of minimising other risk factors, including driving with less traffic around
& making drivers change their circadian rhythm to meet requirements
By giving drivers greater flexibility when driving during the day.
Encourage further breaks for drivers during the hours of midnight and 6am? ie: every 2hours a
driver must have a 15min break between midnight and 6am.
I believe the current work diary rules reflect the problems with night driving
By reducing the driving time between rest breaks
Long distance and combination trucks off the road between 12am and 7am. Allows long haul
drivers to sleep. Smaller, local trucks still should be able to drive during these hours, but all semi, b
double and bugger combinations off the roads.
less hours when you drive between the hours of 2am and 6am, they are the worst hours. shorter
shifts. 2 up driving requirements
Each driver is used to doing their job and their body is familiar with those hrs. A law cannot control
every individuals body clock. 12 hrs driving, 2 hrs work, 8 hrs rest in every 24 hrs gives the driver
more control and flexibility to suit his job.
It’s not true drivers should be driving were there strengths are you have driver vets work better at
night and driver to work better in the day
Nothing empower the drivers to simply pull up and have a sleep
When you are conditioned to drive at night, you are more dangerous during the day!!!! Drivers;
real drivers (not the visa drivers) know their fatigue limits and how to tell the boss you’ll be late
without giving a rats ass to what he says!!!!
Ensure truck drivers are fit for work by being proactive by ensuring they are encouraged to
exercise and eat healthy. Road houses to provide healthy options. Night time drivers must pass
strict health and fitness test annually. Make it an endorsement
Look to commercial pilot fatigue rules which is evidence based practice. Keep the rules simple. eg.
when driving at night between hours of x and y a further rest period required.
It shouldn't. everyone has an individual metabolism and body clock
Compulsory driver medical exams
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This varies between drivers. Personally I can drive at night but really struggle at dawn. The only
real option is to make trucks park up between midnight and 4.30am

4. How can the HVNL encourage continuous improvement in fatigue management?
Introduce a startup fund for fatigue-monitoring technology in Australia, assisted by priority
legislative assistance to make the technology legal substitute with existing practises.
Allow open discussion and the space to trial other fatigue plans
Actually sit down and talk to drives who actually do the job, not Lindsay Fox or the CEO of the Toll
Group. all they care about is their share price
Be educative and not "revenue raising" The majority of truck drivers to a great job.
Systematic periodic review of the system (say 5 yearly). No sooner, because changes require
education and training.
By listening to the drivers and not to law enforcement or, more importantly, publice servants with
agendas based solely on re election and revenue.
Provide better shaded rest stops, where trucks are only to stop, fine caravaners and non trucks
that pull into truck parking areas
Regular assessments of the affects of the legislation as are a requirement under various state WHS
Laws.
Stop police from harassing drivers and using them to raise revenue over minor breaches. Give
drivers ability to manage their own fatigue. Provide drivers with greater protection from
companies that expect them to always drive the maximum hours.
review all fatigue related incidents with an independent investigator
By giving real consideration to the feedback offered by drivers as we are the ones performing the
duties adhering to the rules set by you.
The implementation of a trade based system to operate a HV will ensure drivers are up to date
with new technologies, management tools and guidelines.
By addressing the issue of fatigue directly rather than the indirect methods currently used.
Get caravans outta our REST AREAS!!!!
Have access to better data as to the cause of accidents. I think too many are apportioned to
fatigue. Sleep apnoea testing for h/v licence holders with excessive BMI should be tested.
Remove the prescriptive legislation that forces drivers to speed or drive dangerously to meet
requirements on rest breaks - long AND short. The enforcement levels have created additional
risks that need to be rectified
By establishing a panel of drivers and managers to advise the lawmakers.
Continually be open to changes and submissions from drivers/companies
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By regular consultation and ensuring the rules have the flexibility to match the many tasks
Allow drivers to manage their own fatigue, instead of relying on a model that doesn't cater to
individual sleeping patterns and fatigue.
address your 16 hour allowance and the health of the drivers who are authorised to perform for
those hours. I don't agree with the advanced fatigue allowances, especially for those of a certain
age and health status.
Training when issuing HV licences. Authorities and drivers to follow one national law. Councils and
governments to maitain all roads
Listen to the drivers and trans port industry
Allow different segments to have different rules not all trucks need to drive maximum hours every
day but like the oversize trucks at times could use 16hours one day and only do 6-8 the next two
Do you manage car drivers’ hours???? No; but you class us as Professionals?????
Encourage health and fitness
In the current setting many arguments are had regarding the application of the rules ultimately
designed to reduce risk. As such it places smaller companies at a disadvantage as often not able to
afford expensive technology solutions.
Relax the stressful situation and the ridiculious fines imposed on drivers
Consult face to face with operations staff and not corporate
Reduce the paralysing fear drivers have of the NHVR and their insane penalties. A driver is less
afraid to beat his wife than he is to exceed driving time by a minute or to misspell a town name

5. What else would you like to tell us?
Fatigue is unfortunately a fluid concept, we may never have a perfect fit for all drivers and all job
types unless we realize this
I am third generation in this industry. It is an industry that is now broken and in free fall into an
abyss. Regulations that are over the top and unrealistic have driven the career operators out and
left " A license and a heartbeat" drivers in the seat.
The licence to drive an MC is a joke! There needs to be a log of hours, just as there is for a car
licence to experience all environments. Pulling a truck up for insecure landing, then allowing it to
continue is a nonsense - revenue raising
Commercial vehicle ownership should be licensed, so that there is structured a means of directly
penalizing the owner for his/her role in breaches.. CoR has limited teeth and generally requires an
incident before enforcement action begins.
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The driver should be able to manage their own fatigue to a certain extent. The 7 hour continuous
is sometimes too much. Agree with the 10 in a 24 hour period but should be up to the driver when
he takes them as sometimes I'm ready to go after say 4 hours
You rules and laws directly affect my safety. If your laws cause more delays, more paperwork, you
are adding to my fatigue. It is the legislation itself that has contributed more to my fatigue levels
than the roads or anything else you want to blame.
The current system is complicated and needs to be simplified
Take extreme caution listening to "experts" that haven't spent a day of their lives behind the
wheel of a heavy vehicle. Dr Ann from Sydney University in particular asks leading questions thus
getting a skewed response.
Drivers are still denied access to food, showers and toilets because they can't park in towns on
their 24 Hr breaks and are booked if they drive in to access them.
1. Compulsorary for Auxillary air cons fitted to sleeper cabs. Illegal to put kids and animals in a hot
vehicle but drivers expected to sleep in cabs that can reach 50degrees. Only takes one bad sleep to
cause a fatigue related accident
BFM should be for long hall only but is more often attributed to local work to extend the shifts
beyond reasonable limits
The hours driven 14 days ago do not and won't affect you today, so long as correct breaks are
taken, 7 hours is not enough time to stop, eat, shower and get an appropriate amount of sleep to
be safe. Sleeping in 5° to -4° with no heating increases fatigue
Over regulation of an industry that requires very little effort to get in to, is always going to be an
uphill battle. It's time to take control and be less reactive and more proactive.
Documented systems will always be "worked around". Companies cannot control non-work
contributors to driver fatigue. Address fatigue by monitoring the driver in the truck.
More education in schools, logistics, more regulations on car drivers!!!
Our drivers are professionals at what they do. We supply them with plenty of rest, family time etc
etc. We cannot control what they do on their rest times and they should be accountable if they
then have an accident.
The law allows enforcement to decimate the industry through zero tolerance policing on matters
NOT safety related as was required by this legislation. Made it easy for enforcement, impossible
for drivers & SMB's to be compliant 100%
There needs to be greater industry consultation. You are only getting the opinions of very view
people. Industry bodies are great, but you need to be able to access the ordinary driver. Maybe
have a survey form in truck stops and emailed to transport co's
The industry is crying out for help. Drivers need the support to protect them from rogue
companies.
Don’t take us back to the bad old days where rogue drivers and companies would cheat the
system. The industry still needs robust boundaries to keep in check. Consider drivers mental health
and sleep requirements before setting max hrs, bosses push drivers
Create a driver safety score system and consult with the drivers who highest performance score.
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Truck drivers should have a commercial set of demerit points that do not affect their car license.
No other occupation allows a provision for you to lose your car license due to a simple mistake or
error in judgement. Can ruin a life outside of work.
The state of the roads is a major contributing factor to fatigue. Time contraints (working to the
book instead of our body) & constant anxiousness of trying to avoid overpriced fines takes our
eyes off of safety and doing our job.
Rules for the log book forces drivers to work on a dead line for rest break because you are forced
to get to a destination because of your book
I personally don't have a problem with the current logbook rules but I see drivers in my office
every day how have BFM and don't know the rules, it's time to jump on the RTOs for passing
drivers who are basically inadequate
Why do we need books when we have sat tracking???? Because you will be out of a job and save
the tax payer $$$$$$$
I have driven melbourne to brisbane over night many of times without stopping, but i have always
had the next night off, never had an issue not even close because i manage my fatigue not the log
book manage me, i stay fit and healthy
Provide a refined and easy to implement fatigue management system that can be managed
without expensive log checkers and technology solutions. Better still have a free national
technological solution (logbook) available to all. Commercial driver registrat
I realise there is an absolute need to help drivers manage fatigue and minimise risk however 30
years of experience has lead me to the fact that the current regulation absolutely does not work
for anyone. When will we get serious about minimising risk?
NHVR to develop free App / Tech to monitor / manage driver fatigue - 100% Driver Fatigue
Management and Monitoring
I don't think electronic fatigue systems work. I have been involved in a trial in WA that was a
failure with more false positives than anything. Drivers shouldn't have to work for 16 hours to
make a living, would be nice to work 8 hours like everyone else
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10.3 Access to suitable routes
10.3.1 What we heard – HVNL microsite feedback
On the HVNL microsite 13 respondents completed a survey on access arrangements under
the HVNL.
Over half respondents either disagreed or strongly disagreed that they can get access
authorisation easily when they need it (Figure 14).
Figure 14. Access authorisation

I can get access authorisation easily, when I need it
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Figure 15. Access arrangements

Current access arrangements cause too much wear and tear on
roads and infrastructure
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70 per cent of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that limits and/or conditions placed on access
decisions should be reduced (Figure 16).

Figure 16. Limits and conditions on access decisions
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Limits and/or conditions placed on access decisions should be
reduced
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62 per cent of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that access consent requests mean a lot of
work for road managers (Figure 17).
Figure 17. Access consent requests

Access consent requests mean a lot of work for road managers
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Figure 18. Challenging access decisions
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The law should allow operators to challenge access decisions
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10.3.2 What we heard – HVNL microsite feedback
Participants were also invited to provide feedback on the following questions:

1. What are the key changes you'd make to access decision-making to improve road
safety?

Start with restrictions on trailer length to allow bigger bunks on trucks, if you are serious about
fatigue management 42m B triples with a cab over Mercedes with a parcel self don’t cut the
mustard.
Depending on vehicle length, weight, and road access.
Operators should have direct access to road managers, NHVR portal should include estimated
number of journeys (for annual permits), establish a minimum number of permit approvals for a
route and then the route should automatically be gazetted
Access to consistent nationwide open data for preferred routes and maximum dimensions.
Enabling applicants to undertake risk assessment and modelling with applications to aid decision
making and lower financial and risk challenges for RCA's.
Have a better more comprehensive list of rejection conditions on NHVR applications site
Quicker and fairer access, faster review/approval, easier to find, confirm approved routes,
penalties that reflect damage, not simply being in the wrong place when no damage done.
Assess lane widths on straingts and curves, require overtaking lanes every 10km on B double or
larger vehicle routes,
Increased transparency, reduce application given high proportion of applications are the same or
similar per carrier. Ongoing party involvement being council, road authority and NHVR, hence
message can get confusing.
Education of car drivers!!!!
One country one rule
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2. How can the new law work to best support optimal use of infrastructure?
Use only cml.
Make HV access a mandatory part of development applications rather than building a facility /
commercial hub / quarry and then leaving it to operators to deal with access issues
Consideration and support alternative use cases including those involving technology other than
IAP Telematics (Autonomous Vehicles, Navigation Devices, Telematics (non IAP), feedback loops,
smarter asset mgt, connectivity, iOT).
Local Government infrastructure needs to be protected
Roads must be built up to the standard required. weights have not gone up substantially, only the
number of axles, but the roads are failing and not being maintained, then we are blamed.
Truck volume is the key pavement design life parameter, hence any increase in axles or axle loads
will increase maintenance and replacement costs. Optimal use of infrastructure would be to use
rail where feasible, otherwise rural arterial class roads
Allow option of appeal, allow greater transparency of access (current system shows duplication of
access from carrier to carrier.
We are freely allowed to move anywhere, without tolls or taxes under the Australian Constitution
of 1901 which still stands today! State law = the Lords and law enforcement = the Sheriff of
Nottingham!!!!

3. What else would you like to tell us?
Since HML and pbs road surfaces have deteriorated. Airbags pound entry exit to bridges. More
freight on 1 vehicle is increasing and destroying roads that are left to ruins.
NHVR should be accountable for access delays, not all applications are delayed by road managers,
28 day rule must be removed from HVNL, Class 1 permits should have classifications based on
mass / size and level of difficulty - not all osom loads are 250t
It needs to be far easier for a driver to confirm suitable routes and not be hit with enormous
penalties for taking a wrong turn. GPS systems for trucks must be improved.
1.Is 28 days the right time for a road manager to respond to an application? 2.Should there be a
penalty if the road manager doesn’t respond in the 28 days? 3.The reason for refusal is often
legalistic and unclear to the applicant?
We are not the badies!!!! But we are the most over regulated industry in Australia, taxed to the
shit house(ex owner), but people still want their stuff overnight??? And still we are the law
breakers???
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10.4 Safe people and practices
10.4.1 What we heard – HVNL microsite feedback
On the HVNL microsite nine respondents completed a survey on safe people and practices.
Over half of those that completed the survey agreed or strongly agreed that drivers are
sometimes pressured to cut corners with regard to safety such as speed or driving for too
long (Figure 19).
Figure 19. Drivers and safety
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Majority of respondents (66 per cent) agreed or strongly agreed that heavy vehicle drivers should
undergo regular medical assessments to help manage any underlying health issues that could affect
the safety of the driving task (Figure 20).
Figure 20. Regular medical assessments

Heavy vehicle drivers should undergo regular medical
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Around 66 per cent of respondents either disagreed or strongly disagreed that having a heavy vehicle
driver licence demonstrates competence to operate a heavy vehicle (Figure 21).
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Figure 21. Heavy vehicle driver licence

Having a heavy vehicle driver license demonstrates competence
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Figure 22. Drug and drink driving

Drug and drink driving is a significant problem for heavy vehicle
drivers, operators and others in the chain of responsibility
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10.4.2 What we heard – HVNL microsite feedback
Participants were also invited to provide feedback on the following questions:

1. Should there be a national approach to heavy vehicle driver licensing or is the current
state-based system better?
Yes, a National approach represents drivers as one body. The interstate driver is a national driver
in reality..
A national approach would help to maintain consistency between states, as long as the process is
kept simple and affordable. I changed careers into transport because it was easy and affordable.
Driver licencing isn't the problem but a lack of on the job training definitely is. People aren't
starting at the bottom and working there way up to bigger trucks. Foreign drivers should have no
previous recognition of licences from other countries.
Yes as it is too easy for drivers to gain the licence, but then once licence is gained, experience must
be obtained but insurance industry puts massive blocks in place when trying to introduce young
people into the industry
The "national" doesn't include NT or WA, so can't be national.
A National licence should mean what it says!!!! One heavy vehicle license/registration for
Australia...... not each state!!!! One rule for all!
Make it national just like the laws should be, this will provide a positive outcome.
Absolutely National
Yes

2. How can the HVNL encourage a culture of safety in heavy vehicle transport?
Encourage employers to be more responsible in fatigue issues. At the moment BDM &AFM allows
drivers 70 hours plus a week. You really think employers are letting tired drivers relief time off for
this. Driving fatigued is a crime under all police law.
Empower people in the industry to be safe, instead of regulating everyone and everything.
Micromanagement rarely works in any industry.
Train the new comers properly
Transport Industry needs to be recognised as a profession or no matter what you try and introduce
it will not work - just look at the last 30 years and we still have some companies doing what they
please - not possible to police everyone.
By taking heavy vehicles off high traffic volume roads including interstate routes and utilising
separated self-funding road infrastructure similar to the rail network.
Get rid of the driving schools... Encourage companies to sponsor a driver, because when I started,
Alan Shearer didn’t care what I had done but wanted to assess and train me..... I learnt more than I
could have from the people from those driving schools!!
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Attract the right people, enforce traineeships with promising career paths for large employees, a
licence to drive a truck should be accompanied by a licence to operate. Make it law for all drivers
to obtain a cert iv in safe operation of heavy vehicles
Reduce driver pressure and cut some red tape
Increased level of WHS presence within WHS Laws

3. What else would you like to tell us?
Employers need to allow fatigue rest breaks. If an employer breaches this, there should be a
faculty to report this breach. HVNL needs to have a body (work safe) etc.. to enforce why
Company is not respecting fatigue concerns. Penalties given for breach
Complex regulations and tight enforcement contribute to stress, confusion and inconsistencies in
the industry, which in turn cause further issues. Shifting focus from 'regulating' drivers to
empowering safety would solve many issues.
Start listening to what some of the drivers are saying and stop listening to the big end of town,
who are all pushing their own agenda's. Some of the big PBS companies have as many accidents &
threaten people to get removed from the internet to look good
Industry needs some sort of training ground but cost of training has to be found somehow - on the
road nowadays and surprised at how many drivers don’t know how to fix basic things such as
change a tyre or what to do if trailer lights don’t work
Get rid of the dangerous visa drivers and publicise the transport industry as a career job!!!!
Anyone can obviously get a truck licence but not many can operate a truck safely. We should
Change it to a licence and a cert qualification to be able to operate a heavy vehicle on public roads
Don't treat everyone like an automated machine
Adopt the CILT- Chartered institute logistics transport (International) competencies which is in UK
laws to standardise those above activities across all supply chains
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10.5 Assurance
10.5.1 What we heard – HVNL microsite feedback
On the HVNL microsite five respondents completed a survey on assurance schemes under
the HVNL.
Respondents did not seem to have a preference for performance-standards replacing the
need for alternative compliance options such as heavy vehicle accreditation (Figure 23).
Figure 23. Performance standards
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Figure 24. Participation in a mandatory assurance scheme

Participation in an assurance scheme should be mandatory for
all commercial heavy vehicle operators
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Around 50 per cent of respondents believe that the HVNL should include a mechanism that supports
recognition of other assurance schemes such as Trucksafe and/or the Western Australian Heavy
Vehicle Accreditation (WAHVA) scheme (Figure 25).

Figure 25. Recognition of other assurance schemes
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The HVNL should include a mechanism that supports recognition
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All respondents either agreed or strongly agreed that customer audits provide confidence
that an operator is compliant with the law (Figure 26).
Figure 26. Customer audits

Customer audits provide confidence that an operator is
compliant with the law.
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Around 67 per cent of respondents agreed that the HVNL needs an assurance scheme such as
accreditation (Figure 27).

Figure 27. Accreditation scheme under the HVNL
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Does the HVNL need an assurance scheme (eg accreditation)?
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10.5.2 What we heard – HVNL microsite feedback
Participants were also invited to provide general comments and feedback on the following
questions:
1. What areas might be suited to an assurance scheme under the HVNL?
No response provided.

2. Who should perform the key roles in any assurance scheme?

Independent parties to Transport companies and Gov authority
The regulator or an approved authority, such as an industry body that meets established
standards

3. How can the HVNL promote a proactive approach to managing risks?
Get realistic

4. Are there any other parties that need to be accredited to ensure the safety of heavy
vehicle operations?
Off-road parties should also be audited to demonstrate compliance and provide assurance to
other parties, using a "one audit" framework recognised and accepted across the industry

5. What are the main challenges you face under the current approach to assurance (eg
NHVAS)?
Not under that scheme but have been in the past
You will still find operators that are accredited yet trucks are still being driven in an unsafe
condition, for example, with a bald tyre or two that require replacing.
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6. What does an ideal assurance scheme look like?
No response provided.

7. What aspects of the current assurance scheme/s should be retained?
8. What lessons can we learn from other sectors?
The HVNL should contain an operator licensing scheme similar to the likes of the United Kingdom,
America, Canada and New Zealand.

9. What else would you like to tell us?
Assurance schemes should provide a fair and level playing field and should be mandatory for all
operators.
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10.6 Effective Enforcement
10.6.1 What we heard – HVNL microsite feedback
On the HVNL microsite two respondents completed a survey on effective enforcement under
the HVNL.
Figure 28. Enforcement efforts and data

Enforcement efforts could be targeted to be more efficient and
effective by making better use of data.
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Figure 29. Practical options to challenge enforcement decisions

The law should provide more practical options for regulated
parties to challenge enforcement decisions
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Figure 30. In-vehicle telematics to focus enforcement efforts

Regulators should be able to access information derived from invehicle telematics to help focus enforcement efforts
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Figure 31. In-vehicle telematics to inform management of road assets

Road managers should be able to access information derived
from in-vehicle telematics to inform management of their assets
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Figure 32. Sharing data with authorities

Operators should benefit from sharing data with authorities,
such as having more flexible compliance options.
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10.6.2 What we heard – HVNL microsite feedback
Around two people contributed to the following questions:
1. What aspects of the law have no link to safety and/or productivity and should be
reviewed?
Transport and coppers knowledge of maintenance....
Excessive fatigue related fines and immediate fines for minor defect. Minor defect should be given
direction to repair and only issued a fine if not repaired in a reasonable timeframe

2. How can the law support a risk-based regulatory approach?
Stop seeing us as criminals!!!! I am a war veteran and have coped shit from these guys but as soon as
they see a tattoo or a sticker!!!!!! Do you know how many ex military drive???? So why would you
perceive us as criminals????

3. What are the key changes the law needs to make it easier for you to comply?
Speed limits, spelling mistakes, leniency on hours when so close to home(24hr rest break). I will not
sleep in the truck when I am an hour from home and out of hours.

4. What enforcement tools are needed to give the regulator, police and road authorities
maximum effectiveness in responding to noncompliance?
Education!!!! Transport knowledge

5. What are some perverse outcomes that arise from compliance obligations under the
law?
$$$$$$
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6. How can the law best support enforcement strategies aligned to a risk based
approach to regulation?
Education and compassion!!!!! Stop being the tax collector

7. How can the HVNL promote secure and responsible sharing of data?

Can’t
Good luck with that. Transport is a cut throat and greedy game

8. What else would you like to tell us?
Nothing you’d understand
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10.7 Vehicle standards and safety
10.7.1 What we heard – HVNL microsite feedback
On the HVNL microsite five respondents completed a survey on vehicle standards and
safety.
Around 60 per cent of those that responded agreed or strongly agreed that risk profiles
should be used to target inspections (Figure 33).
Figure 33. Risk profiles
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Similarly, around 60 per cent agreed or strongly agreed that operators are sometimes
pressured to cut corners with regard to safety such as routine maintenance and loading
(Figure 34).
Figure 34. Pressure to cut corners with regard to safety

Operators are sometimes pressured to cut corners with regard to
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80 per cent of survey respondents agreed or strongly agreed that significant sanctions
should only apply where safety risks are present (Figure 35).
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Figure 35. Significant sanctions

Significant sanctions should only apply where safety risks are
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In addition, the HVNL microsite asked users whether standards are needed for safety critical
repairs and replacement parts. All participants (n=7) agreed that standards are required for
safety critical repairs and replacement parts (Figure 36).
Figure 36. Standards for safety critical repairs and replacement parts
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10.7.2 What we heard – HVNL microsite feedback
Around eight participants provided feedback on vehicle standards and safety.
1. How can the HVNL best support the use of emerging vehicle safety technologies?
Talk to the manufacturers of the different safety technologies, learn about their capabilities and
conduct cost/benefit analysis on the product(s). Discuss with actual users of the technology for
their feedback.
Enforce that additional safety features are not an optional extra on new Heavy vehicles
Work with DIRDC to update relevant ADR's that mandate safer, cleaner, greener truck
technologies.
have an increase in registration fees if they are not fitted
As with other components in the review, having broad outlines in the Act, and subordinate
legislation that contains the details that can be amended with Best Business Practices as they
emerge & are proven
There has to be an incentive to use safer newer lower emission vehicles, cheaper rego would be a
good start.
Adopting a principle based approach

2. What barriers prevent the uptake of safer vehicles?
Perception by the operator. Many drivers/operators see safety technologies as an expensive
inconvenience that doesn't apply to them. Education needs to be directed at end users, fleet
managers, company management. and policy makers.
Not all HV are tested regularly, Most HV testers do not remove wheels and brake drums to check
brakes properly, and it isn’t enforced that they do RWC not done to standards and owners and
operators not wanting spend the money to keep vehicles safe
A lack of modern globally harmonized standards relating to the design and manufacture of
commercial vehicles.
Long
Initial cost layout & the flaws in the "safer" vehicles - eg: Autonomous breaking technology can
cause a vehicle to brake when going around a corner & a vehicle is coming in the other direction
In Nsw (I haven't checked other states) you aren't required to have had formal training in heavy
vehicles to work on them. You can do a light vehicle trade and receive a Mvria licence that is same
as a heavy trained mechanic.

Financial - transport rates have fallen below the threshold of safe and sustainable operation
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3. How can inspections be most effective in identifying and removing dangerous
vehicles from the road?

Effective auditing of maintenance accredited fleets, regular and qualified road worthy inspections
both random and scheduled.
Make it mandatory that HV testers take all wheels and drums off, take pictures and properly check
the brakes as well as putting every axle over a brake decelerometer, to be 100% sure that every
axle on that vehicle is 100% safe
Roadside enforcement must be focused and capable with regard to the identification of vehicles
not meeting relevant ADRs.
Have them mandatory, at least annual, and undertaken by a statutory authority
Get appropriately qualified persons involved in doing the initial inspections, not just enforcement
agencies
You aren't required to be a heavy vehicle trained mechanic to apply for rms examiners course at
TAFE. How can you do a safety inspection on a vehicle that you don't have trade qualifications
for??
By Age profile of vehicles, 0-3 years ZERO, 3-5 1 inspection 5-7 2 Inspections, 7 -10 yearly, plus 10
years every 6 months also they must follow the NHVR Maintenance Manual Standards and
repairers must use this document

4. How can the law take proactive steps to identify and prevent dangerous vehicles
from being used on roads?
The laws are generally already in place, the compliance by qualified and sufficient people to
conduct inspections is lacking. Issuing of bulletins such as VSG25 has a positive impact on
compliance.
Make mandatory annual RWC, Also make annual brake testing on a brake decelerometer for every
HV axle both truck and trailers
As above.
24 hr manned weigh stations with any overweight trucks being then detained until a
comprehensive vehicle safety check occurs.
Using Regulator's guidelines to identify issues & act in line with the intention of the laws instead of
to the letter of the law for the purpose of punishment
More random heavy vehicle inspections on local trucks.
Refer above and increased level of criminal prosecution

5. What else would you like to tell us?
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Once a vehicle has entered service, there is very little legislation in place to ensure it maintains
ADR standards such as replacement parts meeting actual performance and durability
requirements. UNECE R90 type regulation is required.
Take the steps needed to make it truly a national heavy vehicle regulator
The lack of globally harmonized standards causes market distortion on a slower update of safer
greener trucks.
The enforcement agencies that apply the relevant laws need to work consistently in the different
jurisdictions. The current approach is creating an "us & them" mindset when it should be everyone
working towards safer vehicles & roads
Introduce Safe Rates across the Country
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